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ln preparing the study the authors have looked
closely at the operation of the waterway today. It
examines trends in cargo movement, and in ship-
building. Studied also are the limits of capacity of
the Canal. The fundamentals of toH policy have
been considered and a toll strategy for the future
sought, Alternatives have been weighed for en-
larging the Canal. The authors have ventured into
the field of pohcy to consider steps to modernizing
treaty relationships with the Republic of Panama,
helieving that the larger picture of engineering,
technological change, economics, and decision-
making are all tied in with effective handling of
Canal questions in the years ahead.

This work anticipates the area of change that lies
ahead, and suggests that by capitalizing upon tech-
nological innovation the Canal can promote ex-
panding markets and growing industry.

By giving a broad spectrum of trends and prag-
rnatic possibilities, a base is provided for assisting
the business community and the public in forming
judgments of what manner of ships to employ on
Canal trade routes and what manner of changes to
make at the Canal itself.

There are questions of judgment whether the
United States should lay out the sums of money
that will be required to enlarge the capacity of the
waterway, and the degree to which considerations
of national defense interests will play a part in this.
The authors have not attempted to touch these
questions, feeling that they demand a special ex-
pertise they do not have. They will, however, be
involved in deciding what the country should do
with the Canal for the future.

"By looking at the changes in maritime coru-
merce, and the scientific and technological innova-
tions made possible by modern engineering tech-
niques, the authors have brought new perspectives
to hear upon the operation of the interoceanic
canal and the options that are open to the United
States in this area. They recognize that there are
many uncertainties along the way, but are con5-
dent there is a future for rising trade and maritime
transport." Alfred H, Keil, Dean, School of Engi-
neering, Massachuset ts Institute o f Technology.
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The Panama Canal has been in operation for sixty years. In these
years the world has changed much. More than fourscore nation states
are now on the world scene that did not exist when the Canal was
opened to navigation in 1914. International commerce has expanded
from a few hundred million tons a year to over 2,700,000,000 metric
tons, much of it moved between nations and continents by ocean
shipping.

Postwar patterns of business are changing many traditional relation-
ships and practices. Registrations of nearly a quarter of the worM rner-
chant fleet are now placed in countries other than where their true
owners are situated in order to gain entrance into sheltered markets, or
to obtain the benefits of low fees or less expensive labor. Multinational
companies, joining firms and operations in different countries, are
becoming widely used in corporate life to promote international
business.

More importantly, from our point of view, a technological revolution
is sweeping the world mercantile fleet. Ship sizes are increasing progres-
sively. There are today, for instance, over a thousand vessels that are
too large to be admitted to the Panama Canal locks, and nearly twice as
many more that can go through the locks only if they are less than fully
loaded. Dry and liquid bulk carriers are being constructed in Europe
and Japan that are over 300,000 tons in capacity, too large for accorn-
modation in the narrow, relatively shallow waters of the interoceanic
passageway. The small general cargo freighters of yesteryear are giving
way to large, highly specialized types of vessels.

Before 1970 practically the only specialized types of vessels generally
known were oil tankers and ore and bulk carriers. Today Lloyd's Regis-
ter of Shipping lists 21 different types of ocean vessels, including refrig-
erator ships, containerships, roll-on roll-off ships  RO/RO!, oil and ore
carriers, oil and dry bulk and ore ships  OBO!, special petroleum prod-
ucts ships, lighter-aboard ships  LASH!, automobile carriers, and
others. As more specialized ships are being built, a downward trend is
occurring in the use of general cargo vessels with their greater labor
intensity in the handling of cargo.

Containerships are a revolutionary change in maritime commerce
made possible by the advent of the sealed modular container. The fast
turn-around time of these vessels in port, their efficient manner of
stowing containers above as well as below decks, and the low pilferage
and breakage of boxes sustained while en route, thereby lowering insur-
ance charges, appeal to shippers. Furthermore, the big containerships
can take the place of as many as five general cargo freighters due to
their efficiency af loading, thus effecting significant savings in the use
of shipping. The container revolution is not only a novelty in cargo
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Ita lac ks, however, with their fixed t!lnlenSions trn'fNNC litllitattofN Qn
the caller ity of the Canal.

A develoliment that wll] llavi atl irnliortant hearing Upon the future
of tile ifltt'tl>L'ear li  caJlal ILnd the tilde that funiletS through it iS that Qt
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community. Distances of 6,000 miles and more were saved on some of
the principal world trade routes, thereby reducing time spent at sea and
affording economies to seaborne transportation between the Atlantic
and Pacific Oceans.

In the years since the Canal was constructed, an increasing stream of
traffic has turned this into one of the main thoroughfares of world
commerce. Nearly half a million vessels have transited since 1914. Ships
flying the flags of nearly every principal maritime nation move an ever
enlarging tonnage of cargo through the Canal to and from the world' s
port s.

The oceanborne commerce of the United States has long been a
primary beneficiary of the existence of the Canal. For many years
United States flag shipping stood in first place in numbers of traj~sits
per year. Although vessels flying the U.S. flag made more than 1,200
transits in 19'73, vessels registered in Liberia, the United Kingdom, and
Japan each outnumbered them. Following after these come the ship-
ping of Norway, Greece, Panama, Germany, the Netherlands, and
Sweden, Vessels of sixty countries have employed the Canal in one
year, attesting to the broad usefulness of the waterway to world
commerce.'

Practically every country f'ronting on or adjacent to the Atlantic and
Pacific Oceans shares to an extent in the. more than 126 million long
tons of cargo a year that now moves through the Canal.

Role Of Canli in United States Foreign Commerce

The volume of United States foreign trade passing through the
Panama Canal has increased steadily in the postwar period, as seen in
Table 1. One of the primary reasons for building the Panama Canal was
to promote United States ocean commerce. Table 1 and Figure 1 show
the percentage of total United States oceanborne foreign commerce
passing through the Panama Canal. This percentage has grown from
10.7 to 17 percent in the past 14 years.

Table 2 gives the breakdown by commodity type of the United
States foreign commerce passing through the Panama Canal each year
and its total estimated value. The value of cargo passing through the
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4 MARITIMEITIME COMMgRgEIFUTURE OF THE PANAMA CANAL

Qg~J has almostM d bled since 1950 and has grown even faster than
tonnage volume.

tonnage and in value is due primarily to expanding
trade between the United States East Coast and Asia. In t e past 1ph

years the grow o apanth th f Japan's economy has been phenomenal. The pros-
b ht f r continued growth of United States trade through

the Canal with Japan, China and Australia, provided the energy eris@
does not lead to a major recession.

Roughly 66 percent of all the cargo moving through the Canal come
from or goes to ports of the United States. This indicates how impor
tant United States trade is far the well-being of the Canal operation.
Japan ranks as the largest originator and receiver of United States trade
through the Canal, followed by the United Kingdom, and West Germany.

While the Canal transited only 17 percent of the United States
foreign trade in 1971, this represented approximately 33.5 percent of
the total value of foreign seaborne United States trade that year. Corn-
modities transiting the Canal as part of United States oceanborne
foreign trade had a high average value compared to overall United
States oceanbozne foreign commerce. The lower average for overall
trade was due largely to the volume of crude oil the United States
imported into its East Coast ports from the Middle East. In 1971
foreign crude oil was inexpensive and little of this petroleum transited
the Panama Canal.

The volume of United States cargo carried through the Canal and its
dollar value give a rough measure of the importance of the Canal for
United States foreign commerce, The Canal's role in United States for-
eign trade is growing and will continue to grow. Assuming the United
States railroads do not extend their portion of the East Coast United
States-Asia trade beyond present levels, as much as 25 percent of all
United States forei~ oceanborne commercial trade may be passing
through the Canal by 1980.

KNItance Savings of Panama Canal
There are numerous maritime advantages of the interoceanic Canal,

lt is the strategic location of the Canal, situated at the narrow waist of
the Americas, that gives this shortcut its great advantage for oceanborne
commerce bound between the two major oceans.

The Panama Canal provides important savings in distances for ship-
ping bound between various ports in the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans. A
vessel traveling between New York and San Francisco, for instance, can
save 7,860 miles by using the Canal instead of going around Cape Horn.
From New York to Callao, Peru, 6,237 miles can be saved. From NewYork to Yokohama, Japan, 6,509 miles can be saved compared toproceeding via the Straits of Magellan, although going around the Cape
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of  'ood llope or through th» Suez Canal when this is open is shorter
than tlie Magellan rou4'. A vessel sailing from New Orleans to Van-
couver, B.C., cari shorten the voyage by S,807 miles compared to going
around South America. From Hampton Roads, Virginia, to Yokohama,
Japan, the Canal saves 5,666 miles conipared with sailing around the
Cape of Good Hope and proceeding across the Indian Ocean.

From European ports to points in the Pacific the distance advantages
of the Panama Canal are similar. A ship en route from I iverpool, Eng-
land, to San Francisco, can cut 5,575 miles off a voyage around South
America. From London to Shanghai the Canal saves 3,S92 mites com-
pared with t,he Straits of Magellan. F'rom Gibraltar to Callao, Peru, the
Canal gives a saving of 3,322 miles.

Not all routes are, of course, equally affected. The distance from
Bishop's Rock, southwest. of England, to Melbourne, Australia, is
12,312 nautical miles by the Panama Canal. It is 10,754 miles via the
Suez Canal when that is open, and 11,630 via the Cape of Good Hope.
Normally, traffic from Europe to points in the Indian Ocean and be-
yond will go by way of Suez or the Cape of Good Hope. The Panama
Canal offers an alternate route to these destinations when Suez is
closed, giving the advantage of calls at ports in the New World en route.
The Canal also provides a shorter, less stormy route than around Cape
Horn.

Table 3 shows comparative distances between selected ports by a
variety of routes. The principal savings are between ports on the At-
lantic Ocean generally north of the bulge of Brazil �5oS!, and points in
the Pacific Ocean north of 40"S latitude, i.e., Wellington, New Zealand.

Vessels proceeding from ports in North America, the Caribbean,
northeast South America, Western Europe and the Mediterranean to the
West Coast of Latin America as far south as Valparaiso, and vice versa,
will save distance by utilizing the Panama Canal compared with round-
ing the Horn.

Likewise, vessels from ports on the West Coast of North America,
Hawaii, Japan, the Philippines, the East Coast of Australia and New
Zealand, and from the West Coast of South America as far south as
Callao, Peru, proceeding to ports in the Atlantic Ocean north of Recife,
Brazil, will save distance by employing the Canal route.

Vessels leaving from ports near or below the equator in the Western
Pacific � i.e., Australia, New Zealander ports south of Callao, Peru,
bound to Buenos Aires, Sao Paulo, Rio de Janeiro, or Africa south of
Nigeria, have a shorter distance to go via Puenta Arenas and the Straits
of Magellan than by the Canal. Much less shipping moves along this
route, however, than via the Panama Canal because there are few inter-
mediate stops along the way. In short, the Panama Canal is strategically
placed for the main body of interoceanic commerce.
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Table 3

Com arative Distances to Selected Ports Via
an l an ternate otttes

 Right Side l

TO
i0te 1-

bourne
We 11-

ingtonYoj oh ma Shanghai S ingap ore Bomb aY Distances to
Pacific Por:s
Relative to
Distances from
New York to
These Ports

10 �84

10, 04 NA 10,262
NA 12,258

7,642 12,435
11,083 12,342

0,0 0

12,327 NA 9,746
NA NA 12,339

10,296 8,327 13,120
12,381 11,383 12,642

10,388

11,949 NA 9,368
NA NA 12,766

11,494 9,525 NA
12,873 11,875 13,131

NA 8,601
NA 11,277

8,760 NA
'0,392 11,651

NA NA NA
11,079 NA 6, 853

NA '0 �72 NA
9,283 8,285 9,544

NA 12,312
NA 12,478

5,961 10,754
'0,371 11,630

NA 12,275
NA 11,811

3,049 7,842
9,663 10,922

NA 11,944
NA, 10, 190

6,958 11,751
7,771 9,030

NA NA
NA 10,793

8,092 NA
7,333 8,592

1. Compiled from U.S. Hydrographic Office, Table of Oistances. H.O. Publication 141.
Washington: Covernment printing Office, 1965.

2. Oistances from Bishops Rock to sample Western European ports are: London. 413
nautical miles; Liverpool. 297 n.m.; Rotterdam 454 n.m.; Bergen 911 n. n.; Oslo 947
n.m.

9,700
16,209
1 3,026
IS,269

16,074
12,500
14,970

9,604
16, 155
13,185
15,270

9,126
16,582
14,383
15,762

8, 359
1 5507
13,618
l4,279
12,093
11,513

NA
11,791

NA
10,669

NA
12, 172

,0 0
16, 294
10,819
14,258

12,033
15,627

7,907

13,550
I.l, 70
14,006
11, 81.6
11,658

NA
NA
NA

11,220

16,761
12,344
14,587

16,626
11,818
14,288

16,707
12,503
14,588
10,010
17,134
13,701
15,080

9,243
15,645
12,936
13,597
12, �
12,065
13,348
11,109

NA
11,221

NA
11,490
12,954
16,846
10,137
13,576

12,917
16,179

7,225
12,868
12,586
14,558
11,134
10,976

NA
NA
NA

10, 538

12,523
16,619
10, 137
12,380
12,8

NA
9,611

12,081

11,182
NA

1.0, 729
11,390

NA
11,923
11,141

8,902

NA
NA

7,930
11,369

NA
NA

5,018
10,661
14,525
14,416

8,927
8,769

NA
NA
NA

8, 331

NA
NA

8,168
1],382

NA
NA
NA

7,904

9  942
12 �93
12,961
12,641

NA
7,697

NA
9�63

8,523
11,568
14, 326
14, 132

8,843
11,433
13,800
13,833

, 327
ll, 514
14,485
14,133

,949
11,941

14,625
7, 182

10,452
NA

13,142
10,916

6,872
IS, 330
10,654

NA
6,028

NA
hlA

10,893
11,653
12,119
13,121

10,856
10,986

9,207

12,413
10, 525

9, 365
13,116
10,521
11,598

9,908
NA

10,081

KY+ 0
NY - 135
KY - 526
NY � 299
NY - 196
KY � 54
NY + 159
NY+ 1
NY - 574
NY + 373
NY + l357
KY + 493
NY � 1341
NY - 1116
NY + 592
NY - 990
KY + 2393
KY � 4696
KY + 1004
NY - 3478
NY i 3411
NY - 5540
NY + 2104
NY - 3097
NY 4 2370
NY + B5
NY - 2207
NY - 1.011

NY + 2333
NY � 582
NY 5l 19
NY � 1719
NY + 2002
NY � 2203
NY - 1210
NY � 3611
NY + 3075
NY - 1600
NY � 76
NY 4049





A waled nlap shows that tliere are w hat niay be ter'DleGl areas of
advantage in the oceans on the opposite sides of the Anierican conti-
nent. It is shorter to proceed via the Panama Canal when passing from
one area of advantage to another than by any alternate route, As an
example, San Francisco is closer via the Panama Canal to all Atlantic
ports except those iii South America south of latitude 30"S. It is also
shorter to Mediterranean ports than by any other route. Many of the
leading world ports are in a position to take advantage of the Panama
Canal for some portion of their overseas trade.

For much of the overseas commerce of the United States, Canada,
>western Europe, the Caribbean countries, northern Latin America,
Japan, and, to an extent, Australia and New Zealand, use of the Panama
Canal shortens sailing distance. This is what pves the Canal its true
sign if lc an ce.

By shortening distances between ports in different oceans, the Canal
saves time for shipping, aml helps reduce fuel and transportation costs.
For commercial ocean vessels � which made up mare than 390,900 of
the over 480,000 transits of all kinds that have taker> place since the
Canal was opened to navigation � the savings are important in economy
of operation, thus yielding higher profits. This makes the Canal attrac-
tive to world commerce. Shipping is often waiting in considerable num-
bers at, the Canal terminals for transit  fig. 2!.

Time Advantages
Reductions in distances give savings in time. The days that are saved

by using the Canal, as compared with the longer sea routes, mount up
impressively. For instance, a vessel traveling at 15 knots can make Los
Angeles from New York in 13 days by the Panama Canal compared
with over a month via the Straits of MageHan. A ship traveling at 25
knots can make the 9,700-mile journey from Yokohama to New York
in 17 days, compared with 25 days needed for making the 15,300-rriile
voyage around the Cape of Good kIope.

Table 4 gives a series of sainple days required at different speeds for
specific voyages. Thus, a ship bound frain Seattle or nearby Vancouver,
B.C., to Europe at, 20 knots can niake Bishop's Rock Light off south-
west Kng>and in 17'i. days compared with 31 days if it were to go
around via the Straits of Magellan. A vessel hound from London, Eng-
land, to WeHington, New Zealand, at 20 knots can make its destinatian
ill 23 sea. days by the Panama Canal, or 25 days by Suez if that is open,
or 27'i'~ days if it goes around South Africa.

Savings in time enable the needs of commerce to be served by fewer
ships, as well as affording faster delivery times. Faster ships save fewer
days, tile reductions in savings being proportionate to the increase. in
ship speed. Savings in iriiIes that have to be traversed mean lowered fuel
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consumption, as well as crewing costs, thus reducing transportation
costs for shipper and buyer, thereby furthering overseas trade.

Savings in Fuel Consumption

Lower distances along routes have a direct bearing upon the amounts
of fuel consumed, depending upon a vessel's mechanical efficiency, its
speed, tonnage, shaft horsepower, and hull form.

lf we hypothesize a small general cargo vessel of 8,000 gross regis-
tered tons which would displace about 13,333 tons, such as many that
pass through the Panama Canal, proceeding at 15 knots, with a shaft
horsepower  SHP! of 6,610, its consumption of fuel figures as 35.4 long
tons of oil per day.3 In a 14'/away voyage from New York to San
Francisco it will burn 512 tons of oil. The same ship taking a 36k-day
circuit around South America would use up 1,290 tons of oil even if it
encoUntered no heavy storms to slow up its progress. If fuel oil sells at
$48 per ton, the Canal route will save roughly $37,000 in fuel costs
alone.

A larger cargo vessel of 12,000 gross registered tons, running at 15
knets for the same distances, and consuming 46.4 tons per day, will
save 1,018 tons of fuel oil, or $49,000, by employing the Canal route.
This is a substantial saving.

Taking as a third sample, a modest-sized containership of 25,000
gross registered tons �1,667 tons displacement!, operating at 20 knots,
the fuel consumption will amount to approximately 179.5 tons a day.
In this case, use of the Canal can save up to 2,950 tons of fuel oil over
going around South America, making the fuel cost $93,000 rather than
$234,000 if it were to go the longer way. Such a saving can make a
major difference not only in the costs of transportation for shippers,
but also in the profits of operation the vessel's owners or charterers
realize. In a time of world energy shortages, the Panama Canal is seen as
a valuable means of saving fuel, and thus of shipping costs. It thereby
helps promote ocean borne trade.

Factors Bearing on Choice of Routes
Commercial vessels will normally take the shortest available route

between their ports of departure and destination in order to save costs
and time. Other factors may enter into the choice of a particular route,
or for a specific voyage. These include such elements as cargoes to be
picked up or delivered en route, orders from owners or charterers, draft
and size limitation in ports, facilities for resupply, and the incidence of
tolb upon ship earnings.

Considerations of government policy, and security en route, can af-
fect the choice of routes in special circumstances, or for vessels in
government employment. Fundamentally, the distances involved, car-
goes to be delivered or had, orders from owners or charterers, and





increasingly available in the years ahead.

Principal Routes Served by the Canal

The principal shipping routes passing through the interoceanic Canal
are outlined in Figure 3.

The Canal is advantageous principaHy to shipping moving between
�! the coasts of North America, �! the East Coast of North America
and Asia, �! the East Coast of the United States and the West Coasts of
South and Central America, �! the East Coast of North America and
Oceania, �! the West Coasts of the United States and Canada and the
East Coast of South America, �! Western Europe and the Mediter-
ranean and the West Coasts of North and South America.

The Canal route is also beneficial to shipping moving between �!
Western Europe and Japan,  8! Western Europe and Oceania,  9! the
East and West Coasts of South and Central America roughly above the
equator, �0! Japan, the Philippines, China and ports in the South
Pacific and the East Coast of South America along with the rnid-West
Coast of Africa.

The Panama Canal is marginally appealing to shipping going from the
East Coast of the United States or Western Europe to points in South
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mediate ports o are arts f cail are a factor in determining whether a vessel w8.1
proceed west via e anthe Pm~a Cm~ or go in the opposite direction via

Capetown an ud South Africa. Vessels heading for Indian Ocean port
Eweil as e8 P rth and Melbourne in Australia, from Western urope

norm yall take the Suez Canal if that is open, or proceed via the Cape of
MA Hop rather tha going by Panama and across the Pacific Ocea
unlessnl they have orders or a schedule that calls for touching at North
American, Caribbean, or Central American ports.

Vessels sailing between Yokohama or Shanghai and Rio de Janeiro or
West African ports below the equator must cover approzirnateiy the
same distance whether they proceed via the Panama Canal or the Cape
of Good Hope. In these instances, factors other than distance alone
guide the choice of routes.

Whatever the coordinates by which ships proceed to destinations
overseas, their courses generally are fixed by schedules and by cargoes
to be delivered or picked up.

For a substantial portion of the world's overseas traffic, the Panama
Canal offers a conveniently-placed shortcut between the Atlantic and
the Pacific Oceans. 'Ihe number of vessels using the Canal each year
indicates that a large amount of oceanborne commerce finds the Canal
route valuable for business. The use of the Canal by ocean cornrnercial
shipping will be examined in Chapter Three.

New Developinents and Old Advantages

New forms of transportation have sprung into being since the Pan-
ama Canal was opened to navigation. Air transportation has captured all
but a smaU amount of the transoceanic passenger business, causing the
express passenger liners to be laid up, sold, scrapped, or turned to the
cruising trades. Increasing quantities of freight are airlifted overseas
each year, although in total volume this is still not three percent of this
nation's foreign trade, There are many forms of general and bulk cargo
that will continue to move by water for as long as can be foreseen.
These wi0 find their way to the interoceanic shortcut on board tradi-
tional-type shipping to take advantage of the distance-time-transporta-
t4n cost savings which this offers.

The supercamers have not taken the place of the general cargo liners,
containerships, tankers, oreships and reefers that are the primary bene-
5ciaties of the Canal's presence. 'Ikey are not likely to do so for a long
Mme to come, although the availability of deepwater terminals in the
United States will enhance the competitive position of the big carriers
that, can offer economies of scale combined with low-cost transpor-

;;=;--' @Ation. Decades will be needed to alter the patterns of shipping limited
-'.-: quan5ties of many raw materials, tropical products, manufactures, and
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per ton mile on an express containership moving at 30 knots.
Counting ocean transportation, port transfer charges, and transconti-

nental rail freight, the costs for delivering a 20 x 40-foot container in
Rotterdam from Yokohama are figured as amounting to $431.88 using
the U.S. land-bridge versus $166,48 using a containership running
directly by the all-sea Panama Canal route. "Provocative marketing
techniques exercised by proponents of the United States land-bridge
route, Seatrain Lines of New York in particulax, have tended to disguise
the economics of the system." Between Japan and New York it is
figured that mini-bridge delivery will cost $178.06 more per container,
although present rates have been set about equal in order to capture a
market.

To shippers and customers of highly competitive merchandise the
mini-bridge operation does have a four-day delivery advantage over the
all-water route that can be significant. Missing a connection at the West
Coast transshipment port, or delay en route across the continent by
rail, can wipe out the advantage, or come close to it, however  see
Tables 6 and 7!.

Ocean shipping has been able to retain the major share of the con-
tainer cargo by putting on modern containerships that combine the
advantage of fast sea delivery with avoidance of transshipments in
ports, the possibilities of missing connections, being held up by U.S.
dock strikes, having cargoes wrongly routed, and delays or tie-ups in
crossing the continent.
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The ltlteN!ceatlX shortcut Offers strong advantages in this competi-
tion. At the present time, unit trains are reported to be making weekly
departures between New York and Oakland, Long Beach and Seattle oo
tranSconbnentaj runs. MOst of the h.affic bOme by these trains is
cggried on mini-bridge rootings.

Tabje 5

8 nd Transit Times'

panama Canal

Nx les Da s

Land Bridge

Miles Da aRoute

Yokohama-Nev York 1,2

Yokohama-Los Ange lee
Boa Anqelea-New York rail

4,8OO 9.O
30000 5,0

Yokohama-Nev York
Canal delay time 9,700 17 ~ 5

1.0

Total
9,700 18. 5V 800 14.0

rail
4

Yokohama-Europe
Canal delay terre 12, 500 23. 0

1.0

Total ll,'500 25,0 12,500 24.0

1
No prov>axon made tor port, tame since it 1s
common to both routes.

NOTES:

2,
Sea t Erne aswumea 2 3-knot ship or 552 r1autioal
ml loll per dap.

3
Awaumem optimum WLtuatsar1 Of dSreCt transfer
between whip and an avaxting unct: train.

4 Transit time based on Atchison, Topeka and
santa Ve Railroad proposal.

'From lnteroc ante t'anal Stcdtes, 1970, lnteroceantc Canalstudy''tommtssr .n, sra.T!tnttton, 0.C'., %070, p. IV-120.

Yokohama-Loa Ange les
Tranafer3
Low Angeles-New York
Transfer 3
New York-Europe

4,800 9.0
2,0

3,000 5.0
2.0

3,100 7.0
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Table 6*

Compar ison of Costs for Land-Bridge and Panama Canal Routes:
Y ok oh a ma -F u r ope

20x40-foot Container

S 58,68
30, 00

8. 78

IS 7

unitized t rain

days 250. 00
30. 00

8. 78
45. 64

S431. 88Tot,al cost per container - 25 days

All-Se a Panama Canal Rout.c

Sl>6. 48
10. 00

Yokohama-Rotterdam � 24 days ~ S6. 

Panama Canal toils

S 166. 48
S265. 40

Total cost per contairer
Difference - land-bridge excess

N JTE:

*Interoceanic Canal Studies, 1970. Report of the President' s
Interoceanic Canal Stud, Cormission.   ashington, l970,

IV-123.

Tabie 7*>

d Panama Canal Routes:Com ar ison of Costs for Mini
Yokohama-New York

20x40-foot Container

S 58. 68
2>0. 00

~0IP. 666

Yokohama-Los Angeles - 9 days S6 52
Los Angeles New York rail - 5 da s

ays

All-Sea Panama Canal Route

S 120. 62
10. 00

Yokohama-New York � 18. 5 days '~ S6. 52
Panama Caral tolls

l~i7

S 178. 06D if ference - mini-hr idge excess

**Ibid,, p. IV-124

Yokohama-Los
Port trans f e
Ship delay
Proposed ATS

Los Angele
Part t rans fe

Ship delay
New Yo rk-Rot

Angeles - g days 0 S6
r charge

2 days ia $4.39
F rail charge special
s to New York City � 5

charge
2 days i~ $4.39

terdam - 7 days i" S6.5

.n comparison with th» direct scv route, ships
wf 1 1 have por t t imc a t. e i ther cnd of the land-
br dgc. An allowance of 2 days at each port
to arr ice, d ischar ge cargo and dei>art. was assumed.
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The land-bridge is not positioned to offer fast, inexpensive d l
of general broken-lot cargo, nor to transport heavy
shipP~rs continue to enjoy the advantages for which the P
was built.

Extending the IVlaritime Advantages of the Canal

%hen the Panama Canal opened for navigation, it represented a tech-
nological leap ahead in international transportation, extending the
advantages of ocean shipping by the introduction of the interoceanic
shortcut. Since that time, other modes of transportation have intro-
duced new means of carrying goods and passengers and mail, They
surpass ocean shipping through shortening time of travel and introduc-
ing new conveniences, as by air transport�but at greater cost. The large
bulk carriers, on the other hand, have been increasing their efficiency
and lowering the costs of transportation through introducing economies
of scale, automation, and improved mechanical efficiency, but they can
only be used where deep ports are available and they require large
volumes of cargo to make their employment economical.

The development of these new modes and their effect on the cost of
oceanborne shipping can be visualized with the aid of Figure 4. This
depicts the supply and demand curve for a fictitious general commodity
which can be called "gencom" which couM be grain, lumber, crude oil
or etc. The fictitious commodity "gencorn" is used instead of grain,
coal, etc., because the supply and demand curves for any particular
commodity passing the Canal are not known. "Gencom" could have
been any commodity carried in trade through the Panama Canal in
1920 on any trade route. Assume it moved on a route from New York
to San Francisco as an example. In 1920 N tons of "gencom" were
traded and they cost P dollars per ton to the consumer who purchased it.

Assuming the Canal had been out of service in 1920, "gencom"
would have had to be carried around the Horn in the small, slow ships
of the period or moved by rail across the continent. Use of these modes
would have cost more than using the Canal. This situation would have
resulted in an upward shift of the supply curve by the amount of the
additional cost of shipping  K in Figure 4!. Since the cost would have
been higher, fewer consumers would have purchased it, and the volume
traded would have been N* soM at price P+.

For the 1974 figure "gencom" was selling at price PP and NN tons
were moved through the Canal and sold in San Francisco. Had the
Canal been turned over to Panama that year and Panama had refused to
let "gencom" transit, suppliers would have been forced to seek other
alternatives. But in 1974 the alternatives included superships sailing
around the Horn, air freight, pipelines and transcontinental unit trains.
None of these alternatives existed in 1920 to any appreciable extent.
The new modes of cargo transport were cheaper, relatively speaking,
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motives on the lock walls, better lighting in the Cut, and so forth.
'Ale key to the continued usefulness of the Canal will be its ability to



planes use more energy than the standard-size cargo vessels tha rn e
up the greater part of the traffic using the Canal. As the energy shortage
is likely to be of long duration, it is reasonable to assume that the
maritime advantages of the Panama Canal will not be superseded in the
foreseeable future.

%e shall consider in Chapter Seven alternatives for extending the
maritime advantages of the Canal. Meanwhile, the Canal will continue
to be useful to the oceanborne commerce of nations up to the limits of
its capacity.

The most likely manner of removing the limitations that now exist,
and extending the maritime advantages of the interoceanic canal,
appears to be replacement of the present lock canal with a sea-level
waterway through which both larger shipping can pass and larger
numbers of vessels per day and year can be transited. This is a logical
step Di improving the usefulness of the Canal when the time is right.
Appropriately designed and constructed this could serve the needs of
commerce for another century.

CHAPTER ONE FOOTNOTES

1. Years mentioned are fiscal years ending June 30th unless otherwise stated.
2. This figure must be carefully interpreted as it says nothing about how much

the United States benefits from U.S. cargoes transiting the Panama Canal. 'Ihe
profits reaped by suppliers and receivers of commodities moving in trade are
determined by the terms of trade which are the details of supply and demand,
For example, until 1974 the United States benefited from inexpensive foreign
oil. The terms of trade have now changed and oil exporters are reaping the
benefits.

3. The figures are arrived at by using the formulas SHP = .00345x dis-
placement! ~ x  speed!, and the tons of fuel consum ed per day
SHP/186.6. This is an empirical formula arrived at by naval architects.
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Bte~art Q. Lingley and Norman J. Padelford, "Effect of Supershipbuilding on
Canal Demand." M.J.T. Sea Grant Program, Interoceanic Canal Project. Draft
Report No. 10, March 1973. Ship operating costs were figured at $6,350 a day
for the 60,000 dwt carries» and $13,250 per dsy for the very large ships. It is

that the srnaJ!er ships going via the Panama Canal can make the
19 200-mile round trip in 67 days, allovring four days in port, while the larger
v~ts will require 89 days for the 30,600-mile circuit via Good Hope. 'Ihey
wll on the other hand, carry more than four times the amount of coal per trip
snd avoid paying Canal tolls costing $48,000 a round trip for the smaller ships.
Interoceanic Cerro  Studies, l970. Report of the President's Interoceanic Canal

udy Commission. Washington, 1970, p. IV-120,

R F. Qibney, "Shipping Lines Are Winning on Europe/Far East Run," Sea-
frode, March 1973, pp. 41-46.

7.

panama Canal, Committee on Merchant Marine and Fisheries, U.S, House of
Representatives, 91st Congress, 2nd Session, April 2Z, 1970, Serial No. SI-Z5,
p. S.

8. Pdggrmo Canal Traffic, Capocily, and Tolls, Hearings before Subcommittee on
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ing out to meet the Atlantic Ocean.

Southward from the Atlantic

Viewed in reverse from far above the Atlantic entrance to the Canal
and the port cities of Colon and Cristobal, the prominent features in
the foreground are the massive three-step Gatun Locks that raise and
lower vessels 85 feet from sea level to summit lake, and the mile-long
Gatun Dam that holds back the Chagres River and Gatun Lake. Behind
these works lie the 163 square miles of Catun Lake holding the water
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Figure 5,
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the hills, widening the Cut, and periodic maintenance of all mechanical
elements of the locks, has kept the Canal in excellent working order.

Notwithstanding the continual use, vessels are locked through in
practically the same time today as in the first year when the numbers
were in the hundreds rather than thousands.

The Canal has become not only a marine highway between the
oceans; it has become as well a link between continents and nations as
traffic has funneled an unending flow of oceanborne commerce through
the waterway.

To comprehend the Canal operation as a going concern, it must be
seen at water level, as from the deck of a transiting ship.

Preparing for Transit

Passage through the Canal requires close cooperation between per-
sonnel aboard vessels, authorities on shore, and attending tug masters,
especially at the approaches to the locks. The behavior of vessels must
be watched with minute care, and the masters, officers and personnel
aboard them must be ready to respond to the requests of Canal pilots
ared the orders of Lockmasters to avoid harm to vessels or locks.

The procedure for transiting the Canal, and the law relating to it, are
fairly elaborate.2

Arrival at Terminal

A vessel must communicate with the Port Captain's Office at Balboa
by radio or through its agents 48 hours before its arrival at the Canal to
allow for arrangements to be made for its boarding, assigning of pilots,





transits, remeasurement is made befare clearance is gra~ted.
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rteposlts 8E a/!proverb% Oan Ks, De r ore tn e vesse~& ~rot'etKl r~rle'

IO :kS. FOr  !Overnnlent,-OW1!ed '.u'irI 01!era ed VeSSelS, UredltS are taken
ln 1!lell of Cash payment With set tlenleIlts lnade between Federal agen-
eles Ln M ashlngton,

Heeeptian Of PilOtS i!nA r'Urdr'1'S

9;hen the boar ling fornlalities are   ompleted the vessel is cleared for
transit,. Pilotage is cornl!ulsory with a Canal pilot beirlg in full corltrol of
a vessel.'

ln tlnle. Of Dational enlergency, of if 92t l s otheDA'ise felt, t<! he lleces-
Sary fOr ir!Suring the safety of a Ship Or the  .."a@a[, Or aSsuring the
compliance with tile laws and obit 'ations <!f the Ullited States, a vessel
rllay be reC[uired tO receive an arrrled guard, ' 'I'he law alloWS the
au'thorlties tO Col!trOI and inspect veSSels, Ser,'ure tht m, relrlOve a.ny
personnel lf Aee� be, «ncl evel'1 to take f!'ossesslOn of thel11. I l1e powers
are exercised within the Canal Zone l!y the t,"overnor with thr approval
of the President, ot the U»>ted States

 luards may be posted wherever the Governr>r indica'es.  :,'ustonlarily
they are station<d on th~ hrirtge, ir! th» pilot ho«sr, rarlio room, engine
room, fore arid aft on deck, and alon~~ tile sides, They have aothority tr!
take whatever HleasLlres may L!e needed to prevent, or sf.op utllawf1.ll
aCtion;. In tirrte Of vVar or threatener[ rtanger this is very impOrtarlt, ''

Pilotage ar!d Scheduilinrl of Transits

Role of r:anal Pilot

%hell a vessel ellters the Canal w'BterS, COntrOl Of tts navigation Bnd1
rnOVernents iS plaCed under the hallds of a  ';anal pllOt,. i[t. iS the duty of
the. ship s Master tr! be on the. bridge when «ntering r!r leaving the locks�
and when going through the Cut, to inforrll tile pilot of individual
peculiarities in tile handling of the ship. lt i» also his resporlsibility t<>
see that the pilot's orders are carried out. If t,he Master or another
person glv s an orrler corltrary to that. r!'f thr pilt>t., or fails to r.onfnrm
to the orders of the pilot, alld at> accident, o ours, 4hc Mash:r is respon-
Sible, aS, in gerleral, in hart>or Situatior!S The Ship fnlay l!e libeled pend-
ing settlement of the e<!sts or clairns. '-'

PllOtS erl!l	0y Walkie-talkie ra ll !s to  '. '!Hlnlur1'1Cate w!th ear'.h rother
on the Same Or Clifferent ShipS, With attienx[il!g tugs, lockmaSterS, 1OCo-
rAOtlve Oper'BtOrs, anr3 th» .'vlarnle Tratllc   t1ntrr	 Ufffce l fig. 71,

The pilot,'s role is pa>ticulavly it!f!pOrtar1t as a Vessel iS al!proaching,
moving through, and leaving the looks. Jt is also critical i11 '.he Cut
where wind and fog 1 all affect tl!e navigation of a vt'ssel,

Two pilots are; generally put on board large vessels. Four pilots are
used orl tile large ore carriers and tankers witll one StatiOned on each
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Vessels can anchor at Balboa, Cristobal, Gatun Lake, Garnboa, and tie
up at Gatun, Pedro Miguel and Miraflores as required and as directed.

Proceeding through the Canal

Vessels generally are directed to proceed into the Canal as soon as
the Canal pilot is aboard. Moving from Lunon Bay, at the Atlantic end
of the Canal, a vessel first passes through a dredged channel seven miles
long to Gatun.

Transiting the Gatun Locks

As a vessel approaches the locks, whether at Gatun at the Atlantic
end, or at Miraflores on the Pacific, a team of Canal linehandlers is
taken on board from a launch to handle the cables that are attached to

the towing locomotives on the lock walls.
At the Gatun Locks a vessel is raised, or lowered as the case may be,

in three consecutive chambers a total of 85 feet to the level of Gatun

Lake  fig. 8!. The chambers at all of the locks are nominally l,000 feet
kong, 110 feet wide with rubber fendering at each end, and have 42 feet
of water over the sills. Transiting a vessel at Gatun takes approximately
one hour. The time is somewhat less for small vessels and considerably
more for large ships that have little room to spare.

When all is in order, a chain fender is lowered in front of the first
lock gate and the vessel is pulled into the lowest chamber. There the
lock gates are closed behind it, valves are opened allowing water to flow
down from above into the chamber until the vessel rises to the level of

the second chamber. The gates in front of it are then opened and it is
towed by the locomotives into the second chamber. There the same
procedure is followed to raise it to the level of the third chamber and of
Gatun Lake. Normally, two electric locomotives are employed on each
side of a vessel to move it through the locks. These run on a track and
cog raH with speed controlled to maintain cable tension and pull. More
locomotives are used for the largest ships.

One of the largest commercial ships to transit the Canal has been the
T.S.S. Tokyo Bay, a 36,000-gross-ton containership of British registry.
The dimensions of this ship, 950-feet-long, 106-foot-beam, allowed less
than two feet of clearance on each side. Experience has shown that
these ave about the maximum dimensions that can be accepted for
commercial vessels  fig. 9!.'

Within the lock areas movements are directed by the pilot in coordi-
nation with the !ockrnaster. The lockmaster is in direct contact with the
operator of the lock gates and water valves in the control tower.

Within the lock tower a control board displays the positions of the
gates, chains, water control valves, and mater level in each chamber.

  Text continues on page 35.!
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C!8!!t; !~OC!B!SP. ! ' 4! M!S!l AWBV !!'0!!TTfIP, I!;BE,
Fog is still a problem at the Cut, tying up navigation through the Cut

on an average of 65 nights a year Pilots pull off «nd «nchor at  :arIIhoa,
going stivtllbound lf advised to by the Navlgat ion Dlvlslon { fig. 1 1 j.
Net lighting and Sigrlaling are a 11elp, but pilots Still feel uncertain
about navigating the Cut, ln t,he fog. 1 orrt'.rltial rail'ls which can drasti-
cally cut visibility also ti» up traffic,

%idenlng the Cut, has coIItributt.'.d rnaterlally to a spt',eding 'Up of
transits. Previously traffic had to be scllt;duled so it woultl move in one
direction for several hours. Now it, is possible to move most, traffic
continually in both directions, save when a flight. cif locks is cnlt for
servicing, or when there has bee» som» tie-up du» to an accident. Clear-
Cut, traffic is still given to very large ships and those loaded with flam-
rrlabllt. or dangerous cargoes. Otherwise, shipping moves continuously
around the clock N bo'tll dirt'ctlons, l!ut pilots havt" to l!e  'areful on
nleeting other vessels in the Cut lest the wake frorll one afft.ct the
cour e of othe~.

Petlwe Miguel arid Mirallvre~ Lo<.k>

Moving south out of Gaillard Cut, a vessel passes t,hrough the exca-
vated vaIley of th» Rio Obispo and Rio Grande, two small streams that
flow froLrll the Continental Divide toward the Pacific, At the encl of this
valley the vessel reaches the Pedro Miguel I,ocks. This lowers, or raises,
a vessel in one chamber 3l feet with the same procedures being used
that were described for Gatun. From here a vessel southbound traverses
Miraflores I ale, a small artificial body of water, to the two-tiered
Miraflores locks. These locks, again uniform in dirnensiorls with the
Gatun ajnd Pedro Mi@lel Lock chambers, contain two chambers that
lower, orraise a vessel an average of 54 fet t to or frtirII sea level. This is
the final lockage at the Pacific end of the waterway.

Pacific. Terminal and ChanneI ta Sea

FroDI this 1K!int, a sh lp passes three m lit.s out to Balboa Harbor
through a channel similar to the approach to t,he Gatun Locks on thc'
Atlantic side. On the starboar� side southbound is the unused channel
excavated for the Third Locks in 1941-42.

BeyolId Balboa the right-of-way extends five miles to the Pacific
QCean past NaOS, PeriCo, arid YlarnenCO ISland. A Causeway connects
the nIairlland with these islands cutting off a silt-laden crosscurrent that
woukl require continual dredging.

Aftt.r a vessel passes Flamt;nco Island, it discharge» th» Canal pilot
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Present precautions are bLlllKlclLL tv pl

vessels from most mishaps, Occasionally, vessels will scrape the sides of
the lock chambers or hit the approach waOs, Once in a while serious
accidents occur, such as groundings or denting plates of vessels by
striking the approach walls. Cases can be found of claims and counter-
claims arising from accidents in the Canal. But few accidents have been
serious enough to impede operation of the Canal for extended periods.

Long-Range Planning to Fxpedite traffi
A lock canal requires continual attention to maintain its operating

efficiency, especially in the tropics. Channels must be dredged. Lock
structures and machinery must be overhauled to reduce wear and pre-
vent their becoming fouled with marine growths and rust. Towing loco-
motives can break down and wear out. Almost every mechanical feature
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CHAPTER TWO FOOTNOTES

1. For the history of the building of the Canal, see Miles P. DuVal, Jr., And the
Mountains W'ill Moue, Stanford: Stanford University Press, 1947.

2. Nese are summarized in an article by the author entitled: "Ocean Commerce
and the Panama Canal." Jourrlai of Maritime Lax and Cornrnerce, Vol. 4, No.

AP«i >973, pp 397-423. Much of what follows is extracted irorn the
Jouraol with the permission of the Editor.

The laws and regulations are incorporated into the Code of Federal «R~«
tions, Title 35, Panama Canal. Washington: Office of Federal Register, re»s d

subject to fatigue and obsolescence and needs regular overhaul and
maintenance.

As the quantity of shipping transiting the Canal has increased fro m a
few thousand vessels a year to 15,000, serious thought has had to be given
tp ways of handling increasing numbers of vessels in order to maintain
optimal transit time and efficient labor schedules for operators.

For the near future, three sets of improvements are underway tp
enhance the Canal's operating efficiency. These include  a! lock im
provernents,  b! navigation improvements, and  c! seeking additional
supphes of water. These @rill be discussed in Chapter Five.

Conclusion

The opening of the Panama Canal made possible a tremendous ad.
vance in intercoastal and overseas trade. Some of this conceivably
would have come irrespective of the Canal. But the presence of the
waterway, with its foreshortening of distances on principal trade routes,
and its speeding of movement between the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans,
was a large factor in stimulating the business that has followed.

The irnprovernents that have been made in the Canal to widen the
channel, that are now underway to increase the water supply and that,
will be made as needed to expedite traffic by increasing the number of
towing locomotives on the lock walls, will enable the Canal to absorb a
good deal more traffic than it is now handbng. It is estimated that it,
can probably keep up with demands until about the year 2000 or later
as transits have been running in recent years. We will consider in a
subsequent chapter the possible magnitudes of future commerce and
what these may do to the need for additional capacity or a larger canal.

The United States and other maritime countries will benefit from
whatever is done to speed up the process of transiting and to increase
the number and size of vessels that can be put through the Canal in a
given day and year. Other nations of the American hemisphere, Western
Europe, Asia, and Oceania will be served by whatever advances the
usefulness of the interoceanic canal. It remains one of the principal
means of furthering overseas commerce.



of what activities in the Canal Zone should be included within the coverage of
tolls is "not appropriate for judicial action" �56 U.S. 309, 317 �958!!.

7. CFR, 35, Sec. 133.32.

S. CFR, 35, Sec. 133.71.
The Regulations specify that, except as provided, "no vessel shall pass through
the Canal or enter or leave a terminal port, or maneuver within Canal Zone
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14. See CFR, 35, Sec. 103.8, giving Canal authorities discretion in these matters

16.

17,

10.

11.

12,

13.
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waters lying inside the Canal entrances without having a Panama Canal pilot o�
board," The pilot has full control of navigation until the vessel leaves
opp it t ~md for the ~a, unlem othe~~ released by the Port Captain
CFR, 35, Sec. 105.1.
The power to pbice armed guards aboard vessels was first given by Act of June
15, 1917 �0 Stat. 220!. This was amplified by an Errecutive Order of Septem
ber 5, 1939, and by Acts of August 5 and September 26, 1950 �4 Stat 427
and 64 Stat. 1038!. See Vnited States Code, Title 50, Sec. 191,
Norman J, Padelford, The Panama Canal in Peace and @Tan New gorQ Ma
millan, 1942, Chapter IV.
CFR, 35, Secs. 105, 107. Canal pilots have similar control of the mpvement of
all vessels of war in the Canal,
CFR, 35, Sec. 103.9.

Marine Director's Notice to Shipping Agents, August 12-72. Ba!boa Heights
C.Z., May 19, 1972, p. 4. The maximum draft level allowed for transits is 39
feet, 6 inches; for initial transits it is 37 feet. Ibid.
CFR, 35, Sec. 111.162.
%e are indebted to Captain Howard L. Wentworth, Searsport, Maine, for 20
years a pilot at the Canal without an accident or investigation, for observations
on problems of navigating the Canal.



CHAPTER THREE

L}SE OF CANAL BY OCEAN SH1PPING

Standing at Gatun at the Atlantic end of the Panama Canal, or at
balboa at the Pacific terminal, lines of vessels coming from all parts of
the world can. often be seen moving toward the Canal, or waiting their
turn to proceed into it. On the average, as many as 40 vessels a day
transit the Canal. More than 14,000 ships a year are locked through the
waterway at the present time, This exceeds the dreams of those who
f~t visualized a shipway through the Isthmus of Panama and vindicates
the need for a shortcut between the oceans.

The designers of the Canal looked far into the future when drawing
up the specifications for the waterway. The builders constructed a
system of locks to endure for a century and more, As it turned out, the
work was done on a scale of sufficient proportions to serve all but the
largest ships afloat today.

Vessels today are far longer, of wider beam, and more specialized in
nature than when the Canal was built. Increasing numbers of those that
now regularly call at the Canal practically fill the 1,000-foot-long,
110-foot-wide chambers. The standard ship designers' measure known
as "Panamax," meaning the maximum dimensions a vessel can have to
fit within the locks, is being exceeded each year with new ships that are
too large to go in the lock chambers. Such vessels are employed on
ocean routes that would not normally pass through the Canal, such as
from the Middle East to Europe or Japan carrying crude oil. Their
existence raises questions, nevertheless, whether a larger waterway
should one day be constructed to accommodate them.

Ships that Pass in the Day and Night
The small, plodding, coal-burning freighters and other steamships

that once passed through the Panama Canal are now replaced by
850-foot tankers hauling 60,000 tons of oil, and by mammoth con-
tainerships that can sustain a speed of 30 knots and more at sea loaded

Ship traffic at the Canal has reflected the technological progress of
ocean transportation from the coal-burning reciprocating steam engine
era to the gas turbine and nuclear power plant. The vessels that transit
the Canal have ranged from windjammers of the days of sail and small
Pleasure craft to the U.S.$. Missouri, the "Mighty Mo" of World War II
fame, with a beam of 108 feet.

Particularly interesting among today's transients are the 950-foot,
106-foot-bean containerships of the T,S,S. Tokyo Bay and sisterships





class of British registry and other new slrips of a sim,l~ iz, th
carry 2,000 containers or more

It <s possrble that some of the large containershtps built fo tl
Europe-Asia run will be diverted to the Suez Canal when that is re-
opened, for they cannot operate at their full-designed draft. of 44 feet.
through the Panama Canal. On the other hand, the Pa»arna route has
the advantage of not charging them tolls for cargo carried on open
decks as does Suez,

Other users of the Canal include giant dry bulk and oil carriers like
the Liberian-flagged S.S. Melodic that for some years carried coal from
BaltiInore to Japan and iron ore from Peru to Baltimore on the return
voyage, The Melodic hols the current record. of lifting 61,078 long
tons of cargo through the Canal. Its sistership, the S.S. Arctic, is shown
in Figure 12.

Hew to the Canal in recent years are special automobile-carrying
ships, such as the Norwegian-owned Dyvi Pacific which carries 2,000
European-built compact cars to the West Coast of the United States,
and a comparable number of Japanese-built compacts from that coun-
try to the East Coast, of the United States.

Although passenger liners have as a rule given way to the jet aircraft,
a few luxury cruise ships continue to be regular patrons of the Panama
Canal. Among these are such familiar names as the P & 0 liner Can-
berra, the Holland America Line Rotterdam, the Norwegian America
Line Sagafjord, and others. With the changing fortunes of American
shipping, there are today na passenger ships flying the United States
flag that, regularly call at the Canal.

Vessels of many kinds and descriptions pass through the Canal each
year with an almost infinite variety of cargo. Although there has been a
marked trend toward specialized shipping such as the container and
automobile-carrying vessels, refrigerated cargo vessels, lighter-aboard-
ships, tankers, and dry bulk carriers, the general cargo liners still pre-
dominate in the file of shipping.

With approximately 80 percent of the world commodity transpor-
tation carried by water and 98 percent of this and other countries'
foreign trade borne by ocean shipping, the outlook for an ongoing line
of shipping moving through the Canal is promising for years to come.

Patterns of Ship Traffic

The records of Canal traffic show a remarkably steady growth in
business, both in numbers of vessels passing through, and in cargo car-
ried. Transits of total ocean traffic have risen from a few thousand to
14,829 in 1970. The high point for total Panama Canal traffic of all
kinds was reached in 1970 when 15,523 vessels made the transit. The
volume of cargo transported through the waterway has grown from
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nine milhon tons in 192G to 127 million in 1973, Toll receipts have
n proportionately, surpassing $113 million in 1973. Q>res~g a9

the historical record shown in Table 1, the traffic patterns since ].947
are of most concern,

Table i

Traf fi c S tati sti cs"Historical

Commercial Ocean Total
Car o � Lon Tons Transits

Commercial Ocean
Transits

Fiscal
Year

1,058
724

1,738
1.,989
1,948

9
2,791
2,665
3,908
5,158
4, 9
5,097
5,293
6,253
6 299

27
5,370
4,362
4,162
5,234
5,180
5.382
5,397
5,524
5,903

7
4,727
2,698
1,822
1,562

3
3,747
4,2eo
4,679
4 r793

,9
8,209
8,579
9,187
9,719

1915
1916
1917
1918
1919

1921
1922
1923
1924

1 1926
1927
1928
1929
193
1931
1932
1933
1934
1935
1936
1937
1938
1939

1941
1942
1943
1944
PAY
l946
1947
1949
1949

950
1951
l952
1953
1954

1956
1957
1959
1959

r448
593

6,524
7,41O
7,794

4,888,400
3,093, 335
7,054,720
7,525,768
6 910,097

,3
11,595.971
10,882,607
19,566,429
26 993,l67

3,956 549
26,630,016
27,733,555
29,615,651
30,647,768

0,0
25,065.283
19,798,986
18,161,165
24 704,009
25,309,5 7
26,505,943
28,108,375
27,385,924
27,866,627

I t
24,950,791
13,607,444
10,599,966

7,003,487
8,6 3,6

14,977,940
21,670.518
24,117,788
25,305,158

8,872,243
3o,O73,o22
33,610,509
36 095 344
39,095 067

0,
45,119,042
49,702,200
48,124,809
51 153,096

1,108
807

1,937
2,210
2 230

7 7
3,371
3,050
4,449
5 787
5,174
5,923
6,259
7,116
7 197

6,
6,217
5,075
5,040
6,211
6, 369
6,453
6,695
6,930
7,479

6,623
4,643
4,372
5,130
8,8
9,586
6,375
6,999
7,361
7, 94
7,751
9, l69

10,210
10,218

1
9,744

10,169
10,608
11 192

Total Tolls
and

Tolls Credit
Receiveg~a

S 4,367,60>
2,407,047
5,628,069
6, 439,066
6 173,029

1
11, 276,483
11,198,000
17,508,701
24i291 596

,40, 4
22,931,764
24,230,027
26,945,862
27,128,893

24, 646,109
20,707,856
19,621,181
24,065,707
23,339,2 9
23,510,629
23, 147,640
23,215,209
23 699,430

18,19G,390
9,772,113
7,368,739
5,473 846

1

14,796,406
17, 634,361
20,017,439
20.617>635
24,511 713
23,958,979
3p,409,500
37,530, 327
37,191,107

36,
37 450,759
39,653,712
42,834,005
46, 546,620



fron~csuse intermittent nuctuatrons. me urss s~siunisia~

occurred in 1972, although this involved a drop of only 254 transits out
of more than 14,000, or less than two percent.

The record shows that the Canal has been of large and continuing
importance to commercial shipping. This is the Canal's largest cus-
tomer. This, furthermore, is a business that is worldwide in scope, encom-
passing vessels from as many as 60 different countries in a single year.
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Government Traffic

The top line in Figure 13 shows that there has been a considerable
variation in the overall number of transits compared with commercial
ocean traffic. This is explained by the varying numbers of government-
owned vessels and smaH commercial craft that use the Canal. The gov-
ernrnent vessels � warships, military transports, tankers, etc.~ largely
United States Government shipping. This class of traffic has ranged
from as few as 182 transits irl a year to 1,504, as shown in Table 2.

Table 2

U.s. Government Ocean Traffic at Panama Canal*

No. Transits TollsFiscal Year Lon Tons Car o

*Compi led from Panama C'anal ComPany,
Table 11.

yearly,

This group af shipping which forms the second ranking element of
traffic changes in its composition and numbers as crises appear abroad
and the need is felt for reinforcing United States interests and security.

From Table 2 it will be seen that United States Government traffic
moved to peaks in the 1951-1954 and 1966-1971 periods. This was
occasioned first by military buildups in the Korea-Taiwan area, and
later during the war in Southeast Asia.

Although the extent of government traffic is smaH compared to com-

1948
1949
1950
1.9 51
1952
1953
1954
1955
1956
1957
1958
1959
1960

1961
1962
1963
1964
1965
1966
1967
1968
1969
1970
1971
1972
1973
1974

508
658
443
693
774

1 i 064
800
296
266
269
279

204
182
188
191
300
285
284
591
879

1, 504
1, 376
1, 068

503
413
373
248

l,520,569
2,217,495
1,429,283
1,165,986
3,237,311
5,049,922
2,705,380

838,305
1,150,121

922,173
791, 310

1,012 842
804,581

1,149,934
1,126.418
1,115,352
1,177,269
1,923,538
3,220,190
6,147,479
8,491,221
7,210,068
4,410,451
2,2 36,619
1,742, 30 3
1,405, 428
1, 743,963

$1,755,134
2 405,519
1,918,785
2,764,747
3,383,900
5,526,038
3,862,015
1,190, 367
1,215,883
1, 117,467

9 I2, 110
965,643
818, 313
997, 842

1,028, 396
1, 460, 281
1, 395, 548
1,647, 653
3,446,219
5,484,566
9,206,815
8,418,421
6,218,541
3,144,376
2,651,281
2,285,727
1, 831, 561
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thermal ocean ahipping, the coritiriur~! flow of an average of 300 transits
4 y88f helps explain Lhe attitude of indrspensahihty held hy the United
Shat' Qovetriment toward the existence ariij rlefens ~ af the iriter.

ocean@ artery. lt ia eloaely id«ntrfied with the rir~ irrity of United States
4 teceata.

Theta ia a fairly eorMrtant traffic of aliproxrrnately 90 <x;.eangoirig and
Ililall Panornonlan and C04Al!iran govt rnrne0t ta>H free «hililiiiig a

year. Thia right was given to theai corintrrrs liy Urr l'rii4<1 States in
conaldetetion of the ir locations and hrstririr <oncerris for an inter

~~lc connection. 1t will certainly lie r ontrriur~l iri arsy nr w treaty
thet replaces the original  ; anal eoriventionri.

%mali ship frailer

A thitd fdrrn of traffic rjistrnguzh~I at th~  'arial ia that of small
colQNeteNLl arid p4'.&MA. craft. Thee includri va~ ls that are tinder 300
net toria, Panama Canal rrieasurrrrrrwt, or 500 rlisliliicement tons for
~ls that art' asaesaed on this 4aalir T4r%6 verraels rlre for the Hl04it part
engaged in locM coasting trade, or are li4aaurr craft, or are working
veiaaela suck as dogma and floating r rani>.

Tbirr traffic' «veragr s out at rLrriunrl 550 trarisrtr a y«ar. A high lioint
for this class r>f users was reachrel rn 1960 with 833 tra»litri. Niner
frLlling back 4'i 430 rri l953, thr nuintier rif trrrnrrrta has tv~ n growing
~ 4'ad!ly, pasairrg the 700 mark in f,972 l973. Conrrrdering thr cargo that
is carried hy thr~ small veasr'[s lover 59,000 long toris in 1973}, thi y
play a «onmderahl» role for thr*rr sir~ in the lrx.al <~onomx hfr of thr
Repiiblk. of Panariia and r4 rmrnr~}iatr' nr ighl!ors. Thr v are 0}erefore an
tmlMrtant 4.'onsldtvagon tel tie hekl 'in vll+w

Comme.rcial or~art transit» at thr  'arial are a harometr r of the «tati
ot' world econornir' heal&. rising with prairie rity aIid worlrl r~ ononix.
grriwUl, ijlk Ilnrf!g %I'IQ ita recesrinina rind pc ri x4  if sloe k. The traffir  if
United %a4'rr  taivernnll'nt-owned rrh!lil}ing nllrrofs the ups anrj ilowils
rn th» in4 rnatiorial crisis rr g>str r 'Sinall r omrrrerr ial arrl few traffic
tr nd to run along riii a rnorr rir lr ss i"vr n kraal with hire and therr h!gl>
anil lnw linings that I'o' rr'fir r'tron% chit'fly rif local !!rosl&flty an } na.
t to Pal p rid e.

 !f all clasrrr'i of tra»rrr4, it rs On r orninerr ral or ear> traffir tl!at givt.i
the  ' anal tjie gr«at4r part of its rjaily and annual husirir sa, This is the
tt.fric that. has to lK'wa4'hed itrtlft clr!sely ror sig}is that thr  ' anal is
alijiroai,'hli!g tire lrni& ot rts i aliacity, anrl fair rndicatirins that !argo r
lor:k» or a sc a-lr vol wa4-rway will Ix inw~l<wl liy a yves n time. for accom-
ALrMatlrig tire iirwwl» of traffic,

Vsa al Canst by Ih~ el OrHereet I4atroAatrtm

yyir$yyiie~$ i >m vr Acre  way tiy 4'vi !d &i<prittsg

Vr~ljr if many natirinal r 'gLrtrrr~ transit the  ' anal ear h yi «x. A high



Governor David S. Parker, m a seamen' prep~
States Congress in July 1973, estimated that approximateiy 20 percent
of the world's merchant fleet of ships of 1,000 gross registered tons arLd
over Uses the Panama Canal, 4,500 out of about 25,000 ships all told.
In terms of the percentages of their internationa! oceanborne commerce

 Text continues on page,55,!



Table 3

/ansi TnLf~ by Flags of Vessels Transiting in Se!ected Years+

Long Tons
Cargo 19Vg

1
15

2
131

22
5

12
118

43,380
143,508
658,708
126,969

6,855
3,643,981

442,577
16,256

774,119
1,316,803

2,269,935
1,727

4, 793 <020
42,578

342,609

8
13

147
35

11
2

49
3
2

15
10

16
115

229
20
78

198

363
6

789
35
64

1
38

209

107 ll5
17

246

60

es Rep.
269

4
17

214

75
74

2
434

, l08
17
66

6
66

247
2

568
166

38

198
31

447323 283
ublic

Rep .
les Rep.

375 1,296

62

1,186 1

2557

15
167

27
172

l.
575
268

2
8
1
2

12
59

192
804 1

2
34

189,889
926,477

12,572,638
96,639

609,455

9
132

273
204

12l
428

1,071
99

9
47

2
29
83

266
, 178

3
14

,601

7
21
40

266

74,123
378,798
183,65l

1,394,314
12, 166,721

88,497
4,079

25,937,307
156<504

277,80l
16,045

2,824,262
19

140 613
15 991 479

139, 786
6,629, 420

1,358,499
638,508
155,680

1,896,673

1
62

194
820

3
160
464 1,331

9
5

1,685997384 1,118 l
6

53
3
1

449
1

80

69
1

493
1

34
,323

799
1

180
112

28
4

147

l.8 42

l39 416 618

6277
1,167

255

83
20

50
904 1,446 1

518

1,190
18

959

158
97
29

180

55l

18
17

153
84

1
54 103aiwan!

52

Algeria
Argentina
Australia
Belgium
Braz l 1
Bulgaria
Canada
Chile
China, Peopl
Colombia
Costa Rica
Cuba
Cyprus
Czechoslovaki
Denmark
Dominican Rep
Germany, Fed.
Germany, Peop
Ecuador
El Salvador
E'thiopia
Finland
Prance
Ghana
Greece
!!onduras
Iceland
Ind ia
Haiti
Indonesia
Iran
Ireland
Israel
Italy
Japan
Kuwait t
Lebanon
Liberia
Malaysia
Malta
Mexico
Morocco
Nauru
Nether lands
New Zealand
Nicaragua
Norway
Pakistan
Panama
Paraguay
Peru
Phzlippznes
Poland

Portugal
Rep. China  T

1955 1960 1965 1970 197 3



1, 141, 114 1,360,631

4, 2 75, 4 3'5 4,377, 156

l,696,886 1,787,311

8,833,601 12,854,722

4,897,699 8,235,514 15,970,573 17.192r046

! 686 a ZBZ Zd236d989 2,732,796 2,780,935

6,296,688 9,588,919 11.741,250 12. B68.178
1,9l2,766

Pen Jgtla 8}4,978 3,536, Z18

3 ~ 340,520
Sweden

L' n x t e t! 'K d. n 9 d OIn

L~nl te d state s

4'est Ge rngany

I, 37 3, 825 2, 308,225

8,291,824 11,709,2927,730,999

10,407,307 li,i14,567 10,724,351 10,288,505
5,599, 5824,200,274 4,614,2421,092,498

'C t t d f o p c* t r.o pa y, don~ah ft orta .'or d»g ~t d ye *, T It tt.

53

Italy

Japan

I.aber ia

Ne 'L age I I c%.gd s

."orway

761,236

2,299,506

l,610,828

6 35,9 89

3,783,372

1,872,618

856,548

5,927,758

5,00 3,800

4,07 !,202

12,7092,959

9,795,713

6,092rlD99
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Under the Merchant ivLarlne wet vx~vlu elrecLwu uy ~i~~- ~iaav

States Congress in that year the Government is undertaking to revitalize
merchant shipping through constructing 30 new standardized transports
a year for the next ten years, It is at the same time supporting can-
struction and operational subsidies for special-purpose vessels in order
to assure U.S.-flag service on overseas routes deemed essential to the
nations interest.

Drives mounted by the Department of Commerce to increase ex-
ports, and hy the Department of the Treasury to help redress the bal-
ance of payments through devaluing the dollar, gave an advantage in the
international markets to United States exports in 1972-1973, resulting
in a favorable balance of trade,

With the fresh lease on !ife which these policies imparted to overseas
commcrce, the United States merchant fleet should in time he able to
reverse the 20-year trend seen in Figure 14. Complementing these ef-
forts by the Government are steps taken by some private enterprise to
win trade by putting fast, highly-competitive ships built in foreign yards
on the seas to rival the best others have there Sea-Land Lines' speed-
record-holding containerships on the Atlantic and the Pacific are a ~ ass
in point. Although some of these vessels only occasionally transit t.hc
Canal, they are earning business for the United States that can redound
to the advantage of U.S. oceanborne commerce generally.
American-Owned Ships under Foreign Flags

Several hundred vessels built in the United States have been placed
under foreign registry flying the flags of Liberia, FIonduras, Panama,
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USE BY OCEAN SHIPPlNG

and some other countries  see Table 5!. The laws of these countries
make use of their flags by foreign shipping desirable through simple
administrative procedures that often entail liberal finance.ial advantages
as well. Control over vessels registered under the so-called Panlibhon
arrangements is usually held by companies that are affiliated with par-
ent corporations in the United States, such as the large oil companies,
under conditions that permit withdrawal of the vessels to United States
registry or requisition in time of national emergency.~

Foreign registry is employed where vessels are engaged in trades be-
tween the ports of other countries that will keep them abroad for
extensive periods, as in the carriage of oil between the Middle East and
Europe or Japan, or where they will not be moving between ports in
the United States.

American-built vessels can be transferred to foreign registry when
permission is obtained from the Maritime Administration. Vessels built
abroad without government subsidy can, of course, be registered
wherever their owners choose, provided they do not engage in carrying
goods between United States ports.'

If vessels owned by affiliates of companies incorporated in the
United States were to be considered along with those flying the United
States flag, this country would probably stiB be in first place in Canal
traffic.

The traffic flowing through the Panama Canal represents a broad
cross section of the world community. ln it are found the flags of
maritime nations generally that have merchant shipping engaging in
international commerce. All are treated on a basis of equality save
where there are circumstances calling for special precautions, as in a
time of international crisis or national emergency.

Traffic by Types of Vessels

An examination of traffic statistics covering the past 20 years shows
that there has been a decided fall in transits by passenger ships and by
general cargo vessels. At the same time there has been a sharp upswing
in transits by dry bulk carriers and a notable growth of containership
transits since 1970.

These trends are illustrated by Figure 15 and tabulated in Table 6.
Table 7 gives tonnage figures for the most recent six years.

Passenger Ship Traffic

The fall-off in passenger ship business corresponds with the general
shrinkage that has been taking place in ocean passenger travel as the
longAistance jet planes have been supplanting the ocean liners nearly
everywhere. The closing out of the Grace Lines' passenger service be-
tween the United States and the West Coast of Latin America led to a

 Text continues on page 61.!
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has shown no appreciab!e gain since 1965. T~eevelopme~~w
fields in Ecuador, Peru and the Upper Amazon basin may add to traffic



MARITIME COMMERCE FUTURE OF THE PANAMA CANAL62

levels as crude oil from these locations moves to the large refineries in
the Caribbean � Aruba, the Virgin Islands, and the Bahamas. For the
near future, the outlook is for gradually declining traffic as the older
fields become exhausted, barring exceptional new discoveries.

General Cargo Traffic

It will be observed from Table 6 that general cargo shipping has over
the years supplied the backbone of Canal traffic so far as numbers of
transits go. This still provides the main number of transits, although a
noticeable decline in numbers of these ships calling at the Canal has set
in since 1965, dropping by nearly one-half. This drop-off has been
compensated for by corresponding sharp increases in the numbers of
transits by bulk carriers  OBO ships!, containerships, refrigerated cargo

.ships, and tankers,- many of which are of larger size and carrying
capacity.

The combination of general cargo shipping, bulk carriers, tankers,
and containerships seems likely to handle the greater part of the cargo
moving through the Canal for the next decade at least. Table 8 shows
the tonnages of cargo and the percentages of each carried through the
Canal in 1973.

Table 8

Car o Movement b Tonnages and Percenta es Carried

b Varyin Classes of Shi pin , 1973*

Cargo

Tonna e CarriedT e of Vessel

 long tons!

Bulk Carriers
General Cargo Vessels
Tankers

48

24

18

.7

.8

.5
7

3, 2-5 1 ~,
9l8',

61,354,000
31,279,000
23,372,000

~ .o~n nrn,, A
I

Rerrg  .� aged. ~ QT tj P:
Mi.see llaneou:=- � --.

0 100.0 Total 126,104,

«Data supplied by Panama Canal Czany.

Within the next decade increasing quant:
liquid and dry, may be siphoned off throug
riers operating on all-ocean routes as deeps
facilities are made available in the United St

do not now exist. This is not a foregone co

of bulk cargoes, both
competition by supercar-
l terminals and landing
and abroad where they
Ision, however, for the



USE BY OCEAN SHIPPlNG

world energy crisis could work to the advantage of shipping that can
utilize the Panama Canal with the savings in ocean distances which this
makes possible. There will be business for the general cargo vessels so
long as there are small ports shipping and receiving freight, and limited
quantities of goods to be carried from one country and port to another
 see fig. 16!.

Current Trends in Canal Traffic

Contemporary Slowing of Traffic Growth

Turning to the general profile of Canal traffic, it is noticeable that
there has been a leveling of transits taking place since 1968. The num-
ber of transits has slowed to a zero growth position, as shown in Table
9. The question is whether this is a temporary situation or is likely to
continue for some time.

Table 9

Panama Canal Ocean Transits, 1965 � 1974*

1965 � 12,203
1966 � 12, 601
1967 � 13,385
1968 � 14,807
1969 � 14,602

1970 � 14,829
1971 � 14,617
1972 � 14,238
1973 � 14,238
19 74 � 14, 304

*Prepared' from Panama Canal Company,
Annual Reports, Table 11.

Several factors have been contributing to this situation. These in-
clude an increasing size, tonnage, and specialization of vessels. Political
and economic forces, such as fluctuations in monetary exchanges,
shortages of fuels, and labor problems along the waterfront, have also
played a part.

Increasing Size and Tonnage of Vessels Transiting Canal

The sizes of vessels appearing at the Canal for transit have been
increasing with the years. The average size of oceangoing commercial
vessels has risen from 5,910 Panama Canal net tons in 1964 to 9,100
tons in 1973. As shown in Table 10, shipping flying the flags of several
maritime states has more than doubled in average gross registered ton-
nage since 1955. Others have increased by somewhat less. Among the
principal user states the average tonnage of transiting vessels is now
10,517 registered gross tons. If the average tonnage of vessels flying the
flags of the eight largest users are plotted on a graph, as in Figure 17, it
will be seen that a generally similar pattern of growth has been taking

 Text continues on page 67.!
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Table 10

@vera e Re xstered Gross Tonna e Transitin Vessels

of Princi pal User States~

Flag
196! 1970 l973

1955 1960

6,144
7,846
8,267

6,211 7,657
9,271 14, 148
9 886 11 l37

8,271
8,218
5,780

3, 104
7,239
6,960

*Comp i led f rom Panama Canal Comparry, Table. 17.

Table 1 l

Incr eas in Beams of Vesse ls Trans i tin Canal
percent of Total

Ocean Transits
Vessels 80-Foot bearrr

and OverF fiscal Year

12. 3
l2.7
13. 5
17. 0

22. 5

1969
1970
1971
1972
197 l

1,795
1,877
1,980
-', 428
3,204

'1 rigor's ~r,rtne reer f rurr Surr." ar y COWentS irr Panama Canal COmpany,
~rirlLl il 8< |. ort ~, Cnapter 1 . ] he aver~<ye s i ze of dry cargo vessels
ce>rnpare<.' t r> rr 028 tons xn 196>, an increase of 10 ~ 6 percent ~

Heigz urn
C!rile

Clr ina, z t 1 . Rep.
 'ra i wan !

Co lorry>i a

Derrrrrark

France

Germany, Fed. Rep.
Greece

!rorrciuras

italy
Japan
Lil>erma
~'etherlands

«orway
P a f lama

Peru

Sweeien
Un x teh Kinejdorr
tins teel States

3,0'! 3
4, 7RG
7, 014
3, 314
6, 760
2,986
7,410
7,423
6,470
7,247
5,774
5,447
4,166
5,880
7,822
7,595

3,698
'>, 039
8,672
4,209
8,740
4,206
8,511
7,982
7,919
7,160
8,023
5,269
4,711
7,847
8,741
8,146

4,264
7,724
7 �23
4,618
9,673
1,986

10,795
8,149

11,067
5,751
9,751
5,659
5,242
9,253
9,660
9,282

r,204
6,290
6, 946
5,965

11,645
2,559
9,796

11,251
14, 369

8,460
8,469
6,671
7,184

10,460
10,792

9,103

5, 41.5
9,650
7,642

10,410
11,017

4,933
10,445
13,629
14,541

8,109
14,926

7,527
9, 360

14, 311
13,569
10, 392
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USE BY OCEAN SltIPPING

 Cor>tinued fn>v> Page 63.!
place since 1960, albeit with considerable variations between countries

The growing size of shipping is also attested by the number of vessels
having beams of 80-feet and over that are transiting the Canal, as noted
in Table 11.

As vessels increase in size, they are of course able to carry more
cargo, as well as to reduce the number of trips needed to carry given
amounts of cargo in a year.!t is notable that the cargo volume trans-
ported through the Can@ has grown 17 percent since 196', while the
number of transits has remained virtually stationary. So long as the size
of ships continues to grow in step with cargo growth, the number of
transits a year can be expected to remain generally constant.

Government policy to expand exports and to enlarge overseas trade
should produce further growth in traffic over the long run, but will
require time to do this.
Growing Specialization of Vessels

Contributing to the leveling of transits is the improved efficiency in
cargo-carrying of many of the new ships designed to handle specific
commodities. Moderq ships one-fourth larger in size can carry up to a
third more cargo of a particular kind than the older general purpose
cargo vessels. In 1963, 1.13 long tons of cargo txansited the Canal for
each net laden ton of ship cargo capacity. In 1973 this ratio had in-
creased to 1.31 long tons of cargo for each net ton of capacity, indi-
cating an improved efficiency in the use of ship cargo space

While vessels have been becoming more specialized, and larger, total
cargo has been rising at the same time. In 1969, 10S.7 million long tons
of cargo passed through the Canal in 14,602 transits. Cargo volume rose
to 111.0 million long tons in 19'72 with 14,238 transits. In 1973 the
cargo load went up to 127.5 million long tons. This was carried in the
same number of transits.Twenty-two million more long tons of cargo were carried in 1973
than in 1968 in 600 fewer transits with no significant difference in the
ratio of ballast to laden transits. This speaks to the improved use of
space by more specialized shipping and he}ps explain the leveling off
that has been occurring in Canal transits. The trend toward specializa-
tion is expected to continue.
Rise of Containership Traffic

The rise of containership traffic is a striking feature of contemporary
oceanborne commerce. In 1973, 5,9 million long tons of container
cargo went through the Canal in 702 containership transits. This was up
from 2.5 million long tons in 355 containership transits in 1972, and a
mere 256,788 tons in 1969 in 61 containership transits.Shipment hy containerships insures safer arrivals of cargo. At the
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USV BY OCEAN ~W<t et~ .,

saine tlnie, rn >der.l cantalnelwhll!S pawered lly gas turl>ines ar  able to
transport   argo at n  arly twice the speed of older cargo ships,

Although tliere has been a slackening af or lers for riew container-
sliil'!s slllce 1970, as see>i ln Table 1~~, this Is thought to be t '.nlpola&'.
Ship !WIlers are being Cautious lest capaCity l>e Overbuilt l>efore tra le
ship nlelits al>sari> the spa '.» available.

Can ta inc r shi~a Ordered*

: hips ordered in 1970:
~ 4 1971:

H 1972:
11 'I'I 1973:

2 >5 With   BpBCitp Of
95

IP n

33 If I ~
II ~ 92

241,116 20-f t baxes
66,741
25,669
39,7l6

on Order, guar terry.*No

Many ports do not yet have costly loa ling equipment, ad  quate
st,orage space, and close-in transportat.ion links neede l to handle larg»
quantities of cOntainerS effiCiently. ThiS Will be cOrreCted in tilne.

Trade reports suggest that, upwards of 40 percent of general cargo is
potentially colltainerizable. Development of suitable port. facilities re-
quires hath time and large investments of capital. As the faciliti >s are
expande i, added use of container shipments will follow and broken lot
shipments will decline. KVith a rise in demand, increased calls will be
made for additional containership service. The effect. of this will l>e all
inflow of orders for more bottoms. The outlook for contiliued and
eXpanded containership buSineSS at the Canal iS gOad fOr the comiilg
 iecade.

lrr~pa .t of SuperCarriers Ori Canal Den1and
Nearly '.1,000 large bulk carriers, ranging fn>m 100,000 to 500,000

deadweight, tons each, have been constructed in world shipbuilding
yards since 196r. These are designed to transport large quantities of
liquid and dry hulk cargoes over long- listance ocean routes at low unit
cost  fig. 18l.Many of the superships have been built to carry Middle Eastern,
~orth African, and Nigerian oil to Europe, Japan, arid North America,
along with lndanesiarl oil to th» A%est Coast of the United States and
Japan. Other carriers have been constructed for carrying ores, coal, and
grain. Depth limitations in ports, especially of the United States, are
hampering use af these carriers for United States oceanborne com-
merce. When these limitations are removed, it is reasonable to expect
that some of the big ships will enter into competition for the carriage of
bulk cargoes now carried through the Canal in smaller craft.

According to testimony given hy Governar David S. Parker to the
House Subcommittee on Panama Canal, there are approxiniately 1,000
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corn1nercial vessels too large to transit the Panama Canal at this time
Extrapolating from past trends, and considering the number of vessels
pw on order " it, is possible there may be as many as 1,850 comrner.

12cial vess.ls too large to pass through the Canal by the year 1975.
With the physical limitations of the lock chambers, the Canal can

nominally accept vessels of no more than 975-foot length, 1069 foot
beam, 39.5-foot draft, and carrying no more than about 65,0pp long
tons of cargo.

The economies of scale which the superships can offer for low-unit.
value bulk commodities, combined with automation, small crewing re-
quirements, and lower transportation costs, will make employment of
the very large carriers attractive to some businesses in place of the
smaller ships that can go through the Canal. One of their virtues is that
a single supership can do the hauling of several smaller carriers with as
rapid turn-around time in port.

Only a sea-level waterway can handle vessels of 150,000 to 250,000
deadweight tons. If the interoceanic link is to be expanded to transit
vessels of this size, this will require investing $3 to $5 billion or more,
in addition to treaty payments

The cast for a sea-level canal may be no more than the outlays
needed for constructing and manning two naval attack aircraft carriers
of latest design. Nevertheless, the amounts involved will have to be
weighed in comparison with other demands upon the public purse and
the use that is likely to be made of the larger waterway. Circumstances
may warrant an expenditure of the magnitude of $3-5 billion. The
public will want assurances if this is called for that such a waterway will
generate additional traffic to justify the expense. This may be difficult
to establish far in advance.

Depending upon the size of the ships that might be employed, the
quantities of liquid bulk cargoes to be transported at the time, and the
storage capacities that may then be available at refineries and in ports,
supertankers could theoretically transport through the Canal the 23
million long tons of oil that passed the Canal in 1973 in less than 100
transits in place of the 1,729 transits of 1973 while reaping economies
of' scale.

Similarly, the 58 million long tons bulk cargoes transported through
the Canal in the same year in 3,059 transits could theoretically be
carried in 230,000 dwt superships in only 250 transits. Although the
tonnage of cargo passed would be as large, some persons might view the
lower numbers of transits as hardly justifying construction of such an
expensive new public work. The tonnage is the statistic of interest.

Despite the trend toward construction of very large bulk carriers,
most ships in the world merchant marine today, and particularly those
of the United States, are able to transit the existing interoceanic Canal.
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Furthermore, the majority of new U.S.-flag ships being built under the
Merchant Marine Act of 1970 will be able to transit the lock Canal, Dry
cargo ships built to a configuration which will allow them to go through
the Canal run around 80,000 tons, so far as American-flag ships go, lt is
the very large crude oil tankers, 200,000 tons and more, that will not
be able to get through the present Canal orany future tock-type canal,
as presently foreseen. '

%e have looked for a relationship between expansion of the number
of superships and potential Canal demand. Instead, there is a significant
geographic and commodity relationship. The present physical con-
straints of terminals and port facilities, as well as tight, supplies of fuel,
point to restrictions on the use of the superships for some time to come
in trades that compete with the Canal route.

The Cost of Transiting the Canal

In figuring whether it is economically advantageous to route a vessel
through the Canal, toll charges are a factor that must be taken into
consideration.

It is figured that under normal conditions, if the cost of operating a
vessel is 20 cents per Panama Canal net ton a day, a variant with
different size vessels, the cost of tolls on ships that are laden is approxi-
mately equivalent to four and one-half days' operation at sea. If a vessel
can save this many days on its voyage, it is profitable to use the Canal
rather than another route if one is available. A vessel in ballast can
profit by using the Canal if it saves three and three-fifths days in reach-
ing its destination. These estimates do not take into account all the
commercial advantages of the time saved.

Conclusion

The Panama Canal has aided a large advance in overseas trade. By
foreshortening distances on principal trade routes, it has been a factor
in stimulating oceanborne commerce.

The growth of ship traffic and cargo movement in the past 60 years
suggests that a further expansion of trade through the interoceanic
waterway is conceivable. There are potentialities of further growth, as
we shall suggest in the next chapter.'

With technology spurring new uses of materials and methods of pro-
duction, and with worldwide demands for goods continuing to rise,
opportunities exist for further growth of commerce. Whatever stimu-
lates these trends will induce further growth of traffic at the Canal.

As we shall see in Chapter Five, there are finite limits to the physical
capacity of the existing Canal in terms not only of the size of vessels
that can be passed, but also in the number of vessels that can be
transited in a given year.
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CHAPTE R THAf f FOOTNOTES

1.

2.

3,

Passing Through Panama Canal

El Salvador
Ger. Fed. Rep.
Guatemala

Japan
Mexico
Netherlands

66.4%
2.9%

30.9%
10.7%

16.6%
1.5%

New Zealand

Nicaragua
Panama
Peru

United Kingdom
United States
Venez u el a

3. 3%
6.8%

34.3%
32.5%
27,2%
51.4%

Australia
Canada
Chile
Colombia
Costa Rica
Ecuador

15,7%
76.8%
29.4%
4 1.3%

1.6%
16,8%

7.4%

4 5

6 7
8 9

10

11
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For traffic figures, see Panama Canal Company, Annual Reports, Tah]e 11
Panama Canal Company, Annual Report, 1973, Table 13.

Shipping and Canal Operations, Hearing before the Subcommittee on p~~ama
Canal of the Committee on Merchant, Marine and Fisheries House of Represen
tatives, 93rd Congress, 1st Session, July 17, 1973, Ser. No. 93-19, pp. 4
The statement takes account of traffic that is both going to and coming from
the user states.

Percent of Selected Countries' Oceanborne Commerce

Public Law 91-469. 91st Congress, 1st Session. 84 Stat 1018,
See U.S. Department of Commerce, Annual Report of Maritime Administra-
tion, 1972, p. iv.

See Ship Transfers to Foreign Fhg. Hearings before Merchant Marine and
Fisheries Subcommittee of Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce.
United States Senate. 85th Congress, 1st Session, on S. 1488 �957!. See also
C.J. Colombos, The International Law of the Sea. 4th ed,, London, 1959;
Boleslaw A. Boczek, Flags of Conuenience: An 1nternational Legal Study.
Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1962, especially Chapters 1, 2, 7. Infor-
mation on intent to register a vessel under a Panlibhon arrangement is often
filed with the United States Maritime Administration by the owners of the
vessel.

A total of 467 vessels held by foreign affiliates of United States incorporated
companies were listed as being registered in 19 foreign countries on December
30, 1970. See Department of Commerce, Maritime Adminirtration, Foreign
Flag Shr'ps Owned by United States Parent Companies, Washington, 1971, No,
MAR-560-2 2.

Panama Canal Company, Annual Reports, Table 14.
"The Maritime Container Industry, 1972-1975," Published by Flexi-Van, Inc.,
New York. See hfaritirne Reports and Engineering News, May 1, 1973, p. 22.
We S.S. VENPFT, built for the Gulf Oil Corporation's crude oil carrying fleet
in 1973, 325,645 dwt tons, is, for example, 1,115 feet long, 175 feet wide, and
draws 80 feet 9.5 inches when fully loaded. The Orange Disk, Sept..Oct. 1973,
p. 33.

128,7 million dwt tons of tankers, combination carriers, and dry bulk carriers
were on order for delivery in 1974. When completed, these will provide a 50
percent increase in the lifting capacity for ocean liquid and dry bulk trades.
H.P. Drewry  Shipping Consultants!, Lld�Shipping Statistics and Economics,
No, l '5, January 1972, pp. 18, 26, 44.
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Ig Communication to aut,hor from Acting Chief, Executive Pianning Staff, Pan-
ama Canal Company.

See testimony of Alfred Maskin, American Maritime Association. in Hearing
before Subcommittee on Panama Canal of Committee on Merchant Marine and
Fisheries, House of Representatives, 93rd Congress, 1st session. Shipping and
Canal Operations, Serial No. 93-19. 5'ashington, July l 7, t 973, pp. 62-63.

14 See also Atlantic-Pacific Interoceanic Canal Study Commission, Interoceanic
Canal Studies, 1970, Appendix IV, p. IV-55, and studies reported in this
section on Interoceanic and Intercoastal Shipping.



Table 1

Car o Movement On

Princi al Panama Canal Trade Routes~
t ousan s o on@ tons

Current
Rank No. 1960

14,061

Route 1950

4,209

E.C. United States
W.C. South America

8,853

4,899

215 245 70

3 r 293 3,590 1 ~ 02l

7,80l

6,413

5,672

6,397

W.C. United States
E.C. South Ameri.ca

E.C. United States
W.C. Canada

10

Asia � E.C. South
Amer i ca

E.C. United States
Oceania

12

2,082 1, 718

696 85

2, 379

1,586

2r 817

2,859

3,226

2,882

3. 364

3,019

13

14

west Indies - W.C.
United States

317 28

549 437

739

945

Asia � E.C. Canada 2, 154

1,962

1,690

1,347

2. 436

2.18117

28318

303 436 1l8872 1, 257 1,377West Indies � W.C.
Central America

E.C. United States-
Asia

Europe � Asia

w.C. United States�

Europe

Europe - W.C. Canada

Europe � W.C. South
Amer ica

W.C. South America-
E.C. South America

United States Inter-
coastal

Europe � Oceania

Caribbean  West Indies!
Asia

W.C. Central America
E.C. United States

E.C. South America-
W.C. Central America

l974 1973 1970 1965

59,005 51,723 49,663 22,540

8,614 7,877 8,619 7,824 8,147 4,615

5,225 3, 866 4,117 3,589 3,140 1,705

4,729 4.748 5,943 7.163 4.584 3,545

4 r 566 2 r 742 2 r 903 2 r 839 2 r 624 210

4,506 3,423 4,223 1,983 1,115 116

4,418 3,942 3,707 5,198 6.782 7,376

4,046 2,760 1,882 1,220 747 634

3,982 2,154 1,950 1,849 549 12

3,536 2,943 2,222 2,435 1,057 790

2,766 2,521 2,825 1,910 797 349

1,840 2,225 1,347 1,006



Goods exported from the United States, and destined to it, comprise
a large part of the trade moving on 9 of the 19 principal trade routes.
The importance of the Canal to this commerce lies in the fact that it
otherwise would have to take longer or more expensive routes to reach
its destinations.

As a percentage of a nation's overseas trade, Canal cargo composes
widely varying proportions. Thus, 41 percent of Peru's overseas corn-
merce passed through the Canal going one way or the other in 1973,
while 29 percent of Panama's foreign trade moved through the Canal in
the same year. For the United States, 17 percent of its overseas trade
passed through the Canal notwithstanding the fact that cargo moving to
or from the United States through the Canal amounted to 81,827,603
long tons out of a total commercial cargo movement at the Canal of
118,627,000 long tons in fiscal year 1971.' Two points of view emerge
on the importance of the Canal to oceanborne commerce. One is the
relative size of what goes through the waterway en route to and from a

75
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The largest volume of exports have for years originated from the East
and Gulf Coasts of the United States, Venezuela, the East Coast of
Canada, the Netherlands Antilles  petroleum products!, and Cuba  sug-
ar!. The largest receivers are normally Japan, the West Coast of the
United States, Chile, and Peru.

Table 3 presents comparable data for cargoes originating in the Pa-
cific bound for the Atlantic, with the principal receiving countries
shown. In this case, ten lands led by Japan, Ecuador, the West Coast of
the United States, the West Coast of Canada, and Peru exported over
one million long tons of cargo each in 1973, compared to six countries
shipping similar amounts from the Atlantic. It will also be noted that
there were 12 countries in the Pacific receiving more than one million
tons of cargo each, as well as 12 in the Atlantic.

A remarkable feature of Canal trade is the prominent position of the
United States � East and West Coasts � both as shipper and receiver. It is
in the first or second position in most instances.

A second feature of note is the decided preponderance of cargo
moving from the Atlantic to the Pacific. This has not always been the
case. Prior to WorM War II, the preponderant tonnage moved from the
Pacific to the Atlantic with heavy shipments of oil and lumber leading
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the lAray. In future deCades, prOduCtS from lands adjoining the Pacific
may again become ascendant aS the eCOnOmieS Of theSe countries grOw.

predominance of U,S.-Asian Trade

As seen in Table 1, the East Coast United States-Asia trade route
carried 4p percent of all commercial cargo moved through the Canal in
1973. The next largest route, East Coast United States-West Coast
South America, carried 6 percent of the total cargo tonnage. Space does
not permit a detailed examination of all trade routes listed in Table 1,
bUt the preeminent position of the East Coast United States-Asia route
merits further attention.

This route has been the leader in terms of cargo tonnage since 1955.
Tonnage has multiplied six times during the period to reach a record

Table 2

Leading Countries of Origin and Destination of
Cpmmercial Canal Cargp 4SCBI ear 1973

 one percent or more!
ATLANTIC TO PAClFTC

COuntr1es Qrx ZnatZn Car O Countries of Destxnatzon

8 Total,T~onna e T~onna e 'I Total

Summer b Re 1 ons

Car o Destined ToCa~ro Ori lnatin From

T~onne e I Totall Total

64.7
12.1

9.7
8.3
3.3
1.9

47,462,050
8,911,781
7, 147,642
6,059,969
2,436,373
1, 376,679

Asia
'W, Coast
W, Coast
W. Coast
Ocean>a
W. Coast

66.0
10,9

8.9
8.2
2 9
2.4
0,7

48,398,420
7,985,491
6,5 39,160
6,022,042
2, 105,9 39
1,756,845

544,439

32,158

E. Coast U S.
E. Coast So. Am.
Europe
Hest:nd1es
E. Coast Canada
E. Co a s t Cent.. Am

U,S.
So.
Cent. Am.

Canada

Afr1ca
Middle East

73, 394, 494 100. 0
73,394,494 100.0.Otal

197 3, Table 19.'Panama Canal ompany, Annual Re ort,

E, Coast U. S.
Venezuela
E. Coast Ca nail
Ne th. An t1 l les
Cuba
Be la sum
Jama1ca
Hex 1 co
Hest Germany
Nether land s
Un~ted Kingdom
Panama

48,398,420
6, 776,920

a 2,105 I939
1,942,110
1,769,551
1,021,7 36

948,105
946,715
B 32,270
826,751
796,651
752,579

66. 0
9.2
2.9
2.6
2.5

1.3
1.3
1.1
1.1
1.1
1.0

Japan
W. Coast U.S.
Chile
Peru
South Korea
Chiesa
Taiwan
Mexico
W. Coast Canada
Ecuador
Austral>a
El Salvador
South Vietnam
Co 1 omb ia
USSR
Nicaragua

36,699,315
8,911,781
2,515,574
2,209,576
2,168,564
2,048,7 34
1,712,104
1,660,133
1,376.679
1, 347, 183
1,068,110
1,013,081

944,&39
824,940
814,622
776, 856

50,0
12.1

3.4
3.0
3,0
2.8
2. 3
2.3
!.9
1.8
1.5
1.4
1.3
1,.1
1.1
1.1
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Table 3

Leading Countries of Origin and Destination of
Can argo isca ear 1973 eCorn merci

 one percent or more!
PhCIFIC TO ATLANTIC

Countries af DestinationCountries Ori inatin Car o

~ Total T~onna a ~ TotalT~onna c

Suiar b Re ipna

Car o Ori inatin From Car o Destined To

T~onna c l TotalT~onna c 92 Total

43.4
35.3

9.8
5.6
2.9
2.1
0.7
0.2

Asia
W. Coaat
W. Coast
W. Coas't
Oceania

Coast

ls,ll6,402
So. hm. 14,67!,023
U. S. 6,944,438
Canada 6,213,0B7

4,734,940
Cent. Am. 2,029,645

22,808,656
18,619,891

5,170,784
2,929,790
1,537,872
1,130,979

393,102
118 461

34.l
27.8
13.2
11.8

9.0
3.8

E. Coast U. S.
Europe
West Indies
E. Coast So. Aas.
E. Coast Cent. Am.
E. Coast Canada
Africa
haia  Riddle East!

Tot.al 52,709,535 100.0 100.052,709,535

a Panama Canal Company, Annual Re ort 1973, Table 20.

Japan
Coast U. S.

Ecuador
W. COast Canada
Peru
Australia
Colombia
Phi l i pp 1 ne s
Chz le
Nev Zealand
South Korea
Tel'wan

12,144,003
6,944,438
6,l59,124
6,213,087
l,211,222
2,789,874
2 s 208,614
2,108,831
1,671,608
1,212,758

929,061
e00,564

23.0
13.2
12.2
11.8

8.0
5.3
l.2
l.Q
3.2
2.3
1. '8
1.5

E. Coast U.S.
West Germany
United Kingdom
Nether lands
Belgium
Trinidad/Tobago
Italy
Colombia
Netherlands W. Indiea
Panama
E. Coast Canada
France
Puerto Rico
Ve ne sue la
Cuba
Spain and Portugal
Braxrl
Greece

22,808,656
3,236,415
3,200,563
2,927,282
2,410,123
1,923,396
1,394,289
1,343,877
1,176,961
1, 169,472
1,130,979
1,102,84l

928,071
903,719
756,870
713,760
558,421
518,703

~ 3.4
6.1
6.1
5.6
l.6
3.6
2.6
2.6
2.2
2.2
2.1
2.1
1.8
1.7
1.4
1.4
1.1
1.0
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over 40 percent of the entire cargo movement at the Canal in $97$,
],972, and 1973

The growth and composition of the East Coast U.S.-Asia trade is
shown in Figure 19.

3c

1945 195' 19QQ 1945 19 7Q 19," ~195'

There are elements associated with this trade that make its future
uncertain. Orders for vessels built in Japanese shipyards have played a
large part in the movement of coal and scrap iron from the United
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States. With a glut in world shipping tonnage now, a curtailment of
oIders for coal and scrap may occur. Other factors may enter the pic-
ture, such as increases in Australian supplies of coal, exports of Siberian
coal, and the construction of deepwater terminals in or near Chesa-
peake Bay allowing superships to carry coal to Japan by all-ocean
routes around the Cape of Good Hope. Increasing demands for energy

the United States will call for greater use of coal in this country. For
the near future, however, coal shipments through the Canal will prob-
ably continue within the range of 10-18 million long tons a year.

Other cargoes may eventually supersede the large coal movement, In
1973 grain shipments to Asia, for example, amounted to over 17 mil-
lion tons. Under agreements concluded by the Nixon administration
with China and the Soviet Union, large grain shipments will be made to
these countries. Part of this will transit the Canal. Phosphates and
chemicals shipments may also increase to the Asian lands, The markets
of China, Taiwan, Indonesia, and the Philippines each have potentials
for growth that will supply additional opportunities for U.S. trade in
the coming decades.

Roles of Different Areas as Origins and Destinations of Cargo

Figures 20 and 21 illustrate the roles various areas of the world have
played in generating Canal cargo movement. The top half of Figure 20
shows how much of that Panama Canal cargo moving eastward origi-
nated in various geographical areas The West Coast of Central America,
Oceania, the West Coast of North America, and the West Coast of
South America have increased their exports through the Canal only
slightly over a 23-year period. Asia, on the other hand, has become the
predominant exporter and most of the increase in eastward moving
trade has originated in Asian countries.

The bottom half of Figure 20 shows that North America and Europe
have been the primary recipients of Panama Canal eastbound cargo for
the base period, but the %est Indies, South America, and Central Amer-
ica are now developing economies capable of absorbing a healthy
growth in imported goods. Most of these imports are petroleum and
petroleum products from the West Coast of South America.

The top half of Figure 21 shows the volume of Canal cargo imported
by various areas bordering the Pacific Basin. The general level of west-
bound cargo is larger than eastbound, and again Asia stands out. Most
of these imports are bulk commodities and they move largely to Japan.
The dip in the fiscal year 1972 total is due to a recession in Japan
which sharply curtailed imports of bulk commodities from the East
Coast of the United States.

The bottom half of Figure 21 shows where the Pacific-bound Canal
cargo originated. It is no coincidence that the East Coast North Arner-
ica cargo figure matches that of Asia's as a destination. This rnatch
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reflects the dominance of the East Coast United States-Asia trade route
and illustrates that IJnited States and Japan trade through the Canal has
been closely tied for a number of years. The worldwide scramble for oil
and other raw materials is likely to cause an alterat,ion in this pattern ill
the future as Asia and the United States look for new sources of ma-
terials and new markets for their goods. The overall level of Canal cargo
movenient will be affected by the strength of national economies.
Assuming these do not falter, traffic levels should remain high.

Growth Patterns of Cargo Movement

Cargo movement is a sensitive index of commodities in demand. It is
also an index of the health of the world economy.

The overall trend of Canal cargo movement was shown in Figure 13,
The persistent growth of cargo since 1945 has been particularly nota-
ble. Periods of low growth have occurred, as well as some intervals of
decline, but these have been temporary. The general trend has been one
of strong growth. The 127 million long tons attained in 1973 is a large
vault ahead from the 27 million tons that passed in 1945.

Much of the cornrnerce that has moved through the Canal would
probably have made its way between the principal trading countries
without the Canal. But the existence of the shortcut has facilitated the
interchange by providing faster, more economical movement.

The Period 1963-1973

Cargo movement more than doubled between 1963 and 1973, rising
from 63.0 million to 127 million long tons. The closure of the Suez
Canal, economic prosperity and growth in major countries, heavy de-
mands for coal, scrap iron, and grain in Japan, along with a heavy
movement of goods to South and Southeast Asia, contributed to this.

Large shipments of petroleum products from Venezuela and the
Netherlands Antilles to Pacific ports, iron ore from Chile to Europe and
the United States, coal to Japan, and grain from Gulf Coast ports to
Asia contributed to the doubling of Canal cargo, and make up a large
proportion of the movement. On the reverse side, there is a substantial
f1ow of manufactures of iron and steel from Japan to the United States
and Western Europe.

Table 1 of Chapter Three lists the growth of Canal cargo. The rnove-
ment of 26 commodities accounted for one million tons or more in
1973, as listed in Table 4.

The total shipments of coal and coke have outrun other trades in
recent years, although crude oil and manufactures of iron and steel and
grain arc catching up.

Most of the large-volume cargoes are raw materials, agricultural
items, petroleum products, and semi-manufactures. Manufactured
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gods, like automobiles and trucks, Inachinery, electrical apparatus,
etc., afford less overall tonnage.

Many of the cargoes moving from the Atlantic to the Pacific are the
products of industry, of intensive agriculture, or stem from applicatjpns
of advanced technology. The flow of many of these items to countries
bordering the Pacific is a reflection of the needs and demands of socle
ties located there,

Some economists are suggesting that the Pacific region will become
the global center of worM trade by the year 2000, as the Atlantic has
been in the past, With the industrial growth of Australia, Japan, China,
Taiwan, and Indonesia, along with the further development of the West
Coast countries of Latin America, the potential exists for large inter-
changes of goods with other parts of the world in the decades ahead.

Table 4

Principal Items of Cana[ Cargo»
t ousan o ong tons!

Pacific t.o I tIant.ic« t1ant ic t > Vaci f ic

1974 1973 1974 1973

1,480 1,781

1, 0'>4
2, 0'>2

I '>67

1,768

, f>79 1,248

'!'.!tt,tm.!  '. n >1  . m«' tny, Annua1 «te>art, 1973, Table 25.

Although the tonnages of manufactured goods proceeding from
Asian ports to the East Coast of the United States, Canada, South
America, and Europe are relatively modest, being in the neighborhood
of 9 million long tons a year, they have been increasing steadily.
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Coal, petroleum products, grain, lumber and products, ores, phos-
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Shipments of lumber and forest products should remain more or less
constant, given world demand, the development of substitutes, and the
fact that there are few stands of virgin timber remaining to be cut.

The outlook for Canal trade is for growth in the general cargoes and
for large-scale expansion of miscellaneous manufactures shipped in con-
tainers. These are not expected to produce sudden, dramatic increases
in Canal traffic, as the coal trade did between 1966-71. They will rather
contribute to an upward expansion stretched over many years as eco-
nomic growth and industrialization proceed in many parts of the world.

Projections of Present Trends
ln considering the future of the interoceanic canal, it is important to

obtain an estimate of the probable measure of cargo tonnage that will
be transiting the Canal in the remainder of the century. Although the
number of lockages is the measure of Canal capacity, the volume of
cargo seeking passage is the primary basis upon which transits occur.

International trade, and the cargo it generates, is an expression of the
condition of the world's economy. Relating historical variations in the
economic base to Canal cargo movement and assuming that the rela-
tionship will continue over time, it is possible to forecast future magni-
tudes of Canal cargo.

By surveying what has happened over the past 25 years, indications
can he gained of what is possible in coming years.
Estimate of Future Traffic Pattern

In estimating possible future traffic, we have made four assumptions.
These are that �! the present locks will be retained at least until the
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year 2pp0; �! toils will not be increased at a rate faster than the world
rate pf inflation; �! international economic and monetary conditions
will be generally stable; and �! no great power war will occur.s
Changes in these assumptions, as in the development of large new
trades, or the disappearance of existing ones, could alter the basis o f the
estimate, leading to different results.

Analysis Based on World Economic Growth

The following analysis is based upon three additional assumptions.
�! that Gross World Product  GWP!, which is the sum of all known
gross national products, is an appropriate measure of world economic
well-being; �! that GWP will continue to grow at a percentage growth
rate closely approximating the historical trend from 1950 to 1967; and
�! that the historical relationship between total Canal cargo and GWP
will not change appreciably in the next two or three decades.

Table 5
Gross World Product. Data

1967 U.S. Dollars

i.n Billions Total Canal Car o

 long tons!
Year

The third assumption is critical to the analysis, This assumption rests
on the premise that trade carried on in a rational manner permits par-
ties to achieve a higher national income and thus a higher gross national
product. A rise in trade should result in a rise in GWP, Some portion of
this trade will transit the Panama Canal.

1950

1951

1952

1.95 3

1954
1955

1956
1957
1958

1959

1960

1961
1962

1963
1964

1965

1966

1967

$ 828.7
885.8
961.1
958.5

977.6
1,043. 3
1,079.4
1,113.9
1,124.4
1,186.9
1,244.3
1,293.9
1,364.9
1,425. 3
1,519.6
1,586.8
1,682.4
1,743.6

30,364,982
31,281,525
36,902,908
41,203,401
41,882,368
41,548,037
46,331,901
50,659,057
48,982,036
52,328,987
60,401,733
65,2 l6, 581
69,003,475
63,877,200
72,168,690
78,922,931
85,323,463
92,997,958
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lnieroceanic Canal Study Commission Report of 1970 and from a num-
ber of other sources. This data is summarized in Table 5,

The average percentage growth rate of GWP from 1950-67 was deter-
mined by a Least Squares Curve Fitting computer program. This rate
was calculated to be 4.33 percent a year, with a correlation coefficient
of 0.99 out of a possible 1.00, indicating that the growth rate of GWP
has differed little year to year from its overall average. This supports
the premise that 4.33 is a reliable base figure. The actual 1971 GNP was
only 4 percent higher than our calculations forecast for that year.'

Assuming that no major political crises disturb economic growth in
the next thirty years, this program forecasts GWP to be approximately
$6.9 trillion in 1967 U.S dollars by the year 2000,
GWP and Canal Cargo Prediction

A linear least-squares analysis of GWP versus total cargo data pro-
duced a straight line approximation with a correlation coefficient of
.98. Given a $6.9 trillion GWP forecast, theoretically there should be a
cargo movement of approximately 426.4 million long tons passing
through the Canal by the year 2000.

This figure represents a projection of present trends, but is only a
guideline for thinking. The question associated with extrapolating past
growth is to determine to what extent changes in trends will cause
actual cargo movements to deviate from the guideline.
Four Additional Approaches

In an effort to gauge the effect of different assumptions on projec-
tions of movement, four other analyses were performed. In these, em-
phasis was placed upon gross national product as a measure of capacity
for trade.

The historical role of a small number of principal trading nations,
representing a large percentage of Panama Canal traffic, was analyzed in
a manner similar to the first case as a means of giving an estimate of
future traffic.
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trate the method and represents an upper bound on forecasted Panama
Canal cargo.

Estimate Based on Trade of Principal Cargo-Receiving Nations

Twelve nations each had over one million long tons of Panama Canal
cargo destined for their ports in 1969, These were:

Australia Peru
Canada United Kingdom
Chile United States
Ecuador German Federal Republic
Japan South Korea
Netherlands Italy

Cargo data is given in Note 9.' Total GNP for these 12 nations is given
in Note 10.'0

Computer analysis shows that the total GNP for these countries has
been growing at approximately 4.3 percent a year since 1950, with a
correlation coefficient of 0.99, If this growth rate continues, the total
GNP of these nations will be approximately $4.6 trillion in 1964 U.S.
dollars by the year 2000.

Using a second least-squares analysis on total GNP versus cargo trans-
iting the Canal, it was found that as the 12-nation GNP total rose cargo
did also in direct proportion. A $4.6 trillion QNP would therefore infer
that in the year 2000 the 12-nation related cargo transiting the Canal
should be on the order of approximately 387,2 million long tons.

The value of Canal cargo set out above does not represent the total
cargo expected to pass through the Canal in the year 2000, but only
that contributed to the total potential cargo by the 12 nations.
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Probable Future Relationship of Receiving Cargo to Total Cargo

Some assumption must be made for the remaining volume of traffic.
The percentage of total commercial cargo contributed by these 12 na-
tions as destination has been fairly constant with time, averaging 82
percent. Note 9 gives the yearly percentages.

Qverall, the 12-nation related cargo may come to represent a slowly
declining percentage of the total Canal cargo movement as the econo-
mies of other countries contribute more to world trade. Taken alto-
gether, nevertheless, the percentage represented hy the base group
should remain above 75 percent of the total cargo movement at the
Canal for the remainder of the century.

An estimate of total commercial cargo, using the 75 percent valu-
ation for the part contributed by the 12 nations, gives a figure of
approximately 515 million long tons of commercial cargo that might
transit the Canal by the year 2000. The noncommercial component
niay be on the order of possibly 15 million tons, which is a generous
estimate, giving a grand total of about 530 million long tons.
Summary of Estimated Cargo Traffic

For the preceding analyses, five different assumptions led to five
estimates, two of which were presented here, of possible future cargo
movement through the Canal by the year 2000. The estimates given for
total cargo appear in Table 6.

These estimates can be compared with those arrived at in the Report
of the interoceanic Canal Study Commission. This predicted a total of
485 million long tons of cargo for the year 2000." The Commission
figure grew out of the assumption that historical trends would be con-
tinued and represented an upper limit. The Commission in the end
concluded that actual cargo gains would probably fall lower than this to
a value of approximately 357 million long tons due to an expected
reduced rate of growth of traffic to and from Japan. '

Given the uncertainties built into an extrapolation of past trends, the
forecasts contained in Table 6 are not significantly different from other
results.

The computations suggest, in short, that cargo movement on the
order of something as high as 400 to 500 million long tons is con-
ceivable by the year 2000 if trends continue.

Adjustment for Foreseeable Changes in Trends
The recent dramatic increase in the cost of energy introduces a new

factor into the forecasts. Lack of petroleum, reflected in higher prices,
is expected to cause an economic slowdown in Japan, Europe, and the
United States in the next few years, Shipments of heavy bulk cornmodi-
ties may be affected if shipping has difficulty in obtaining fuel oil. '3
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must be taken of it.

'%e long-run impact of the Arab oil price increases upon product
and commerce is difficult to assess in advance of publication of Gross
gatipnal or World Product figures assembled subsequent to the arrival
of dramatic energy cost increases. President Nixon asserted in 1973 that
the United States would be self-sufficient in energy by 1980. Others
have expressed doubt that this can be accomplished.' Meanwhile,
shortages of raw materials resulting from heavy past exploitation, to-
gether with transportation difficulties, Inay curtail industrial produc-
tion w ithin the century. Predictions in this area of ten lack precision,
but it seems possible that national growth rates in the more industrial-
ized economies may drop to an average of 1.5 to 2.0 percent a year in
place of 4 to 6 percent, and that world productivity will not continue
to grow as rapidly in the future as it has since 1950. To the extent that
this happens, it will affect mantj.me commerce.

!n order to estimate what this may do to Panama Canal cargo, an
Issumption will be made that, the growth in Gross WorM Product will
be reduced to an annual rate of 2.5 percent until 1985, down from the
approximate growth rate of 4.3 percent from 1950 to 1967, and then
rise to 3.3 percent for the fallowing 15 years. This yields a GWP of $4.9
trillion in 1967 dollars for the year 2000.

Assuming that a linear relation between GWP and Canal cargo rnove-
ment continues to hold, such a GWP would forecast a level of 296
million long tons of potential cargo in 2000, or down 31 percent from
the unadjusted level.Assuming a similar 31 percent reduction for the forecasts for the 17-
and 12-nation analysis results in estimates of the following orders of
magnitude for Canal cargo movement:

Gross World Product Analysis 300 million long tons
17-Nation Originating Group 350 million long tons
17-Nation Destination Group 330 million long tons
12-Nation Originating Group 330 million long tons
12-Nation Destination Group 370 million long tons
The percentage growth rates of the Gross Product analysis are a

subjective estimate. They will need to be corrected when more defini-
tive studies become available on world economic growth.'

Shortages in energy, if widely extended, are bound to force curtail-
ment of transportation on both land and sea, as they did in the United
States and Europe in 1973-74. Transportation can be interpreted as
part of the overall production process in that, to a certain extent, the
estimated reduction of production growth includes a reduction in trans-
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portation. However, while a slowing in the production and consump.
tion of such manufactured items as automobiles will reduce the quan
tity of such goods passing through the Canal, a reduction in the availa-
bility of ship's fuel, resulting in higher transportation costs or reduction
of transport services, will have a more direct impact. The assumption
that Gross Production and Panama Canal traffic wil] vary in direc
proportion in the future as it has in the past is unwarranted in light pf
the direct impact fuel cost increases have on shipping services. The use
of nuclear ship power plants, more efficient designs, higher load factors,
and better scheduling may tend, alternatively, to reduce the long-run
impact of costly, uncertain energy supplies on shipping services.

New technologies cannot be foreseen and should not be counted
upon to reduce transport costs significantly. Barring the development
of nuclear fusion technology and large new oil discoveries, energy sup-
plies will become progressively scarcer and more expensive than previ-
ously. This will offset the long-run cost advantages of some of the new
technologies.

As the assumption for future Gross Product growth was a subjective
estimate, so also must be the assumption for the future relation of
actual Panama Canal cargo to Gross Product levels. Based on the close
relationship that has existed in recent peace-time between Panama Ca-
nal cargo and national economic growth and the increase in transpor-
tation costs, we believe that cargo will continue to grow in step with
world productivity, but at a proportionally slower rate than previously. '~

Assuming that the effect of energy and raw materials scarcity reduces
the growth rate relation of cargo to GWP by 5 percent, a GWP of 4.9
trillion dollars in 2000 would then imply that total Canal cargo would
be of the order of 280 million long tons that year. Similar 5 percent
reductions in the growth rates arising for the four other analyses yield
comparable estimates:

Gross World Product Analysis 280 million long tons
17-Nation Originating Group Analysis 325 million long tons
17-Nation Destination Group Analysis 310 million long tons
12-Nation Originating Group Analysis 310 million long tons
12-Nation Destination Group Analysis 345 million long tons
Figure 22 plots the maximum and minimum orders of magnitude

forecasts of cargo growth that follow from the preceding analysis. Table
7 lists the maximum and minimum tonnage forecasts in five-year
increments,

Other Cargo Forecasts
Two other attempts have been made to estimate future Panama Ca-

nal cargo movements, The interoceanic Canal Study Commission esti-
mate of 357 million long tons for the year 2000, mentioned previously,
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umed that some of this cargo would be attracted away from the
Cmal by other competing modes of transport such as mini-bridge trans-
pod and all-ocean carriage in superships around South America and
Africa. An Economic Research Associates  ERA! study, based on a
etaiied examination of economic market factors for 27 commodity

classes applies only up to 1985. Table 8 lists their conclusions. Other
ERA results will be discussed in Chapter Five.

These figures are in substantial agreement with the author' s, but weIe
arrived at by a different technique.

Table 7

Total Panama Canal Car o Tonna e Forecast
 mxllaons o long tons!

1995 2000199019851980

290240Maximum 14 5 170

Minimum 122.6 141.8 163.5 l96.4 235.2 280,7

135,418 136,489 141,003 160,300 184,942

~Pro osal. to Increase Tolls, Panama Canal Company, 1973, p. 72,

Transit Forecast

Given a range of projected potential cargo movement, it is possible to
derive an estimate of possible future levels of ship transits through the
Canal. In order to forecast future transit levels, it is assumed that:

1! The diversion of projected cargo from the Panama Canal to
other transport modes, such as mini-bridge or superships mov-
ing on all-sea tracks around Cape Horn or the Cape of Good
Hope, will be small and thus that forecasted potential cargo
tonnage will closely approximate actual tonnage figures;

2! The average cargo capacity of ships transiting the Canal will
continue to grow at a constant rate as it has for the past eight
years;

3! The average load ratio of ships will be the same as the average
value of the last eight years; and

4! Each lockage will transit only one ship. There will be few
tandem lock ages.

Table 8

Pro'ected Panama Canal Traffic b Economic Research Associates'
t ousan s o ong tons

FY 1974 FY 1975 FY 1976 FY 1980 FY 1985
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Explanation of Assumptions
lt was assumed that future bypass traffic would be insignificant for

several reasons. First� the present land-bridge and mini-bridge opera-
tions in the United States are economically attractive only for high-
value, low-density commodities, moving on a limited number of trade
routes. Studies indicate that about 15 percent of Panama Canal cargo
could eventually be diverted to the mini-bridge operation, although this
may change if ship fuel oil prices continue to rise relative to rail costs.
There are many institutional problems with the mini-bridge which have
yet, to be resolved, and these will determine how successful the rnini-
bridge operation is in attracting cargoes from the Panama Canal." This
could change if it became Federal policy to support this operation
through subsidy or favorable regulation. Unless a change occurs which
is possible and perhaps desirable, but unforeseeable, it does not appear
likely that land-bridge or mini-bridge operations will attract significant
levels of potential Panama Canal cargo.

Second, pipelines for both petroleum and slurried solids may some
day move commodities that would otherwise go via the Canal. Where
these pipelines will be located, how big they will be, and what they will
carry are questions that cannot be answered in a 30-year time frame.
The discovery and development of coal fields, oil fields and various
mineral ores will have an effect upon pipeline usage. The use of coa!
and oil will depend on where the deposits are located, what it costs to
extract and transport them, and what other energy sources are avail-
able, such as nuclear power plants. The energy policy of governments
wiLL also play a role. Given the lack of any pipeline presently in cornpe-
tition with the Canal, and the worldwide distribution and search for
raw materials, it seems unlikely that a long-term high-volume trans-
continental movement of a single raw material will develop. Since this is
the kind of movement needed to justify use of a pipeline, it appears
that, whi!e some pipelines may be built, we cannot foresee them having
an identifiable effect on Canal cargo movement. Chapter Seven contains
more on the economics of pipelines.

Third, the increasing use of superships to carry bulk commodities
poses a significant question for Canal planners since the locks are un-
able to accommodate ships over 80,000 deadweight tons  dwtl. Tankers
on the order of 350,000 dwt are not uncommon, and a significant
proportion of all tonnage afloat is now composed of ships too large to
pass the Canal.At present, the United States has few ports deep enough to handle
ships of 100,000 dwt and over, and until deepwater ports become more
generally available in the United States, the dimensions of the Canal
locks will not be a factor limiting supership use. This follows because
66 percent of Canal traffic passes through U.S. ports. Furthermore,
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supershjps need large volumes of cargo to make them profitable. There
are few trades moving through the Canal which appear likely to be
diverted to supershjps operating on all-sea routes when deepwater ports
become available.

The construction of deepwater ports, permitting ship drafts of up t
100 feet compared to the present average of 40 feet, is awaiting answer
to the questions of who will regulate them, and how to lessen their
effect on the coastal environment. The cost savings possible through u~
of superships makes it desirable to have deepwater ports. At an est;
mated cost of $200 million 1970 dollars, a deepened Delaware Bay po
could accommodate 250,000 dwt ships and could tranship up to 45
million tons of coal and 12.5 million tons of iron ore annually.'

l970 l97t l972 f973 'I97<ees ieger eea A@9

A primary economy the superships achieve is in their crew costs. A
modern 300,000 dwt bulk carrier can be operated with no more crew
than one of 80,000 tons. On the other hand, considerably more fuel
must be expended in taking the all-ocean routes compared with vessels
that can operate by way of the Canal shortcut. The penalty the larger
ships must pay for their longer trips is increased as the cost of fuel rises.
This thus offsets the economies of supership operation as compared to
use of traditional size ships.

During the next 10 years the lack of deepwater ports in the United
States will discourage the use of superships to and from the United
States. Over the longer run, the combination of fuel savings plus flexi-
bility for serving smaller shipments of goods wN favor use of ships able
to transit the Panama Canal versus superships. There will doubtless be
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exceptions to this, but this appears to be the likely trend.%e therefore
QQ not expect the superships to draw off significant volumes of Panama
Canal cargo in the foreseeable future.

The average cargo capacity of oceangoing commercial vessels trans-
iting the Panama Canal, their Panama Canal net tonnage, is shown in
p'igure 23 for the past eight years. A least-squares linear computer
approximation of this trend forecasts average Panama Canal net ton-
nage as 14,670 for the year 2000. Since the T.S.S. To!evo Bay is ap-
proximately 36,000 Panama Canal net tons and represents an upper
limit on ship size capable of transiting the Canal, one-half of its cargo
capacity, or 18,GOG Panama Canal net tons, is a reasonable estimate of
how high the average value of ship cargo capacity may eventually rise.
The linear extrapolation of recent growth trends approaches, but does
not exceed, this estimated upper limit by the year 2000 and was thus
deemed an acceptable representation of future statistics. Table 9 con-
tains the forecast derived from this computer approximation.

Table 9

Forecast of Avera e Panama Canal Shi Net Tonna e

19801975 1985 1990 2000l995

10, 139 11,272 12,404 13,537 l4,6709,007

Table 10 lists the average load ratio for oceangoing commercial ships
for the last eight years, i.e., the ratio of average cargo tonnage per ship
to average Panama Canal net tonnage per ship.

Table 10

Avera e Load Ratio

1966 1967 1968 1969 1970 1971 1972 1973

1.03 .973 .996 1.00 1.05 1.06 .963 .996
The average value for the 1966-1973 period was 1.00. This is to say

that, on the average, for each Panama Canal net ton of ship cargo
capacity that transited the Canal one long ton of cargo transited. This
has been. the case despite the wide variability in the density of cargo
and the fact that ships have transited with varying degrees of loading
ranging from fuHy laden to entirely empty.

As a test for long-term changes in trends, a similar analysis was
performed on Panama Canal data from 1937 to 1940, a period subse-
quent to the last change in rules defining Panama Canal net cargo
tonnage spaces, and prior to significant wartime activity. The average
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ratio for this period was 1.07 or only seven percent different from the
average 30 years later This implies that the ratio of transited cargo to
Panama Canal net tonnage is reasonably constant with time,

It was assumed that there would be no tandem lockages. This
sumption permits equating lockages to transits. Lockages are the lim-
iting factor for Canal capacity, but it is less confusing to discuss ca-
pacity in terms of transits Tandem lockages of oceangoing commercial
vessels were fairly cornrnon early in Canal history when freighters were
no more than five or six thousand gross registered tons. Such lockages
are much rarer at this time, being less than one in ten. They will
decrease further as the average size of ships increases.

Table 11

Forecast of Canal Transits

1975 1980 1985 1990 1995 2000

16, 100 16,770 17,740 19, 350 21,420 23,517Maximum

13,610 13,980 14,500 15,830 17,370 19,130Minimum

This is plotted in Figure 24.
We view these forecasts as suggesting a range of possibilities within

which traffic is reasonably likely to faH. The farther into the future the
forecasts extend the more indefinite they must be, for future cargo
movements become less a function of present circumstances and more a
reflection of intervening events.

Forecast of Canal Traffic Levels

+ith the forecasts of average cargo capacity of transiting vessels, of
total Canal cargo movement and using a load ratio of unity, it is pos-
sible to calculate the number of oceangoing commercial transits likely
to occur in particular years. No effort is made to distinguish the types
of cargo, types of transiting vessels, or even to separate cargo carried in
oceangoing commercial ships from other types of Panama Canal traf-
fic.'~ These refinements would contribute little to the accuracy of the
transit forecast, given the uncertainty in actual cargo movements and
the many economic and political variables that affect international
trade which cannot be quantified.

The equation used to compute possible future Canal transits is as
follows.

Number of transits = tons of cargo transiting divided by  load ratio
x average Panama Canal net tons!

Working this out with the data contained in Tables 7 and 8 yields a
forecast range of transits by five-year periods as shown in Table 11.
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temporary circumstances.

Table 12

Panama Canal Transit

Pro'ection of Economic Research Associates*

FY 1974

14, 300

FY 1976 FY 1980 FY 198~FY 1975

14, 337 18,09l14,619 15,960

*Proposal to Increase Tolls, Panama Canal Company,
1973, p.73.

Other Transit Forecasts

Both the Interoceanic Canal Study Commission  IOCSC! and ERA
have forecast Panama Canal transit levels. The IQCSC made two projec-
tions based on assumptions on the percentage levels of cargo carried in
general cargo vessels as opposed to bulk carriers such as tankers. These
forecasts are displayed in Figure 28. Actual Canal experience has been
that roughly 3G percent of cargo is moved in freighters so that the
"IOCSC 25%" in this figure appears to be the more accurate of these
two analyses. Table 12 lists the ERA forecast.
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Effect of Suez Reopening on Panama Canal Forecasts

gone of the preceding forecasts allow for the reopening of the Suez
Canal After the 1967 closure of the Suez Canal, the Panama Canal
experienced an increase in traf fic associated with Middle East trade
rout,es, In 1 973 approximately $9.5 million in tolls were recovered
from this traffic that otherwise might not have transited.

Due to continued strife in the region and the as-yet-unknown level of
Suez tolls, it is problematical how much of the traffic diverted from
Suez will return once that waterway is reopened. Since this traffic
represerlts about 7 to 8 percent of total Panama Canal business, fore-
casting the effect of reopening the Suez Canal would require a finer line
of precision than has been attempted.
Allowing for Unforeseen Elements

The foregoing calculations have rested upon trade figures, national
income, and mathematical computations. They have not attempted to
equate the possible effects of political, social, or psychological forces
that may arise to modify or spur cargo shipments. They likewise do not
reflect the consequences of decisions to devalue currencies, raise protec-
tionist barriers, or stimulate trade through new international agree-
ments.

Many elements will come into play over the next 30 years affecting
overseas commerce in one way or another. The bearing of these upon
Canal cargo movement is difficult to foresee. Nor can their course be
mapped with accuracy.

To make allowance for the intervention of such forces and actions,
the data base used in this study was purposely broadened to take ac-
count of a variety of historical circumstances.

The time and experience covered by the years 1950 to 1969 encorn-
pass a number of favorable and adverse circumstances. It is hoped that
these wiU make sufficient allowance for the appearance of other vari-
able elements in the future.

Conduction

With overall transits for the year 2000 forecast at a level of no more
than 23,500 where capacity of the existing canal is figured at something
less than 26,800 transits, depending on the size and mix of ships at that
time, it appears that the interoceanic canal will not be taxed beyond
reasonable service limits within this century. This is not likely to hoM
true beyond about 2010. While the annual number of ships transiting
the Panama Canal has been constant for the last four years, the in-
creasing size of the vessels has continued the upward pressure on Canal
capacity. The gap between the ultimate capacity of the Canal and the
level of transits is still closing because the estimated ultimate capacity
in numbers of transits is coming down as ship sizes increase. The Canal



CHAPTER FOUR FOOTNOTES

1. Panama Canal Company, Annual Report, 1973, Table ] 3

Z. Ibid., 1973. Tables 19-20.
3. Statistics on overseas trade are derived from Shipping and Canal Operations,

Hearings bei'ore the Subcommittee on Panama Canal of the Committee pn
Merchant Marine and Fisheries, House of Representatives, Washington, 1973,
p. 12.

4. Table 24 in the Annual Reports summarizes the shipments from Asia to the
various regional areas.

5, We Panama Canal Company has recently proposed a 20 percent increase in
tolls. See Netc York Times, December 22, 1973. Should the increase take
effect, it would be the first change since 1936 and thus would not violate our
assumption.

6. Sources of GWP data:

Gross National Product: Grorath Rates and Treed Data by Nation and Coun-
try, April 1969. Washington'. AID, Department of State; Finance and Deuelop-
ment Quarterly, No. 1, 3969. International Monetary Fund and World Bank
Group; Statistical Yearbook of the United Nations, 1967; Yearbook of Na-
tional Accounts, 1967. The United Nations.

7. Statistical Yearbook of the United Nations, 1972, p. 50.
8. The analyses as a whole are presented in Projections of Possible Future Cargo

Movement at the Panama Canal, M.I,T. Sea Grant Program, Interoceanic Canal
Project, Draft Report No. 7, Cambridge, Mass., January 1973.
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'Panama Canal Company, Annual Re orts, respective years.
 continued!
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company is reviewing its estimate of ultimate capacity in light of recent
ship size trends. This review is expected to resUlt in a figure consider-
ably below the 26,800 transit estimate. Exactly when the capacity pf
the garial will be exceeded cannot be clearly foreseen. For this reason,
we recommend that a close watch be kept on traffic conditions during
the riext ten years in order to project possible lines of development to
the 2000 to 2010 period.
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German
Fed. Re5. Korea

1950
195B
1960
1963
1965
1968
1969

1,633,050
1,941,272
1,989,979
2,477, 374
2,009,792
2,085 378

rotal Total Total Canal Traffic

0 3, 8'5, 2
1958 39,191,649
1960 49,957,814
1963 51,470,925
1965 62,527,641
1968 79,074,603
1969 82,816;169

Data for years 1958 and 1963 are included for calculating
the percentage of total Canal cargo versus time.
These data could not be used for relating GNP to cargo,
however, because GNp data for 1958 and 1963 are not
avail. able.

Note:

Gt~p of 12 Princi >al Lar o Destination t:ountries"
 rni lions 196 U.S. dol ars!

ChileAustralia Canada
Ecuador

950

1955
l960

1965

l968

1969 Ye t.her ands
rtal

Peru
Ja an

German

U.K.S. Korea

54,169
74,286
95,275

105, 309
l13, 554

Six data points were used for computing the 20-year
growth of t.he 12-nation GNPs, but year l955 could
not. be used when relati.ng GNP to cargo as 1955 cargo
ciatu wcr~ riot. ava i lable for some of the nations.

*Gross National Product i Growth Rates and Trend Data bHat>on and Counter , April 1969 . Nashington: hID, Department
o State.
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12 t<a t ion
Total
537,459
678,134
791,732

1,015,013
1,174,720
1,226,654

Interoceanic Canal Studies, 1970, p. IV-A-62.
12. Ibid., page IV-54,
'JR. The 5'all Street Journal, November 30, 1973.
14, "Energy Self-Sufficiency: An Economic Evaluation," Technology RepieQ! M y

1974.

15. Studies such as those by D,L. Meadows, The Limits of Growth  Cambridge
M.LT. Press, 1972!, suggest that world resource situations are already begin
ning to place obstacles to unlimited world economic growth.

16�We relation between GWP and Panama Canal cargo for the 1950-1967 data
base can be described mathematically as

Cargo = � 23403,3 + 65,1 multiplied by GWP
where GWP is in billions of 1967 U.S, doBars and cargo is in thousands of long
tons. This equation was determined by a least-squares analysis applied to the
data of Table 5. The coefficient of 65.1 is the growth rate of total Panama
Canal cargo relative to GWP.

17. Lim H. Tan, "The Mini-Bridge and Panama Canal Traffic," Draft Report No.
12, M.LT. Sea Grant Program, Cambridge, Mass., 1974.

18. U.S. Deepwater Port Study, Institute for Water Resources, Department of the
Army Corps of Engineers, 1972, Vol. 1, p. 45. See also Henry S. Marcus, "The
U.S. Superport Controversy," Technology ReUiew, March/April, 1973.

19. Vessels over 300 net tons, Panama Canal measurement, are considered to be
oceangoing.



CHAPTER FIVE

THE L I MITS OF CAPACI TY

A lock canal has limits to its capacity. These are fixed by the dimen-
sions of its locks, by the water supplies that are available for navigation
and for lockage purposes, and by the constraints that lockage opera-
tions place upon the numbers of ships that can be passed through the
waterway within a given time frame.

For several decades after the opening of the Panama Canal it seldom
occurred to mariners that its lock structures would impose limits to its
capacity. The builders had worked on a large scale, and the vessels of
those days were dwarfed by the lock chambers.

As time has passed, the situation has changed. The lengths, breadths,
and drafts of many bulk carriers, passenger vessels, and containerships
are now pressing the dimensions of what can be accommodated at the
Canal, so large have shipbuilders stretched the sizes of vessels,

The increase in the sizes of liquid and dry bulk carriers and of
specialized vessels such as containerships pose a new range of problems
for the Panama Canal as ships have been outgrowing the dimensions of
the locks.~ These problems are likely to become costly as the demand
for bulk raw materials increases and deepwater ports are developed in
the United States and elsewhere.

Although traffic growth has flattened in late years, the growth in
ship sizes has continued the pressure on Canal capacity. Thus, it is
important to gauge the limits of capacity in order to be prepared to
meet the future needs of international commerce.

Limitations in the Present Lock Canal

Lock Dimensions Restrict Ship Sizes

The dimensions of the lock chambers impose physical limits upon
the sizes of vessels that can transit the interoceanic canal as noted in
Chapter Two. No ship having a length of more than 975 feet, or a beam
of more than 106.9 feet, or a draft of more than 39.5 feet ran pass
through the Canal locks on a regular basis  fig. 25!. The 106.9-foot
beam lighter-aboard-ships  LASH! Acadia Forest and a sistership are the
widest commercial ships that have transited the Canal. Draft is set by
the lock sills and the safe depth of water available in Gatun Lake.

These dimensions estabhsh hmits upon the sizes and cargo-carrying
capacity of ships that can transit the Canal. EVith certain configurations
of hulls, it is possible for a vessel of 100,000 deadweight to pass
through the Canal in ballast.

�5



Bay and Kowloon Ra~~nice di~ group o'f f ~ianna container came~
owned hy a consortium of British, Japanese and German shipownersr
some of which are in service on the Europe-Asia run. These ships of
950-foot length, with beams of 105.8 feet, transit the Canal on an
average of once a month  fig. 26!.

The largest passenger vessel to pass through the Canal was the pre
war S.S. Bremen of 936 feet. The Post-war exPress liner S.S. United
States was designed to fit. within the locks, but never made a transit
The giant Cunard liners, H3I.S. Queen Rory and Queen Flizabepg, an
the French liner, S.S. Franc.e, each over 1,000 feet 1ong, were too l~ge
for the Canal locks and had to "go around" when they wished to pass
from the Atlantic to the Pacific and vice versa.

Fig, ",' <'ourtesy a ' Panama Canak Cotnpany

The average-size cargo liners, tankers, dry bulkers, refrigerator ships,
passex>ger vessels, an� containerships on the seas today have no diffi-
culty using the Canal. The lock dimensions do, nevertheless, impose
limits on an ixxcreasing nuxxxber of very large vessels. Ships that are
110, �0 deadweight or more, whose configurations exceed the lock
dimensions, are precluded from traversing the Canal.

Kith the growth in contemporary ship sizes, the nxargin of capacity
that was originally ixxcorporated into the Canal has shrunk to the Poin
that the locks are becoming restrictive.

Water 5uPPlies C.urt! Of,!fthm

A second form of limitation that is cropping up in some dry seasons
at the Canal is a shortage of fresh water for lockage and navigation
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tolerated.

Time Constraints of Lock Operations

Lockage operations consume time. En so doing, these add to the
limitations on the overall capacity of the Canal. Kith each average-sized
vessel taking approximately 65 minutes to clear the three-tiered Gatun
Locks, and about the same time at the Pacific locks, assuming no delays
or tie-ups, there are limits to the numbers of vessels that can transit the
Canal in a day or year. Thus far traffic demand has not reached the
limit that can be handled in a year, but with each increment of vessels
the point comes closer.

It is the function of the Marine Traffic Control Office to schedule
shipping so that it gets through the waterway with the least possible
delay and to monitor and control the operation so accidents are avoid-
ed, This entails organizing transits so that insofar as possible large ships
such as tankers, containerships, passenger liners, bulk or orecarrying
vessels that must go through the Cut, in one-way traffic � "clear Cut"�
arrive there early in the day in order that traffic bound in the opposite
direction not be held up. This means starting very large vessels, such as
big containerships and bulkers, from the Pacific anchorage or terminal
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arrival at a terminal. On the whole, it succeeds in doing this. But there
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accessihle at the Canal for practically every movable piece of equip.
ment, including lock gates.



r
running the [ock can~. Smooth operations require many peop> «"
ng togetber, practicing restraint, and exercising considerable 3udgrnen<.
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consequently is important to know what the general limits of capacity
are, what is being done to alleviate bottlenecks, and to plan ahead.

With traffic levels approaching 15,000 ship transits a year, and now
averaging 40 a day, questions of ultimate capacity are germane.

Capacity Studies

Studies made by independent experts have estimated that the ulti-
mate overall number of transits the Canal can effect in a year are likely
to be something less than 26,800 after completion of all scheduled
improvements done in phase with growing traffic demands.'

The critical elements in handling traffic are �! the number of lock-
ages that can be performed in a 24-hour day; �! the mixture of vessels
that turn up for transit and the number that can be put through in each
lockage operation; and �! the adequacy of the water supply for
lock ages.

The Canal Company, looking at the problem in 1960 with the pre-
ponderance of relatively small, general purpose freighters that were
then transiting the Canal, took the view that it could eventually handle
up to 76 lockages and a total of 87 ships a day.3

To attain 26,800 transits a year will require completion of each
Iockage in an average of 23 minutes inc!uding approach, taking aboard
line handlers, lining up the vessel, making fast to the towing locomo-
tives, pulling into the chamber, closing the gates, filling or emptying the
chamber, moving out of one chamber into the next, repeating the pro-
cess, and clearing the lock walls at the end. The total that can be put
through will be governed by the mixture of vessels that seek transit and
the compbcations the larger vessels produce.

The Interoceanic Canal Study Commission  IOCSC! in its 1970 Re-
port to the President of the United States predicted that ultimate
capacity would be reached by 1988 on the basis that 46 percent of the
cargo passing through the Canal would still be carried in general cargo
freighters  fig. 28! By readjusting the estimate to 25 percent of the
cargo in general freighters the predicted capacity date would be reached
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will not be reached until approximately the year 2020 or later. How-
cyer, $6,$00 large ship transits are likely to exceed the capacity of the
Canal, The original figure was based on an assumption that ship size
would not grow significantly,

FAAECAST TOTAL OCEAN%le COMMBCW. TRNSlTS
40,000

~ ao,Doe

g> 20,000

10,000

0
1970 1975 I 980 19' 5 1990 1995 OOOO

~eruai

Fig. 2H. Courtesy of Panama Canal Company

Studies by the Canal Company, extrapolating from the prese~t mix-
ture of containerships, bulk carriers, tankers, and break-bulk freighters,
point to no more than 20,000 transits in the year 2000.
Beaiing of Ship Mixture on Capacity

With the larger size ships that are coming to the Canal today, as
contrasted with the years before 1968, the mixture of shipping to be
transited is quite different from what it was previously when estimates
were made of the numbers of vessels that could be transited in a year at
capacity operation.

From shipbuilding information, and the types of vessels now plying
world trade routes, it seems likely that the trend toward use of larger
vessels and more specialized shipping, such as automobile carriers, re-
frigerator ships, containerships, OBO-vessels, and the like, will cG»tinue.
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Efforts are being made to forecast the mixtures of ships that wQ1 be
seeking transit 20 years hence. With the advances taking place in engi-
neering and ship technology, it is difficult to make accurate forecasts
this far ahead Q'jth the worldwide need to make optimal use of existing
energy supplies, the signs point to construction of more ships near the
rnaximurn dimensions that can transit the Canal locks.

The principal commodity groups that pass through the Canal provide
some index of the types of shipping that can be expected in the years
ahead. The percentages of commercial cargo transiting the Canal in
1973 and forecast for 1985 are listed in Table 1.

Table 1

Principal Commodity Groups~

Percent of Total Canal Commercial Cargo

19851973

Panama CanaL Company, December 15,

This suggests that the percentages of dry and liquid bulk carriers will
be somewhat lower in number of total transits. But, given the trends in
world shipbuilding existing today, the vessels will be close to the rnaxi-
mum sizes the locks can take. Containerships, which primarily transport
items that fall in the category of "All Others," will be carrying the
higher percentage of Canal traffic. They will therefore be both more
numerous customers and approximate "Panamax" specifications like
the big containerships of Sea-Land Lines.

Predicted Capacity

These considerations reinforce the belief that the numbers which the
Canal can transit in a year will be below the 1969 estimate of 26,800
transits. lf circumstances continue as they have, the limit may be more
nearly in the range of 23,000 to 24,000 transits a year as the saturation
point

Standard of Service Afforded by Canal
Over the yt'ars the Panama Canal has afforded a standard of service

petroleum and Products
Coal and Coke
Grain and Soybeans
Nfgrs . Iron and Steel
Lumber

Sugar
Phosphate
Scrap Metal
Autos and Trucks
All Others

18%
10
15

8
4
4
4
3
1

33

18%
8

21
6

4
3
3
2

1
37



come to tne L'anal 1s to save ume, u<srance, anu expell

The Canal Company has from the beginning sought to get ships
through the Canal and on their way in the shortest possible time conso-
nant with protecting the lock mechanisms and safe-guarding the ships
themselves from harm. Its goal is service to shipping.

Holding to a 17-hour standard has been possible as the yearly num-
ber of ship transits has risen because of the carefully trained, competent
personnel enlployed by the Company, the high esprit de corps rnain-
tained within the organization, and the finely attuned procedures ap-
plied in operations.

Maintaining the same standard as the number of transits rises by
another quarter or third will require comparable excel!ence of person-
nel, efficiency of operations, meticulous attention to detail, and careful
upkeep of equipment. In addition to this, there must be added supplies
of water and further improvements in navigation conditions. This will
necessitate ongoing financial support, freedom from political inter-
ference, and a stable international environment. The uncertain outlook
in the political and Ie@,1 sphere is cause for some concern.

Improvements ta Extend Capacity

Through the years the Canal has attempted, as Governor David S.
Parker has stated, to anticipate the needs of shipping "before the traffic
presents itself so it does not find itself in a bind when that time
arrives." ~

Improvements that have been made in the past with this in mind
have included obtaining storage water and flood control before World
mI'ar II by constructing Madden Dam; widening Gaillard Cut from a
300-foot channel to 500 feet during the 1960s; shortening lock outage
times by improving overhaul techniques so that two-way traffic can be
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assured for most of the year; purchasing new towing locomotives to
move ships more quickly in the locks; adding larger, more powerful tu@
to help guide the larger ships now coming to the Canal; installing mod.
em lighting on the locks and through the Cut to aid nighttime
navigation.

Traffic demands at the times these improvements were inaugurated
did not necessitate such action, Each step, nevertheless, improved an
aspect pf the overall operation by adding to safety, shortening lockage
time, providing a more regularized supply of water, facilitating around
thewlock operations, cutting lock outage time, and so forth. In the
process it extended the assured capacity of the Canal, making it easier
to handle increased traffic loads as these arose.

AVERACE TIME IN CANAL ZONE WATERS
COMPAREO TO CROWTN IN TONNACE

I5O

~ 40

ZO

0
!96o /918/070

Going to 24-hour operations in 1963 gained added capacity. And,
by th  combination of widening Gaillard Cut and cutting the lock
outage time, the capacity of the Canal was increased by almost 50
percent. The effect of the improvements is borne out by the constancy
of the average time spent by vessels in Canal Zone waters, while transits
have risen sharply and vessel tonnage has virtually doubled  fig. 29!.

ln the long run, the Canal must achieve full capacity. This means that
eventually it must be able to handle aB ships that can fit within the lock
chambers up to the maximum number that can be transited within the
time frame of a year.

To achieve "fuO capacity," coupled with holding to the goal of ser-

I"ig. 29, Courtesy of Panama Canal Company
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torrential downpours add tons of water ~ohe reserves. 'l' e pro em
arises during the four-month dry season when lack of daily rain, con-
tinued lockage operations, municipal use, and evaporation due to the
high temperatures cause the water levels to drop so that the Canal may
have to restrict ship drafts to less than 38 feet. Each additional lockage
then places added strain upon the reserves. lf the levels are drawn down
beyond a given point, the draft restrictions become onerous to ship-
ping. Furthermore, in some years it is not possible to restore the lakes
to their full levels in the following rainy season, The Canal cannot
afford to let the lakes become so depleted that they will not return to
normal. Otherwise, its standard of service will be compromised through
forced restrictions on ship drafts over longer periods of the year.

When it becomes necessary to restrict ship drafts, the Canal Com-
pany publishes a warning three weeks prior to the imposition of the
restriction. This procedure has helped minimize the costly effects of
lockage water shortages by giving shippers time to arrange their sched-
ules and properly load their vessels. The problem can be seen if a hulk
carrier loaded with coal for Japan arrives loaded to 39-foot draft when
only 37 feet of water is available for navigation because of water short-
ages. ln such a case, the vessel would have to go into port and unload
sufficient coal to bring its draft to 37 feet, or it would have to jettison
cargo at sea, or take the long, expensive voyage around the Horn,
thereby risking its profit. The present objective is to be able to guaran-
tee a 38-foot depth at all times.

There are several alternative methods for procuring added water One
that is currently being employed is to deepen the navigation charm@i
through Gatun Lake and the Cut. This is being done in units of three
feet. This will permit storing more water in the Canal itself. Although
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LIMITS OF CAPACITY

th may b >0 feet, deep at times, th qp.f
and Miraflores limit maximum ship drafts to 3g g f, t  f 3p

Construction of an additional dam has been considered. This wdl
require a separate agreement with the Republic of Panama.

A further alternative, but one of poor economic prospect, is to raise
the level of Gatun Lake by five feet. This would give a substantial
additj,on of reserve water. But it would cause flooding along the edges
of the Lake, requiring agreement with Panama, and would affect recre-
ational use of the Lake.

Thought has been turned to cloud seeding to gain inom wat r. A
five-year Program of exPeriments is about to be conducted t det r-
mine the feasibility of this in the Isthmian environment.

A last resort is the possibility of pumping sea water into Gatun Lake
in some dry seasons to supplement the fresh water. This idea, while
feasible, is resisted because of the change this would cause in the ecol-
ogy of Gatun Lake through making the water brackish and possibly
harming plant and wildlife. Should a third locks system be embarked
upon, use of supplemental salt water would almost surely have to be
adopted in order to provide adequate quantities of lockage water and to
hold sufficient draft levels in dry seasons.~

Beyond these alternatives, there is little the Canal can do to increase
lockage water suppbes other than reeonstructing the chambers and low-
ering the sills on the upper lock floors. It would be better, in our
opinion, to construct a new sea-level waterway rather than laying out
the money required to do this, for the locks would still have the physi-
cal limitations on the lengths and beams of ships that could be
tran sited.

improving Navigation Conditions
Capital improvements to assist navigation include widening and

straightening channels, especially where pilots cannot see far enough
ahead, deepening channels to guarantee 38-foot draft at aII times, find-
ing ways of enabling ships to navigate safely through the Cut in fog, and
going to a semiautomated traffic control and schedule system.

Fog and heavy rain squalls pose unresolved hazards to navtgation,
Fog restrictions may last six to eight hours in a night when it settles in
the Cut during the rainy season, necessitating anchorage until visibility
is considered adequate. Efforts so far to find ways of dispelling the fog
have proved fruitless. Attempts are now being made to develop radar
assists, as weH as other techniques, that will permit at least one-way
traffic movement during the fog spells. This will become imperative as
traffic builds up toward full capacity. 1980 is the target date by which
the Company expects to have this problem solved.

A new computer-assisted data handling and display system is due to
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e in operation in a new Marine Traffic Control Center in late 1975.
The new system wiII permit the recording of essential data on each
ship's record and retrieving this quickly when a ship arrives for transit.
The syst m wui automaticaliy check to insure that dat me compiet,
and +iII analyze reports from pilots, control towers, and other stations,
and signal deviations from schedules. Marine Traffic Controllers will

us obtain an improved flow of informatio~ on the location of ships.
Status o f the waterway will be displayed on a large ship position display
board and data will appear on individual consoles. Controllers will be
able to disseminate information and directions to tug operators, lock
control towers, and other important users. Pilots will receive individu
ally tailored directions at the launch landings.

The Operations Room, to be located in the new Center, will provide
more ample space for activities. Sound deadening and controlled access
is planned for the operations area. An information clerk/receptionist
will receive ships' agents and other visitors, answer inquiries, and handle
public telephone calls. Figure 31 shows the present Operations Room.
Figure 32 is an artist's rendering of the new arrangement.

Even with all scheduled improvements completed, there will still be a
question whether the Canal will be fully able to handle 26,800 transits
a year without further improvements.

Sc hedul in@

Scheduling is a particular problem for Canal operations. Ship cap-
tains are sometimes unpredictable and do not always up-anchor to start
their transits when expected. Heavy rain squalls can slow movements
and mechanical breakdowns aboard poorly maintained ships are com-
mon. Canal pilots may report in sick and, despite efforts on the part of
the Canal Company, instructions for personnel are not always clear or
interpreted correctly. When ships are moving in close sequence and a
sudden problem develops, 20 or more ships and the actions of hundreds
of people can be affected. With commercial ship costs running $8,000
per day  depending on ship size, age and type!, lost time is costly. This
puts pressure on Marine Traffic Control to orchestrate a smooth, rapid
solution.

Canal schedules are updated as needed, and this may be as many as
several times an hour for a 12-hour horizon. This involves manipulating
w'ork gang schedules, many of which are subject to complicated labor
rules. Finding even a feasible schedule of pilots, tug boats, locomotive
crews, line handlers, lock personnel and transit capacity taxes experi-
enced schedulers.

ln the future, when the Canal is handling 60 or more ships a day, it is
doubtful that the manual method now employed will be able to gener-
ate even a single feasible schedule due to the limits of human ability.
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The new data flow system employing computer technology,' should help
traffic controllers with this problem.
shortening Lockage Times

To reach full capacity, the Canal must compress lockage times to the
absolute rninimurn for all ships. Large vessels must be locked through in
less than 35 minutes per chamber.

There are various things that can be done to reduce lockage times.
Among the principal steps are adding more new, powerful locomotives
on the lock walls, relocating the tracks to speed up return of locomo-
tives to pickup stations, instituting improved locomotive movement
procedures, modernizing the lock control systems which include ftrster
sw>tching and more reliable safety features, and adding more tugs for
vessel assistance in maneuvering into and out of the locks.

By adding more locomotives and instituting new rnovernent proce-
dures, vessels can be passed through a flight of locks faster than at
present. This can be done by shifting tows to a second team of locorno-
tives when a vessel is secured within a chamber and returning the first
team to the approach wali to pick up a following vessel. By adding an
additional lane of tracks on the lock walls, a "merry-go-round" proce-
dure could be instituted that would allow somewhat more ships to
transit the Canal within a 24-hour period.

The last order for locomotives was completed in 1966. At that time,
the locomotives cost $110,000 apiece. These have functioned well after
initial adjustments. Despite their excellent characteristics, heavy usage
is shortening their lifetime. More will be sought as replacement for
older locomotives or as net additions as increasing traffic demands sug-
gest. New locomotives will cost in excess of half a million dollars each.
Similarly, the irnprovernents program calls for adding more tugs for
vessel assistance in phase with growing numbers of ship transits. Five of
these at $2 million apiece are needed in the immediate future. These
will probably have special equipment that will increase their maneuvera-
bility in confined spaces.

Completion of these improvements, which are scheduled for more
than a decade ahead, will speed up lockage times, smooth out the flow
of traffic around the clock, help eliminate causes of accidents, and
enable the Company to handle a larger body of shipping. The improve-
ments mentioned have been estimated to cost in the range of $1GO-120
million, or roughly $12-20 million a year, although inflation will in-
crease this. This is a modest cost program, It will extend the useful
life of the Canal by many years.

The program for expanding Canal capacity calls for undertaking a
project only when it will do the most good. If the Congress decides
to construct a sea-level canal, unnecessary expenditures will not have
been made.
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[f there is average rainfall, it is reasonable to believe that combina-
tions of deepening the channels, and possible impoundment of one
more stream will provide adequate lockage water. As a final resort,
pumping of salt water into Gatun Lake in some exceptionally dry years
is possible. It is hoped that this can be avoided for the life of the
present canal. If a larger lock system is ordered, pumping appears un-
avoidable, however.

The improvement program will keep the capacity of the 1ock canal
ahead of shipping demand for at least twenty years as estimated by the
presidential study commissio~, by Panama Canal Company consultants,
and by our independent projections discussed in Chapter Four. These
steps should extend the useful life of the Canal into the 21st century.

The prepared statement submitted by Governor David S. Parker to
the House of Representatives Subcommittee on the Panama Canal in
July 1973 admirably summarizes the conclusions of our study on the
capacity of the Canal.

We are confident that by implementing many or all of the various
Canal improvements projects, and in the absence of a decision to
build a sea-level canal or new locks for the present Canal, we can
keep the present Canal as a viable and useful adjunct to world
trade. All indications are that the Canal's usefulness should extend
beyond the end of the century but obviously predictions that far
in advance are subject to rather wide variation.

The Canal will do, the Governor concluded, the things it can do so
that it will be able to "continue to serve to the advantage of world
commerce in the future as it has in the past.""

A combination of the diversion of much of the Europe-Asia-Oceania
trade to the Suez Canal when that is reopened, a growth in bypass dry
bulk trade moving around the Cape of Good Hope between the East
Coast of the United States and Japan, and expansion of the land-»dg~
operation across the United States by the rail lines, will withdraw some
of the business that has been going through the Canal since 1967 and is
curren tly patronizing it.

Some of this cannot be prevented by anything the Canal can do to
improve the standard of service which it offers to oceanborne corn



times by all-water transport to equivalent times advertised by land- and
mint-bridge promoters. In addition, they are able to offer shippers of
cargo the advantage of nontransfer of cargo from ship to shore to rail to
consumer with the inherent danger of damage en route.

The land-bridge schemes offer the United States an opportunity to
strengthen its transcontinental rail system, to modernize and improve
its port facilities, and to strengthen the merchant, marine serving its
ports. This can benefit the national economy.

The attractiveness of alternatives such as mini-bridge and superships
with their potential for quality service may be a signal that the role the
panama Canal has historically played in maritime commerce is
changing It is conceivable that the improvements in rnaritirne coro-
rnerce may make use of modest size ships less advantageous for some
trades than heretofore. This was alluded to in Chapter One and will be
further addressed in Chapter Seven.

Taken on balance, the outlook for the Canal for the near future is for
an ongoing growth of business, preserving, but not necessarily dupli-
cating, the profile of growth that has characterized cargo and transit
movement since 1950.

CHAPTER F1VE FOOTNOTES
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CHAPTER SIX

TOLLS TH E COST 0 F TR ANSIT I NG
THE WATERWAY

The Panama Canal is an international utility serving oceanborne corn.
merce. The costs of operating and maintaining the Canal are recovered
by assessing tolls on transiting vessels. The level of the toll and the
manner in which it is assessed affects the trade of maritime nations
which depend on the Canal for service.

Short History of the Panama Canal Toll System

The Panama Canal Act of 1912 delegated the exercise of rights ac
quired by the United States through the 1903 Treaty with Panama r
and the Hay-Pauncefote Treaty with Great Britain, to the appropriate
branches of the United States Governmen.' This Act, among other
things, empowered the President to fix toll charges which were not to
exceed $1.25 per registered ton.

The Act stipulated that a change in toils should be proclaimed by the
President six months in advance of application and that tolls should
recover basicaBy the cost of operation and maintenance of the Canal.

Dr. Emory R. Johnson, Special Commissioner to the President on
Panama Traffic and Tolls, recommended in his initial report that Pan-
ama Canal tolls be set at $1.20 per net ton for merchant vessels carrying
cargo or passengers; $0.72 per net ton for merchant vessels in ballast,
and $0.50 per displacement ton for non-mercantile vessels.4 Net ton-
nage was recommended as the standard for assessing toils because ship-
pers paid tolls from their earnings, and the space set aside for carrying
cargo and passengers gave. a crude, but straightforward, measure of a
vessel's earning capacity.

The rates were determined so that the benefit derived from using the
Canal would be greater than the toll. At that time, the benefit was
figured as the saving in costs of sailing around Cape Horn. Basically, the
policy of the Panama Canal system is that charges to shippers be set to
recover only the actual cost of providing the service. The charges are
made proportional insofar as possible to the earnings shippers realize
from using the waterway.

A second report recommended rules to be used in calculating net and
displacernent vessel tonnage.' The Panama Canal toil system, as recorn-
mended by the Special Commissioner, was established by Executive
Orders of President Taft in 1912-1913.6

A special set, of rules was recommended for use in measuring the
tonnag» of ships because:

�! Each maritime country had a differing set of rules for deter-
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ture of the Canal enterprise.'2 Business operations were separated from
civil government functions and established in the Panama Canal Com-
pany. Civil government, police, fire, health, and sanitation functions
were grouped in the Canal Zone Government. The Company was given
authority to prescribe toll rates with the approval of the President of
the United States.

The Company is required by law to operate on a self-sustaining bas>s,
the law reading in part:

ToUs shall be prescribed at rates calculated to cover, as nearly a
practicable, all costs of maintaining and operating the Panama
Canal, together with the facilities and appurtenances related there-
to, including interest and depreciation, and an appropriate share «
the net costs of operation of the agency known as the Canal Zone
Govemrnent. '

The Company is permitted to make use of funds appropriated from
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the Federal Treasury for capital improvements and operating losses so
long as these are repaid. The Treasury is reimbursed by the Company
for interest on the investment of the United States in the corporation.

The Panama Caoal Toll System in Operation

Toll charges are assessed against ship spaces which can be used to
carry cargo and passengers. This is determined by calculating the total
internal volume of the vessel and subtracting therefrom the volume of
machinery rooms, crew quarters, navigation house, and other areas used
in working the ship which cannot be used to carry cargo, The rules for
calculating this are contained in Title 35 of the Code of Federal Regula-
 jogs. The volume remaining after subtracting exempt and excluded
spaces is the Panama Canal net vessel tonnage where each 100 cubic
feet is defined as being equivalent to one net ton.

Cost of Tolls: Sample Instances

The toll paid by most ships is in the thousands of dollars. The Sart
Juan Ore, an ore carrier capable of lifting 40,000 long tons, pays
$9,000 to transit. The Liberia, a general bulk carrier, which also lifts
40,000 long tons, pays $18,000 because its cubic capacity is larger. The
Japan Maru, operating on the East Coast-Japan trade route carrying
9,000 long tons of phosphate rock, rosin and cotton on a westbound
transit in 1966, paid $7,200 in t,oils. Eastbound, it carries general cargo.
The Lighter Aboard Ship  LASH! Acadia Forest, one of the more ad-
vanced ships from a technical aspect, can carry 26,000 !ong tons of
general cargo and pays $18,570 to transit. Large containerships such as
the Tokyo Bay pay about $40,000 to transit. One transit of this ship
replaces the lifting capacity of five smaller general cargo ships. The
largest ship to transit the Canal is the San Juan Prospector which is 972
feet long, with a potential draft of 50 feet. This transited in ballast and
paid a toII of over $41,000. The average toII paid by transiting ships has
been increasing, being $6,946 in 1971; $7,175 in 1972; and $7,960 in
1973. This reflects the trend toward use of larger ships.

Receipts from Tolls

Table 4 of Chapter Three lists Canal toll statistics by flag of vessel.
United States flag transits accounted for 8.8 percent of the 1973 total.

Canal Finances and the Need for a New Tow System

Sources and Levels of Panama Canal ComPany Income

In 1973, the income of the Panama Canal Company was
$199,848,000. These monies were derived from two sources, supportive
services, and tolls.

Supportive services receipts were $86,467,000." These services in-
cluded navigation assistance at the Canal terminals arid through the
Canal, general ship repair and maintenance carried out at the Company
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to the political effects of Suez closure, the Vietnam war, and the eco-
nomic development of many countries.

Since its formation in 1950, the Panama Canal Company has paid the
United States Treasury $40 million from funds excess to working capi-
tal and reasonable foreseeable requirements for authorized plant re-
placement and expansion. However, in 1973, despite record income,
revenue fell $1.3 million short of covering costs. This was the first time
revenues did not exceed costs in the period since 1950.

Rising Costs

The cost of operating the Canal has risen steadily over its 60-year
life. Only the phenomenal growth in traffic, together with significant
managerial improvements, has permitted maintenance of a constant toll
rate. Costs of operating the Canal are now rising faster than the growth
of traffic. Wage increases in 19?3 accourtted for much of the
$19-million rise in operating expenses over 1.972 costs. '

The Panama Canal Company estimates that operating and main-
tenance costs for fiscal year 1975 will rise by $42.7 million over the
1973 level, resulting in a need for income from tolls of $145 million,
and that there will be a shortfall of $24 million if tolls are not raised.

Table 1 lists Canal cost categories and shows how these figures were
obtained. Table 2 gives a breakdown of the anticipated cost increases. A
$13.8-million projected wage increase makes no provision for a change
in the minimum wage which will be raised as a result of a revision of the
Fair Labor Standards Act, effective May 1, 19?4. Governor David S.
Parker estimated that this might add from $5 to $9 million to Company
costs.~" Beginning in 1974, the Company is figuring on a depreciation
of $10.1 million on the costs of lands, titles, treaty rights, canal excava-
tions, fills, and embankments, as well as on recently acquired physical
plant.

Lands, titles, treaty rights, canal excavations and the like were not
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depreciated previously because the United States has held rights to
t ~ "in perpetuity." It now appears possible that a date may be set
for eventual transfer of the Canal and Zone to the Republic of Panarlta
unless the United States Congress refuses to agree to this. These ac-
counting charIges reflect the changing reabties of diplomacy,

Table 2*

Anticipated Changes In Panama Canal Company
Costs for F.Y. 1975»

Increase
 in millions!

Mage increases  does not provide for increase in
m i n imum wage level!

Increase in total number of work hours
Increase in Company contribution to the premium for

employees' health benefits
Depreciation
Cost of commoditres sold
Interest expense
Net cost of Canal Zone Government and related services

furnished the Company
materials consumed in operations ~ ~ ~
Rentals, transportation and other miscellaneous

$13. 8
6.0

2.1
10. 1

3.2
2.0

2.5
4.3
1.4

Less-- Increase in costs of materials and services charged
to construction and to the Canal Zone Government .. 2.7

'Proposal, p. 11,

Treaty Negotiations with the Republic of Panama

At the present time, the United States Treasury pays the Republic of
Panama an annuity of $2,328,200, of which $518,718 is reimbursed to
the Treasury by the Panama Canal Company. The Statement of Prin-
ciples agreement between Secretary of State Henry Kissinger and Pana-
maniarI Foreign Minister Juan Tack in February 1974 promised in ef-
fect that the United States will increase its payments to Panama.'

A draft treaty package developed by United States and Panamanian
negotiators in 1967, which was not ratified, included provision for
royalty payments to Panama rising from 17 to 22 cents per long ton of
cargo transited through the Canal. A 17-cent royalty on cargo trans-
iting the Canal in 1973 would have amounted to a payment «
$21,685,495. This figure may be taken as an indication of the level of
payments Panama wouM like to receive.

The preceding figures suggest that the Panama Canal Company is in
no position to reimburse the United States Treasury for increased pay-
ments to Panama without incurring deficits. This assumes that Congress



p
more vital element in movement � thenmf you increase cost $1 per
ton �00 percent!, you would begin to price certain hulk com-
Inodities out of the market that takes them through the canal.
Finally, Mr. May voiced the opinion that a distinction should be made

between the economic costs of the Canal operation and political costs
that might arise in the course of meeting Panama's legitimate aspirations.
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pick up 12,000 long tons of Florida phosphate rock for its return triP.



ward. Is traffic sensitive to change.' we erow~rdi, >riir r cia i.~x
complain, but will they go elsewhere? If we were to believe a
common misconception about the canal, customers have no
choice � there is no serious competition to the canal arid we could
just raise tolls as we please, This is not the case � the canal must
compete. ~3
He went on to say that there were three concepts which must he

borne in mind when studying the role of competition.
 a! Shippers have many alternatives for moving their products.
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lost.
There are a variety of objectives related to a toll system which the

Congress and the Panama Canal Company may wish to consider over
and abave recovering costs. These may be achieved by a variety of
systems.

Objectives

The policy objectives of a new toll system could be to:
1. Minimize change from the present system
2. Maximize use of the Canal by shippers
3. Promote a fair syste~
4. Maximize econom.ic benefits accruing to the world
5. Maximize economic benefits accruing to the United States

1, Minimize Change from the Present System
The present to0 system was formulated in 1912-1913 and remains

largely unchanged. The United States derives prestige benefits from
having maintained an acceptable system over the years.

Changes in the rules for computing the toll, other than a simple
change in rates might lead to financial as well as diplomatic benefits.
Uitimately, these must be weighed with the costs of implementing new
rules. For example, eliminating tolls altogether and having a free pas-
sage, such as that at the Cape Cod Canal, would cost the United States
$15G million a year, but this might be offset by the improved inter-
national relations such a move would promote. This would amount to
subsidizing shipping using the Canal, but would possibly cause many
countries that are now critical of United States Canal policy to shi«
their positions. At the same time, this would make it difficult to reim-
pose tolls without incurring general protest.
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The Congress may wish to implement desired changes in the system
over a number of years. Extensive changes in the toll system now,
however, may make future changes less disruptive or necessary. Alterna-
tively, future costs and benefits may be discounted in present decisions.
These factors are related to the permanence and durability consider-
ations of the toll system.

Depending on the nature of the changes involved the economic costs
and benefits of change could be large or small and would ultimate!y be
borne by shippers and consumers of commodities passing through the
Panama Canal.
2. Maximize Use of the Canal by Shippers

The Congress could seek to recover operating and maintenance costs
from toD revenue while simultaneously encouraging the maximum num-
ber of shippers to use the Canal who could do so profitably. This is
essentially the present policy.

Some shippers may benefit more from use of the waterway than
others. These have a high consumer surplus. Such shippers would ab-
sorb a larger toD increase without diverting their cargoes from the Ca-
nal. It might be possible by some manipulation of rates for the Canal to
price its services to yield a given level of toll revenue collected from all
users, paying equally, or from a few users, willing to pay considerably
more, letting others pay token charges. The latter might be desirable
from a global economic viewpoint, but it is hkely that those paying the
most would object that they were subsidizing others. Such differential
pricing would be necessary to completely achieve the present policy.
3. Promote a Fair System

The manner in which the Panama Canal is operated reflects upon
the United States. It could be an objective of the government to em-
ploy tolls to advance some foreign policy purpose. Tolls might be struc-
tured, for instance, so that the incidence of toll charges on the econo-
mies of developing countries would be lighter and more advantageous
than on those of more advanced states. This might be considered fair
and equitable by all, or it might, not,. What constitutes a fair system
depends largely on the point of view.

The treaty with Great Britain, however, forbids the United States
using toHs to discriminate against any nation or its citizens. To change
the toII system to benefit the economies of a certain class of states
would require a revision of the basic treaty structure. This may be
possible, but there would be political questions that would require
careful analysis. If the altered toll system were to work to the disadvan-
tage of the economy of the United States, for example, there would be
sure to be obstacles raised in the Congress.

4. Maximize 8'arid Economic Benefit
The objective of Canal toll policy might be to assess tolls so as to
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the transit is less than the cost of providing the service. A small amount
of such transits may be taking place under the present system since it
has been found that approximately $1.2 million in 1967 costs, which
were incurred from transiting small ships, were not recovered from the
toHs these ships paid."
5. Maximize United States Economic Benefit

A fifth objective might be to attempt to maximize United States
economic benefits, using tolls as an instrument. This could be accom-
plished by charging Canal cargoes effective toll rates equal to their value
of service. The benefits of Canal usage in the form of toll receipts
would be captured by the Canal Company acting as a monopolist. The
portion taken from U.S. citizens could in theory be returned in the
form of tax cuts. That which remained could be used as foreign ex-
change or to retire Government debts.

Alternatively, traffic originating m or destined to the United States
might possibly be charged lower toOs. 'Fhis would be an inefficient
method of achieving the stated objective, however, as part of the toll
cut would be passed on to foreign interests, except for United States
intercoastal trade. Furthermore, United States-related transits would
have to be subsidized by foreign-to-foreign transits which would doubt-
less be objected to.

The objective of maximizing United States economic benefits is
precluded by the terms of the 1901 treaty. A revenue maximizing toll
system and rates may come about, however, if the United States agrees
to pay Panama a large annuity to be recovered from tolls. 1n terms of
toH charges, this would be little different than turning the Canal over to
the Republic of Panama, since in either case maximum tolls would be
charged and Panama would pro 6t.
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Since objectives may be partially in conQict, some compror ise m~t
be reached in efforts to achieve them. Methods have been developed in
the last fifteen years in the academic community to deal with multi-
objective investment problems, chiefly in the field of United States
Govern ment-sponsored water-resource p lan n ing.'s

The Marginal Toll Policy: A Synthesis of Objectives

Having noted how the value of service rendered by the Canal relates
to net, economic benefits, it is interesting to consider a pricing policy
which would set the effective toll rates so as to equalize the consumer
surplus of each Panama Canal user. This pricing policy was proposed by
the Atlantic-Pacific Interoceanic Canal Study Commission for applies-
tion to a sea-level canal. 7

Because each Canal user would obtain the sane consumer surplus per
ton of commodity transited, this might be considered equitable by
many. It would also encourage maximum use of the Canal while re-
rnaining economically efficient.

To implement this policy would require that the Company exercise
control over the ef fective toll rates of cornrnodities transiting the Canal,
This would entail charging different cargoes different rates which might,
be interpreted by some as discriminating among nations or their citi-
zens, and would be complicated and costly to administer.

Administrative Costs

A toil system capable of recognizing the individual Canal user's value
of service would be difficult to administer. Given the right of the Canal
Company to require submission of various ship data and documents,
there are few conceivable toll systems that would not be feasible. As
the complexity of a system dependent on such documents increases, so
do administrative costs. One cannot maximize the gross benefits of a
toll system while minimizing its costs. Rather, one must maximize the
benefits minus the costs or the net benefit.

The costs of administration will rise with increased levels of traffic. It
would, thus, become more difficult for the Canal Company to process
and transit commercial vessels promptly as the volume of traffic em-
ploying the Canal increases.

Should a toll assessment system be instituted that required several
hours per ship to administer, it would erode the Company's ability to
provide rapid service. It would be costly to commercial shipping to
delay or inhibit its free movement. The provision of rapid service is a
matter of considerable prestige to the United States Government.

It is also desirable that the toll system discourage shippers from
fraudulently representing ship tonnage or cargo volume. The detection
of misrepresentations would place an added burden on Canal Company
personnel and the prosecution of offenders would be costly for the
Company as well as embarrassing for the Governinent,



cipIe to the Panama Canal in that the basic fees are related to cargo-
carrying capacity of the ship rather than to type or value of cargo
carrie."

1. The St. Lawrence Seaway
The system used by the Seaway differs considerably from that used

by the Panama Canal. The Seaway assesses a toll against the tonnage of
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$0.87 � per net ton. BaDast vessels paid 15.5 piastres � $0,40 � per net
ton.

3. Kiel Canal
The toll system for the Kiel Canal is based on gross tonnage as

computed according to the rules of the national registry of the vessel.
There is a basic charge for transiting and additional charges for the Kiel
Canal Agency and for pilotage, all payable in Deutsche marks. The rate
per gross ton is steadily reduced as the tonnage of the vessel increases,
like an inverted graduated tax, The rates are reduced for vessels in
ballast. There are extra charges for vessels exceeding a specified draft as
weil as a rebate to regular users.

In a study prepared for the Panama Canal Company, five ingenious
toll assessment systems were analyzed, A computer program was
written, which approximately described how each of the proposed
systems would have distributed the toll burden according to ship size,
vessel type, and cargo type at moderately and substantially higher toll
levels. Space permits only abbreviated discussion of the proposed sys-
tems here.

Toll Systems Based on Charges Against Cargo
A Commodity Surcharge and a Commodity Rate system have been

suggested. These attempt to price Panama Canal services according to
the value of service rendered by the Canal. These systems were found to
be capable of extracting the maximum amount of toll revenue while
overpricing a minimum amount of traffic which could profitably em-
ploy the Canal.

While these systems would achieve revenue objectives, their adminis-
trative costs would be significantly greater than the present system's.
High costs would result from the necessity of determining the types and
volumes of the various commodities carried by the transiting vessels.
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piete manifest is airmaHed to the port of destination while the ship is en
rout . To require detailed commodity information prior to transit
would be a burdensome change for shippers, and would lower the value
of service they receive from txansiting the Canal.

Commodities would be charged under these proposed systems as
either individual commodities or in classes. Classification and rates
would be subject to controversy and lobbying by shippers to establish
favorable tolls for their shipments. The rates would be at least partially
a matter of subjective judgment, possibly leaving the Company open to
criticism in regard to equity considerations.

Canal personnel would have to verify the declarations submitted by
transiting ships. For general cargo vessels, inspections of the cargo holds
might be necessary. A certain amount of undetectable fraud would be
likely. Also, disputes between the Canal Company and shippers might
become more common,

As the value of service for individual commodity flows changes due
to improving technology and local market fluctuations, it is likely that
rates would have to be altered if the objectives of the system were to be
met. Necessary rate adjustments are likely to be frequent due to the
systems' complex rate structure.

In order to ascertain changes in value of service, the Company would
have to make reguhr surveys of international shipping markets. There
would be little incentive on the part of shippers to be candid con-
cerning the value of service they receive f'rom Canal use since evasions
could result in a low value of service rating and lower toll assessments.

These two systems would achieve the objectives of the marginal
pricing toil policy.

A third proposed system would base toll charges on the market value
of the cargo carried by transiting vessels. This toll system was found to
possess all of the administrative costs of the other cargo-related systems
without possessing any of their advantages. The primary shortcoming of
a Cargo Value system would be its limited recognition of the value of
service rendered by the Canal. It is not the value of the cargo so much
as the cost of alternative means of transport that sets the maximum
amount shippers will pay to transport their goods.

Toll Systems Based on Earning Capacity

Two other systems would assess tolls against the cargowarrying ca-
pacity of transiting vessels. A Variable Ship Charge system would em-
ploy the present Panama Canal rules for calculating the tonnage part of
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This projection assumed that the Suez Canal would remain closed, The
Company has estimated that in 1973 $9.5 million in toll revenues were
realized from traffic previously associated with the Suez Canal trade
routes.3 When the Suez Canal reopens, it is likely that some Suez-
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Table 5

pro osed Toll Rates for the Panama Canal
per net tan

Amount of

increase
To 1 1 Ra te s

Present Recommen e

Laden condition $0.90
Ballast condition 0.72

Per displacement ton 0.50

$1.08
0.86

0.60

$0.18
O.l4

0.10

ln addition to revenues from tolls, the Company derives revenues
from supportive operations. These are estimated to grow by $12.4 mil-
lion over 1973 figures to $98.9 million in 1975, but will be approxi-
rnately offset by rising costs of these same services. '

In oxier to comply with the requirements of law, the Board of
Directors of the Panama Canal Company has proposed a 20 percent
increase in the rate on laden vessels and proportionate increases in the
ballast and displacernent rates. This increase is expected to generate
additional revenues just sufficient to cover the $24 million shortfajl-
The Fair Labor Standards Act revision and the reopening of Sue>
means that even with the toH increase, the Company will pro»bly
experience a deficit of $10 million or more in 1975. Table 5 lists the
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proposed rates. The only previous proposal to raise rates was turned
down in 1949.

Table 6

Estimated Percentage Loss of Forecast Panama Canal Cargo Tonnage~

19851975Toll Rate Increase lg80

15%

25%

50%

0.1
2.1
5.6

0
0.4
1.5

0.3
2.7

6.2

*Proposal, pp. 80-81.

Futore Toll Strategies

Aside from the factors mentioned above with which the Panama
Canal Company must deal, three other questions merit attention. These
are:

1. Should the Universal Measurement System be used by the Ca-
nal in the event that it is adopted internationally?

2. What should be done m the years ahead when the Panama
Canal begins to attract more traffic than it can serve?

3. What should be the toll policy and system for a sea-level canal?
I nternational Convention on Tonnage Measurement

The Inter-Governmental Maritime Consultative Organization  IMCO!,
a specialized agency of the United Rations, has under it a Subcom-

Effect on Canal Traffic of Proposed Rate Increase
beginning in 1963, the Board of Directors authorized the Comptrol-

ler of the Panama Canal Company to initiate studies of the adequacy of
the toll rates. These included studies of the sensitivity of Panama Canal
traf fjc to toll rate increases, and inquiry into the consumer surplus
shippers were receiving from Canal use, The latest of these continuing
studies was completed in late 1973."

The study concluded that toH increases of 15 percent or greater
would cause some containerships moving on the Europe-Asia trade
route to move onto tracks avoiding the Canal, Table 6 lists the esti-
mated percentage loss of Panama Canal cargo tonnage for various toll
rate increases.

Evidently, the proposed 20 percent toH rate increase wUl have a
negligible effect on Panama Canal traffic patterns, although all shippers
will have to transfer some of the benefits they derive from Canal use to
the Panama Canal Company. Insofar as these benefits were accruing to
consumers of Panama Canal-transited commodities, the market price of
these commodities wiH rise.
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appears to be no way to set the ballast and laden rates of a two-rate
system using UMS so as to approximate the present distribution of tolls
burden among various shippers.

It is unknown at present whether the inevitable redistribution of toHs
burden would result in a better or worse agreement with the distri-
bution of value of service. It is conceivable that the distribution under
UMS could be quite inequitable in this sense. The Canal Company is
continuing its study of UMS directed toward recommending a course of
action in the event the new system comes into force.
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primary one is economic.
%hen the Canal nears full utilization, the following will occur:
1. The Company's marginal cost of transiting vessels will rise due

to an inability to provide transit service to all vc'ssels in an
efficient manner.

2. Some vessels, whose cargo has a high value of service, will not
be able to transit because other vessels arrive at the Canal first
whose cargo has a low value of service.
The Canal's limited transiting resources will he allocated ran-
domly among ships, some of them benefiting from using the
Cana1 less than the cost, incurred in providing them transit.

Cargoes having a high value of service should have priority to transit
when the Canal is saturated. This segregation can be accomplished by:

1. Rationing Canal services,
2. Setting tolls sufficiently high to insure that the marginal cost of

providing service is recovered. The number of ships seeking
transit then would equal the number that the Canal could
accommodate.

Either of these techniques would insure that economic loss due to
ships lying idle at anchor while waiting to transit would be kept to a
minimum. The formation of a queue of waiting ships would be an
indication that resources were being wasted.

The Governor of the Panama Canal agrees with the above conclusion.
Quoting Governor David S. Parker:

Although priority for use of a limited capacity canal ought to go
to those willing to pay the higher tolls, the basis on which the toHs
are paid... determines who can get the most economic benefit
from the canal and be willing to pay higher tolls.
IncidentaHy, if tolls are raised as a method to deal with saturation of

capacity, the Canal will begin to recover revenues in excess of operating
costs. These profits would be a measure of the resources that otherwise
would have been wasted, Presumably, the profits could be set aside to
finance larger facilities, such as a sea-level canal'" or they could be
given away as a form of foreign aid. Since raising tolls would discourage
transits, in a sense the Canal need never be saturated.
Toll Policy for a Sea-Level Canal

The objectives of toBs policy for a sea-level canal would he the same
as for the lock canal. Many of the operationa1 constraints which hold in
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the I970s for the Panama Canal may not be binding for a sea-level
~al, however, because of continuing technological progress. The ad-
vancement of computer science may eventually reduce the administza
tive costs of the more complicated proposed toll systems.

Conclusion

The Panama Canal toll system was formulated 62 years ago. In light
of the many factors involved in selecting a policy and designing a sys
tern, the original achievement of Dr. Johnson and the others who
played a part must be admired. Despite the many changes that have
taken place in maritime commerce over the years, and the considerable
body of economic knowledge accumulated since Dr. Johnson's day, the
present toll system cannot be faulted. It makes concessions to eco-
nomic efficiency, but these are probably more than compensated for by
its ease of apphcation.

The Panama Canal toll system does have weaknesses, however, and if
the level of receipts is to be significantly increased, a new system may
prove necessary. The Panama Canal Company is continuing to explore
possible new systems while policies are debated at the highest levels.

The Panama Canal Company has decided its course of action with
respect to the present dilemma of rising costs and diplomatic maneuver-
ings. The next opportunity for change in the toll system will probably
not come for several years, the Government being reluctant to make
frequent changes.

In this chapter no simple recipe for solving toll problems has been
proposed. Rather, possible objectives have been formulated, and conse-
quences of achieving them examined. When questions arise as to the
adequacy af the present toll system, the merits of possible changes in
the system or rates should be examined with regard to the achievement
of desired objectives.

Our treatment of toll problems did not address operational methods
because:

l. Objectives and consequences must be known before rational
decisions can be made;

2. The feasibility and effectiveness of operational techniques will
change with time.

We recommend that more detailed studies be made of the total eco-
nomic benefits the Canal provides. When this is determined, it will provide
both United States and Panamanian negotiators with a tangible measure
of the worth of the Canal, and facilitate negotiations and decisions.
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tainerships took the place of older general caxgo carriers for much of
the freight moving between Europe and the Far East and Oceania.

This historical record, to be sure, shows that ship traffic and cargo
movement at the Panama Canal more than doubled between 1947 and
1974. World shipbuilding orders, on the other hand, show a mounting
trend toward vessels that are at the maximum size that can be accom-
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The construction of deepwater terminals, new loading facilities, and
new port layouts are paralleling the appearance of larger carriers and
specialized shipping. The vast new container ports in cities such as
Halifax, Newark, Long Beach, Oakland and Seattle are instances of
trends that are becoming increasingly well established. The rapid emer
gence of express freight carriers across the North Atlantic and the
North Pacific, combined with the growth of synchronized and unitized
rail service across the United States for high priority modular con-
tainers, is cutting into traditional Panama Canal trades to link markets
in Asia and North America. And, not to be outdone, the Soviet Union
is promoting the trans-Siberian rail system as a land-bridge route to link
Europe and East Asian markets and suppliers.

The Panama Canal continues to function smoothly notwithstanding
sixty years of service. This has been made possible by the meticulous
care devoted to maintaining and improving the Canal and all its instal-
lations. There are limits, nevertheless, to the number of vessels that can
be transited, and to the size and draft of ships that can be accepted at
the locks, as we have discussed in Chapter Five. Furthermore, the Pana-
max ships are more costly to handle. They require more pilots to guide
them through, more tugs to insure their safety, more lock personnel,
and they consume more time in getting through confined spaces.

This is reflected in the rising costs of operation, resulting in a need
for higher revenues. So steeply, in fact, are costs of operation rising, the
initial 20 percent increase in tolls sought for early application will
probably have to he followed by applications for additional increases in
subsequent years. At some point, if this process is repeated, it may
become counterproductive, inducing shippers to look to alternate
routings and means of getting their cargoes to market.

Pa lit icaI Uncer taint Ies

For most of the course of this book, attention has been focused
upon the nonpolitical aspects of Canal commerce. It cannot be over-
looked, however, that differences exist between the Republic o< Pan-
ama and the United States over control of the Canal and over benefits
to be derived from its use that cloud the outlook for the future.

Panamanian nationalism is restive to change the old order of relation-
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one? Or should it endeavor to put together a consortium of investors
including other powers and the World Bank, for example? If others are
brought into the financing of a larger canal, shouM the supervision,
administration, and operation of the waterway be made a joint re-
sponsibility in some way rather than being assumed, as up to now, by
the United States alone? Arguments can be made on both sides of these
issues.

Or again should the United States continue to shoulder the expense
of operating, maintaining, defending, and keeping up the standard of
operation it; has held up at the Panama Canal? Or should it sell the aging
Canal to the Republic of Panama and get out of the business of running
an interoceanic waterway? A case could be made for doing this, but
there are no simple answers as to whether it should be done or not.

The question arises in what direction the national policy should be
moving over the next 30 to 40 years with respect to the Canal. Should
it be holding onto a strip of land and a waterway that were purchased
in good faith and made the marvel of engineering genius in the first
decade of the century? Or should it be hastening new forms of trans-
portation, new port systems, new methods in ship design and con-
struction that it alone has the knowledge and the means of attaining?
Should the Government not be supporting innovative studies of con-
struction techniques, and new means of moving both large and small
quantities of bulk cargo, and of separate varieties, to and from overseas
destinations at less cost?

First, let us consider alternatives for handling the Canal itself. There
are a half dozen different courses that might be taken with respect to
the Canal.

Alternatives for Handling the Canal

1. Keep Existing Canal Functioning
One course of action is to keep the existing Canal functioning. Gov-

ernor David S. Parker, addressing a Committee of the United States
Congress in 1973, testified that he felt there is "a future for the current
Panama Canal." By pursuing the capital improvement program to com-
pletion the Canal can be kept useful to world trade "beyond the end of
the century." '

The program of improvements, as we have pointed out in Chapter
Five, is designed to enable the Canal to reach the limits of its capacity.'
If ships continue to increase in size beyond what the locks can physi-
cally accommodate, it may eventually be desirable to do more. Until
such a decision is taken, however, the Canal can function with the
present locks.

For the next fifteen years at least, a majority of ships in the worl<i
Aeet will probably be able to fit within the locks, although the numb~~
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of ships that are too large to do so will continue increasing unless an
unexpected reversal takes place.

Forecasts suggest that more than 90 percent, of the world merchant
fleet will still be in sizes small enough to transit the existing Panama
Canal by the year 2000. The Canal will be valuable to world shipping
even if it is not, enlarged. The average ship size at the Canal in 1973 was
9,124 tons. This is a long way from reaching the limits of capacity. The
10 percent of ships too large to transit may, however, represent 20 or
more percent of the total lifting capacity of the world fleet.

A majority of the 34 member companies associated with the Ameri-
can Institute of Merchant Shipping have indicated that the Canal locks
are adequate. Increasing the lock sizes will not materially affect their
use of the Canal. Cargoes to be obtained, route designations, marketing
arrangements, and port restrictions are the primary governing consider-
ations that determine the sizes of vessels used on particular trade
routes. %'hile larger locks or a sea-level canal would permit shipowners
to build and employ larger vessels on Canal routes, these would not
necessarily follow on all routes. A major increase in tolls, if this should
follow construction, would, on the other hand, cause serious concern if
this were not matched by higher earnings at the same time,'

Keeping the present lock canal functioning until it is clear that a
larger facilit,y is needed is the only appropriate course t,o take. The
margin for growth that is built into the system should suffice through
the year 2000 unless there is a decided change in the mixture of ships
carrying commerce via the Canal.

Approximately 10 years are available for a decision on new construc-
tion in order to have it completed between the years 2000 and 2010. It
may even be desirable to wait somewhat beyond this to allow traffic
demand to build up further to assure commercial success of a new
facility.

Postponing a decision beyond the optirnurn action point may dis-
courage business from making long-term contracts for the development.
of raw materials that could profitably be exploited and shipped. But
this is a risk that may have to be taken. We believe the United States
should obtain the maximum usefulness out of its investment in the
existing canal before undertaking construction of additional facilities.

Keeping the present canal operative has the advantage of tying up the
least additional capital invest, ment at this time. It will leave the United
States free to decide. what to do 10 or 20 years hence after there has
been an opportunity to appraise cargo and transit movements further.

2 Construct a Third Locks System

An alternative for expanding the capacity of the Canal when this is
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feet, By light n>ng the sh>ps somewhat,, these could be brought down to
around l00,000 tons with a draft of under 45 feet, and be able to use
the Third Locks.g

Ailvantages of Third Lacks

ln addition to allowing both larger vessels and more ships to pass
through the Canal, the Third Locks would facilitate traffic when one
lane of the original locks is taken out of service for overhaul. The design
woukl also provide a straighter navigable channel to and from the Pa-
cific terminal, and would have the advantage of adding a high-level lake
above Miraflores where vessels couM anchor in time of fog or low
visibility before proceeding into the Cut This would allow more vessels
to be moved north of the Miraflores Lacks when visibility lowers, and
thus be on their livay sooner when conditions improve.

These locks could be built for less than half the cost af a sea-level
canal. Toll increases to recover the cost might be less than what would
be needed to recoup the costs of a sea-level canal. Tankers transporting
Alaskan crude could probably afford to go through t,he Canal to East
Coast ports or Caribbean refineries with oil not needed on the Nest
Coast, where they couM not do so if tolls had to be put up to a point
needed to cover the cost of building a sea-level canal, 'I his would de-
pend upon the toll system and policy.

No private land would be needed for < onstruction of the Third Lacks
and traffic could be kept moving through the existing locks for most, of
the time while building is going on. The Third Locks would also pos-
sibly do more to retain a fresh water barrier and thus avoid disturbing
the ecology.

Disadvantages of Third I ocks

Additional water supplies would be needed for the functioning of
Third Locks, h owever. Lo ckage operations w au M requi re up to 50
percent more water than the existing locks take, depending on the size
of the chambers. This could be secured by impounding addit,ional
streams tributary to Gatun Lake, or by pumping seaway r into the lake,
thus adding to the overall cost of the program. Since the Third Locks
could not, accommodate the very large bulk carriers, they would not,

10satisfy the long-term interests of shipping.
Furthermore, the Third Locks could not transit the largest aircraft

carriers of the Navy. Hence, they would not contribute significantly to
national defense. They thus appear to be an inadequate measure.

Acquiring the necessary additional water would he a serious probken~.
There are no large streams in the vicinity of the Canal that, are not now
harnessed, '5'ater brought, from a distance would be very expensive,
Pumping salt water into Gatun and Miraflores Lakes couM b»  lane if
enough energy can be purchased. This would significantly raise oper-
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than it was in l939 when the third locks project was first studied
because the number of transits has already built up to nearly what was
then expected in the year 2000.

MIe se» the limited capacity the Third Locks would add, and the
vuln«rability of the Canal as drawbacks to expending large additio>ai



sums upon the Canal, particul;�ly j�view of the c,�uded �,l,�
loOk at the lsthnlus at thIS time,

3.;1 Sea-I easel Canal from Lugarto to Puerto Cairnito
in Panama

Five sites have been thought preferable among the route s possible for
a sea-level canal through Central America, First,;dong the border of
nicaragua and Costa Rica, designated Route 8 by the 1970 Comnrks-
sipn. second, 8 site just west of the Canal Zo»e in the Republic of
Panama, designated Route 10. Third, Route 14 which ger1e'rally follows
the Par1an1a Canal itself within the Canal Zone. Fourtl1, Route 17 «cross
eastern Panama at the Darien Penir1sula. And, fifth, a lieu across north-
ern Colombia from the Gulf of Uraba to Humboldt Bay, desi@rated
Route 25. See Figure 35,

Of the Val1OUS pOSSrbrhtleS, a rOute JUSt west Of th» Car1al l>one On a
line from the tOWn Of LOgartO, f1ve mileS fron} the Canal Zone on the
Caribbean side, across a sectior1 of Gatun [ake, through the Chorrera
Gap in the Continental Divide, and out to the Pacifi< Ocearx at the
mouth of the Caimito River, approximately 10 miles west of Panama
City and Balboa, has been generally considered an optinral location
from an engineering VieWpoint fOr a Sea-level Waterway. Harrier dan1s
would he erected to prevent draining Gatun I.ake. See Fibre 36.

A canal co nstru cted at o n g this route c ou1d be bu il t in s t age s. A
single-lane channel could be dug first and left at that until traffi» de-
rnand warrants more. Or it could have a 14-mile passing 4ne excavated
midway along the route. Or, alternatively, the canal could have two
parallel channels for the entire distance to allow ur1impeded two-way
traffiC. T1dal gateS COUM reStrict current flow within the cxsal to two
knots.

Most of this route lies through undeveloped country, largely farmir1g
and grazing land, There are no heavily-populated areas along the way.
The highest elevation is 400 feet, Nearness to Par1ama City, Colon and
the Canal Zon» provides access to a large supply of labor, Engineerirrg
personnel and equipment are situated at, the Canal Zone for work on
COnStruCtio>1 and maintenance.

The President's Commission was of the opinion in 1970 that "past
negotiations indicate that a sea-level canal" on this route "should k>e
acceptable to Panama under reasonable treaty condition»."" Subse-
quent events raise some questions on this score,

A 36-mile, single-lane, sea-level canal with 17 miles of two-lane;q~
proach channels was believed to have a capacity of 35,000 transits a
year. A 14-mile passing lane added to the waterway couM handle
56,000 transits. A full two-lane canal couM transit up to 100,000 ves-
sels a year, although the studies on which these figure s were based ar<
now considered to be incomplete. The cost of construction of a mini-
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merchants. No canal site away from the Isthmus has a comparable
reservoir of labor, or equal facilities in housing, stores, medical facili-
ties, or as good a network of highways near at hand.

A sea-level canal could be operated by the staff now employed by
the Panama Canal Company. The armed forces located at the Canal
Zone are available to defend it.

To obtain the site from the Republic of Panama will require negoti-
ating a separate treaty and concessions, This may now be difficult, but
the possibility of returning the east side of the Zone to the Repubbc,
save for a corridor from Madden Lake to Gamboa, would provide com-
pensatory land and a shorter, more direct connection between Panama
City and Colon.

A sea-level waterway along the Logarto-Caimito route would make a
valuable contribution to commerce anti to the Panamanian economy. lt
would allow vessels to transit in less time than through the lock canal.
It would allow larger vessels to pass than can possibly be admitted to a
lock canal. lt would not become outmoded as a lock canal will



that is once diverted to other routings wiH return to me ~sLr!nl~ ai~x
the Canal is reopened. For this reason, the President's Commission very
much preferred a sea-level canal constructed outside the present Canal
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/On i so that trafflC m th» exlstlrlg lOCk c'anal would not have tO b4'
rnterf U ptecl,

P es oPeratlng U Q flag
'd

and that, if such a canal were available, they would use it. These we~»
companies operating tankers and dry bulk cargo vessels, Points stn ss<~3

that a waterway able to take vessels up to 150�00 tons would
save costs in the use of tugs and line handlers.

Considerations Hegacclir19 a Bed-Level Cdndt

I rom an engineering point of view, there is considerable to he said in
favor of constructing a sea-level canal along Route 1.0 if agreement can
be reached or> tl>is, There would be no interference with ship movement
while construction is gai»g an. 'I'he roUte runs largely through relatively
unsettled countryside. The elevations are quite modest

A sea-level canal built along any of Routes 10, 14S or 1 lC would br
able to make use of equipment already located at t.he Zone. This v auld
save duplicating equipment and housing. llarbor facilittes are hand!ly
present�The Panama Railroad supplies trans-isthmian transportation.
I uel supplies are located at the Canal tern>inals. Hotels are situated
nearby.

An angle that, has not been sufficiently examined as yet is the eco-
Iopcal one of the effects of building a sea-level canal across the
Isthmus, More studies will bc needed before assurances can bc given
that opening a sea-level waterway will not afford a serious opportunity
for transfer of hiota fram one acean to the other, or allow sea life from
the Pacific to move into the Caribbean with its many resort areas. Cxiven
sufficient time, and effort, these problems should be solvable.

Taken on balance, we feel that, when the time comes to enlarge the
interoceanic connection, a sea-level canal is a practical solution for the
long-run needs of aceanborne commerce. The insistence, however, of
Panamanian leaders on acquiring political control of the Canal routes at
the Isthmus and of limitirig United States rights an� jurisdiction there
raises profound questions about the ent>re enlargement plans. Until
these are clarified, there is doubt that the United States Government
should proceed further toward a sea-level waterway.

lf a sea-level canal is to pay for itself, it would be necessary to
maximize toll revenues, 'I'his would necessitate a toll system that as-
sessed more nearly what the traffic will bear. '

The Cat>al Company has supported a sea-level project informally. The
'Governor in 1973 questioned whether the expenditure of funds for
Third Locks would be warranted on economic grounds. !Ie conceded
that, if a sea-level canal mere impossible, he would favor the Third
Lacks.A sea-level canal wouldbe ahk to transit th< large naval circ raft
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The disadvantages of a Colombian route are its remoteness from
sizable habitations, the absence of communications, the greater distance
from New York and San Francisco, the lack of facilities of any kind in
the neighborhood, and its length of 100 miles. Furthermore, the Gov-
ernrnent of Colombia made it clear to the President's Commission that
it was not prepared to give the United States unfettered rights and
jurisdiction. Table 1 summarizes the characteristics of the various
routes.

A canal constructed outside of Panama could provide an alternat,ive
should the Panama Canal become blocked for any reaso~. This would
help assure freedom of passage for shipping. It would also provide a
competitive situation. This could be advantageous to commerce.

A disadvantage of building a canal in another country would be the
need for duplicating construction equipment, operating personnel, com-
munications, and defenses. Although this might be a reasonable price to
pay for freedom of movement, it would add measurably to the cost.
Political and financial problems would be multiplied,

We think the added costs, political problems, and other difficulties
that would be involved in procuring land, housing, caring for labor, devel-
oping supply bases, roads, and other essential installations, plus the re-
moteness of locations outweigh the advantages that are to be gained.

The Isthmus at Panama commands the narrowest passage between
the oceans. Its resources have been well developed. It is known to
shipping interests. The Republic of Panama offers valuable adjuncts in
banking and shipping services, a competent work force, and the best
hotel and residential areas near any of the routes.
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tiara of substituting for the Canal although at greater cost.
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It may also be argued that Panama would put the tolls up so that it
would cost shipping much more to use the Canal than it has been doing
in the past. This could happen. On the other hand, Panamanians are
aware that, if tolls are put up too high, cargo will find other ways of
moving to destinations. Traffic will shrink, ToHs revenues will decline.
The Canal, as we have remarked before, is in the international market;
place. Its administrators have to keep tolls at a point where they will
attract, not repel, shipping.

It is often argued that some foreign power inimicable to United
States interests would grab this strategic crossroads if the United States
moved out. This again is conceivable. On the other hand, United States
armed forces are not far away from the Canal at any time. It is hardly
likely that nationalist forces within Panama would look with favor
upon foreign elements seizing what they would have gained.

Selling the Canal to Panama is a possibility. We do not recommend
this as a first choice, but it may be worth considering. This would get
the United States out of an increasingly uncomfortable position. We do
not believe the waterway would be turned against United States ship-
ping, that the toll rates would go far out of line with what the market
will stand, or that the operators would tolerate a hostile foreign power
moving into the Zone.

Should the United States decide to sell the Canal to Panama it is
conceivable that the resources of the World Bank could be called upon
to assist in the operation and improvement of present or foreseeable
facilities.

With the importance of other modes of transport increasing, this may
be an alternative worth considering.

7. Other ~nsfer Possibilities

Trans-Isthmian Pipeline

It has been suggested that, rather than laying out money for a larger
canal, business should be encouraged to construct a commercial pipe-
line across the Isthmus with tank farm's and suitable deepwater termi-
nals located at each end. This would then permit supertankers to bring
oil to the Isthmus, have it pumped to the other side, and be loaded
there for carriage to refineries in the Caribbean or be tankered to East
Coast ports.

Twelve million tons of petroleum went through the Canal from the
Atlantic to the Pacific in 1973; 10 million tons, in the opposite direc-
tion. The tankers provide substantial business for the Canal. Shipping
much of this across the Isthmus by pipeline would relieve the Canal of
that much traffic and cut down on one of the principal sources of large
shipping. This appears to be a possibility if traffic becomes heavy enough.

Pipeline transportation of oil across the Isthmus could be a viable
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ealers to hold and consign the oil for particular refineries and

localities.
e present average cost for moving oil through the Canal is 11,2

cents a barrel. If operating costs of a pipeline were to be 9 cents, a
modest rate, apart from storage charges, t.here would be a small margin
for profit If high-volume transport should develop from oil found in
Ecuador, the Upper Amazon basin, or elsewhere, this could become a
profitable investment. If the oil companies should decide to use tankers
of the 250,000-deadweight plus classes for transporting Alaskan crude
from Vaidez to the Isthmus, pumping it across for refining at Caribbean
refineries, or at the Isthmus itself, and then backhauling refined prod-
ucts to West Coast ports, this might make a pipeline a good investment.
On the other hand, if the companies decide to construct a pipeline
across the United States to the rnid-Continent, Alaskan oil will prob.
ably travel via this line rather than be taken down to Panama.'

Meanwhile, the Canal offers a convenient, inexpensive way of trans-
porting oil without the added cost of unloading, storing, pumping and
reloading it at the opposite side, or the capital investment for a pipe-
line. Transiting oil is profitable business for the Canal. It would like to
serve this business as long as it can do so competitively. The decisions
are not in its hands, but in those of the oil companies and transporters.
So long as it can do so, it wiH transit tankers that can be admitted to its
locks.

Slurry and Moving Belt Transfer

Thought also springs to mind of the possibility of moving quantities
of coal and ore across the Isthmus by slurry process from deepwater
terminals at Colon and Balboa.' Problems can be seen in the costs of
unloading cargoes at one side of the Isthmus, reducing them to slurries,
storing them, reconsolidating them at the other end, and reloading
them for shipment in the other ocean area.

Generally speaking, the commodities that couM be transferred as a
slurry or by moving belt can be gotten to destinations more cheaply
and expeditiously by continuous ship movement rather than by trans-
shiprnent. If there were no interoceanic canal, such a method might be
more attractive. If the coal and ore carriers turn to very large vessels,
transshipment may become preferable, in some instances, to diversion
around the Capes.

Land- and Mini-Bridge Systems

The introduction of special unitized trains for carrying modular «n
tainers across the United States, with schedules keyed to arrival and
depart,ore dates of express containerships across the Atlantic and the
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Pacific, with competing rate schedules, is offering fresh competition to
the Panama Canal. European and Asian traders are being given an alter-
nate means of moving high-priority cargoes to markets abroad.

The land-bridge system aims to improve delivery times to third conti-
nents on the far side of the Americas. This has not yet established a
clear ascendancy over sea transport, however. Shipping companies have
been meeting the challenge with new, faster containerships that can
make the run between Europe and Asian ports in approximately equiva-
lent times. Delays in ports, and the still relatively slow operation of
through transcontinental freight trains, are impeding the progress of the
land-bridge.

Mini-bridge trade by comparison, involving shipments between Japa-
nese and East Coast Umted States ports, and between Europe and West
Coast North American destinations, has been making some headway
with delivery times two or more days faster than by all-water transpor-
tation, This innovation, coupled with the increase in trucking on the
Interstate Highway system offers flexible opportunities for overseas
commerce so long as rates are held comparable.'

This raises a query whether it would be to the nation's advantage to
improve the rail system with Government subsidies for new roadbeds,
rolling stock, and faster schedules rather than investing comparable
dollars in further canal construction. In a sense, the Panama Canal has
contributed to the demise of the railroads in the United States, just as it,
is now deterring the construction of large ships by imposing Panamax-
size dimensions upon some builders.

A large investment of capital in the nation's rail system would
strengthen the economy. It would provide jobs for the unemployed. It
would improve the national transportation system. It would aid se-
curity in a time of emergency. A revitalized rail system could aLso help
conserve energy supplies by stimulating more efficient means of trans-
portation. The time may be ripe, therefore, for the injection of large
amounts of capital not only in new port systems, but in the transconti-
nental rails as well.

Whatever is done, and this becomes a matter for national transpor-
tation policy, the United States will want to continue its support of the
merchant marine to enable U.S.-flag shipping to compete with foreign
companies, and to have an adequate fleet for use in time of national
emergency. As long as the nation moves over 90 percent of its overseas
commerce by water, it will be indispensable to have a large merchant
fleet and an interoceanic canal. Considerations of saving energy also
argue in favor of keeping a short water sea route in the picture of global
transport.

Summary

Among the alternatives discussed in the preceding pages, we conclude
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their country. Discontent over the situation was a factor in the riots
that occurred near the Canal Zone in 1958 and 1964.

Panama has benefited from the presence of the Canal in numerous
ways. It has become a center for international banking, transport, and
communications Construction activity has been booming with the pres-
ence of foreign capital. More than 40 percent of the foreign exchange
earnings and nearly one-third of its gross national product can be attrib-
uted to the existence of the Canal. Its national income has more than
doubled in the past decade with a growth rate of close to 8 percent a
year." Gross investment as a percentage of gross domestic product is
higher than that of Mexico. Its per capita income is one of the highest
in Latin America. '

F'ol!owing discussions of the situation in Panama at the Organization
of American States and at the United Nations in 1964, as well as
between the parties themselves, President Lyndon B. Johnson agreed to
talks between the two countries to remove the "causes of conflict
relative to the Panama Canal."

An announcement of five "areas of agreement" on a new treaty by
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a fixed terminal date for a new treaty; �! the Canal area to be inte-
grated with the rest of Panama on an orderly basis; �! fair and helpful
treatment to all employees who have served the Canal.

The parties, in addition, stated that they were in agreement on main-
taining United States armed forces and facilities at the IsthmtLs under a
status-of-forces agreement; that studies should continue on a sea-level
canal which shall be open at all times to the vessels of all nations on a
nondiscriminatory basis; and a separate treaty to be concluded for a
new sea-level canal. "

Three draft treaties came from the negotiators in 1967: one for the
existing canal; a second for a sea-level canal; the third for mutual de-
fense. The first called for joint administration of the Canal, increase in
annuity payments, division of toll receipts, transfers of land to Panama,
application of Panamanian law in the Zone under a progressive system,
and termination of the new treaty in 1999. The second provided for
constzuction and operation of a sea-level canal with joint administration
for 60 years from completion of construction, followed by transfer to
the Republic. The third document would have safeguarded United
States rights to defend the Canal during the life of the treaties, but with
Panamanian participation. "

The Government of Panama took no steps to ratify these drafts.
Instead, it rejected them summarily. When the contents became
known in the Congressional Committee on Merchant Marine and Fisher-
ies, it reported that the draft terms were "unworkable as well as con-
trary to the best interests of the United States." It added that:

It must be understood by all interested parties that the Congress
looks with disfavor on such disruptive treaties and is adamant in
its opposition to ceding United States sovereignty and jurisdiction
over the Canal Zone...

This plain-speaking signaled that, if the Executive were to submit a
treaty along these lines to the Congress, it would face rough going.
Although the Senate is the body with constitutional power to give
consent to treaties, the members of this body would not overlook
strong opposition in the other House.

Moves During the Nixon Administration

President Richard Nixon authorized negotiations to resume with the
Republic of Panama when he came to office in 1968. These were con-
tinued until just before the 1972 presidential elections. In his 1972
Foreign Policy Report, the President indicated that the United States
wished to develop a mature and stable partnership with its Latin Ameri-
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can neighbors ' Little progress eras made, however, during the ensuing
year.

Changing lnternationat Scene

At a special meeting of the United Nations Security Council con
vened at Panama City in April 1973, United States Canal policy was
criticized. The country was accused of colonialisrn in retaining control
of the Zone. It was called upon to conclude a new treaty with Panama
When the vote was taken on a resolution criticizing United States pol
icy, 13 of the 15 members voted with Panama. The United Kingdom
abstained. The United States representative was forced to cast a veto to
prevent adoption of the resolution. Although Ambassador Scali argued
that the action was inappropriate in view of the continuing negotiations
between the parties, and reaffirmed the desire for a new treaty, his
views were brushed aside. In the closing moments of the meeting, the
Panamanian delegate warned that his Government was prepared to go
to the U.N. General Assembly where no veto couM prevent the passage
of a resolution.

Several representatives indicated privately that they were unhappy
with what was taking place, and hoped the United States would main-
tain its administration of the waterway. But they felt obligated in prin-
ciple to support the position of their host. The action was a diplomatic
coup for the Republic. 3

Shortly after being sworn into office, Secretary of State Kissinger
signaled his desire to open a "new dialogue" with the countries of Latin
America based upon "equality and on respect for mutual dignity." '
Ambassador Kllsworth Bunker was designated to pick up the talks with
the Republic of Panama.

Panama City Statement of Principles

A new attempt was made to make a show of progress when Secretary
Kissinger journeyed to Panama City in February l974 to sign with
Foreign Minister Juan Tack a Statement of Principles to Serve as Guide-
lines for Negotiating a New Treaty. In an 8-point Statement, the United
States promised to terminate the 1903 treaty and to replace it with a
new instrument abolishing the concept of perpetuity. It agreed to Pana-
manian sovereignty at the Canal Zone, to joint participation in the
operation and defense of the Canal, to assure just and equitable benefits
to the Republic. It also agreed that at a terminal date full control would
be transferred to Panama, although no date for this was specified. For
its part, the Republic of Panama agreed to grant the United States the
right to use land, water and air space needed for the operation of the
Canal and for its protection, and to agree upon measures to enlarge the
Canal's capacity.

In remarks following the signing, the Secretary said that restormg
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Failure to conclude a new treaty will be troublesome. Panamanian
demands have pried open a lid to a Pandora's box. The United States
Government has been put in a position where it can be condemned if it
does not agree with these Principles. It can be faced with another
confrontation in Panama or at the United Nations if it reneges on the
terms of the Statement.

Thirty-five members of the United States Senate signed a joint reso-
lution in the spring of 1974 declaring that the Panama City Principles
constitute a "clear and present danger" to the riPts and security of this
country. This more-than-one-third of the Senate placed the Govern-
ment in a tight corner. Not all of the signers may remain in solid
opposition ta the Government if a new treaty is laid before the Senate.
Some may shift positions if the President or his Secretary of State makes
a strong case for a new arrangement. Neverthe/ess, the poli tical lines are
being drawn and notice has been served that many members of the
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matters out of the hands of diplomats. Statesmanship must find a for-
rnula that gives satisfaction and security to both parties so that the
Canal will not become a football of power politics, as Suez was between
1967 and 1974.

Joint Administration

The principle of joint participation in the administration of the Canal
provided for in the 1967 draft treaty was alluded to in the 1974 State-
rnent of Principles. The parties have not come to agreement as yet,
however, on precisely how responsibilities shall be handled. Adminis-
tration of numerous civil functions can be placed in Panamanian hands
fairly shortly. What seems not to have been resolved are such questions
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as police and taxing powers, the application of panama ian 1 to
d

anamanian aw to
disputes an liabilities concerning rights of passing vessels, and the like.
Unless there is agreement upon these matters, incidents may flare into
tests of strength. Good faith and bona fide efforts will be needed in the
interim period.

The relationship between the Republic of Panama and the United
States has fostered enrollment of Panamanian students in U.S. univer-
sities. This has contributed to the upgrading of Panamanian partici-
pation in the Canal organization as weH as affecting the Republic's
financial, business, and governmental operations, Looking toward the
possibility of joint administration, it might be advisable to promote this
interchange further.

E:xpansion of Capacity

At, this point it is not clear what should be done to expand the
capacity of the Canal. The United States is understood to have sought
to retain an option to initiate a sea-level canal until the year 2000.
Panama, on the other hand, is reported to have pressed for a firm
commitment that work will be commenced on larger locks or a sea-level
waterway within a short time, or that the United States shall forfeit, its
rights in this respect. Nitb world shipping at its present stage of uncer-
tainty, aetio~ cannot be taken until it is clearer how traffic will de-
velop. From the present outlook, it appears to us that nothing further
should be done at this time to expand the capacity of the Canal beyond
its present limits. Ke incline to the view that the number of vessels
seeking transit will not exceed the limits of its capacity before the turn
of the century, if then.

Oefense of the Canal

Panama's negotiators are reported to be seeking to have United
States forces relegated to acting only when called upon by Panama to
do so within the isthmus, and to have their role limited to defending
the Canal from external aggressors. %ith the Panamanian defense forces
limited to the 6,000-man National Guard, it is feared that this may not
be sufficient to deter a foreign invasion or to prevent acts of sabotage
or guerrilla.-type attacks upon the Canal. The Panamanian position is
understandable from the point of view of a small independent power,
jealous of its sovereignty, and eager to steer clear of great power rival-
ries. Much is at stake, nevertheless, in view of the global importance of
the interoceanic link and its strategic placement. Utmost care must be
exercised in this sphere lest a false step open the Canal to a Trojan
horse vulnerability.

At the least, the principle of mutual defense, as embodied in the NATO
agreements, is needed to safeguard the interests of both parties here.



view of its Isthmian position. The United States is understood to be
amenable to increasing the annual payment to Panama to approxi
mately $25 million through a royalty on tonnages. The level of pay-
ments proposed is based upon the "estimated maxirnurn net revenue
that the Canal could produce as a result of toll increases which would
not seriously limit traffic growth."

We have two thoughts on this. Tolls should be devoted first to cov.
ering the cost of operations, paying off capital investment, and pro.
viding a fund covering necessary improvements. The United States in.
vestment in the Canal, in terms of real property, is somewhere on the
order of $1 billion. The unrecovered costs today are $317 million of
the original appropriations for Canal construction, plus $400 million
interest costs borne by the United States Treasury on these funds prior
to 1951 when the Canal was placed on a self-sustaining basis. The $400
million has now been written off in order to minimize the interest-
bearing debt of the Canal Company.

Congressman Robert L. Leggett  Democrat, California!, Chairman of
the House of Representatives Subcommittee on the Panama Canal, said
at the Hearingin July 1973: "My own view is that any payments to Pan-
ama respecting the canal, both in equity and in a good economic sense,
ought to be generated out of the canal itself." '

Some increase in toll rates can be justified, not having been raised
since 1914. The Canal Company is currently urging an increase for
other purposes. But the Canal operates in the international market-
place. If its rates are raised too high, shipping will be encouraged to go
in other directions. Traffic will drop off. There were objections raised
to the 20 percent increase proposed in 1974 by some liner companies
engaged in intercoastal and foreign commerce. Payments from Canal
revenues thus have certain built-in limits.

The position taken by the United States has been a generous one.
Secretary Kissinger's signature to the Panama City Statement is a bene-
fit to the leaders of the Panamanian Government in view of the fact
that the points made there have been among the principal goals of local
nationalist elements. A monetary figure could be put upon them. We do
not recommend that this be done. We do think, however, that the
combination of the increase in payments offered and the signed State-
ment are in themselves a just and equitable share of the benefits.

Economic Value of the Canal

In the course of analyzing United States policy alternatives for the
present canal, one should keep in mind that the economic value of the
Panama Canal is finite. The economic value of major enterprises, ac-
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will doubtless be a factor in Government decisions.
The presence of U.S. personnel at the Zone with accompanying com-

munications facilities gives the United States an eye and ear useful in
monitoring Latin American affairs. Considerations of these facilities
wiH also be of consequence in future decisions and this. too, has not
been addressed here.

The United States should keep the treaty options open which it has
with other countries for possible construction of an interoceanic canal
in the event continued tenure of a canal at Panama becomes impossible
for any reason.

The Panama Canal is valuable to the commerce of numerous coun-
tries, in addition to that of the United States. British, Japanese, Li-
berian, Norwegian, German, Greek, and Panamanian shipping, to men-
tion but a few, are heavy users of the Canal. Some provision should be
made for the interests and needs of these countries, as well as of those
that are most heavily dependent upon the Canal for their imports and
exports, to be represented on a regularized basis. We do not suggest that
they should participate in the control of the Canal, but there should be
ways in which their views can be heard.
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have a mature partnership of equals in a hemispheric system of mutual
collaboration.

As a former President of the United States said in addressing the
nations of the American hemisphere: "... our unfulfilled task is to
demonstrate to the entire world that man's unsatisfied aspirations for
economic progress and social justice can best be achieved by free men
working within a framework of democratic institutions."

Ke have attempted in preceding pages to estimate the costs and
benefits derived from the operation of the Panama Canal. Political
benefits cannot be set down in dollars, but they are nevertheless real.
Relationships with the Republic of Panama involve a complex linking
of political, psychological and economic elements in the context of a
Latin American political process. '
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A p~nership founded upon principles of equality, justice md f '-
ness, and operating within the bounds of national h ' hna ion, emispheric and
international interests, can afford an enduring link between the inter-
ests of the Panamanian people the United States and tha s, an e community
of nations interested in the interoceanic passage between the Atlantic
and Pacific Oceans.
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intermediate size general cargo liners, containerships, refrigerator ves-
sels, other specialized ships, bquid and dry bulk carriers able to fit
within the locks.

7. As the numbers of Panamax-sized vessels increase, and t"e»'P
budding industry turos out more vessels exceeding the dimensions «
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sources including tolls on United States Government owned vessel
have been approximately $1.5 billion. The United States Government is
thus rurining an unrecovered expenditure of nearly one billiori doll~
on the Cmg ent m~. Thh needs to be borne in mind when consid-
ering the possible construction of additional facilities, or of turning the
Canal over to others.

Toll Strategies

14. The present toll system has functioned well for the life of the
Canal. The original Policy of charging Canal users only the cost of
providing service has been instrumental in furthering the usef�h,e~
economic benefits of the Canal operation.

15. Recent inQation, coupled with desires to recover some of the
original investment in the waterway, has necessitated a toll in
The proposed 20 percent rise will not curtail iise of the Canal hy
shipping. Inflation may make additional toH increases necessary.

16. A variable pricing system designed to meet the competition of
alternate modes of transportation would generate additional revenues,
But this would require more paper work to administer, tempt shippers
to file false or incomplete reports of cargo, and be difficult to enforce.

impact of Land- and Mini-Bridges
17. The land-bridge operation, employing unitized train-loads of

containers on the transcontinental railroads across the United States
synchronized with ship arrival and departure dates, offers a new com-
petitive challenge to the Panama Canal. Thus far, this does not appear
to be affecting Canal traffic.

18. The mini-bridge concept, involving shipment from an overseas
continent to cities on the opposite coast pf the United States, has up to
now' been more costly than all-water shipment. It can effect a small
saving of time if connections are perfect, Rising ship operating costs
and toll increases are improving the competitive position of the mini-
bridge.

Third Locks Plan

19. We consider a project to construct a third set of locks economi-
cally unjustifiable. Their operation would require the pumping of sea
water into Gatun Lake to provide adequate lockage water. The cost of
pumping, coupled with the manning and maintenance costs, would
necessitate a. the in tolls that w'ould undermine possible economic ad.
vantages that could be drawn from the use of larger ships. Any lock
type facility wiH ultimately impose limits on the size of ships capable of
transiting. New locks would not make the panama Canal any easier to
defend. Since the locks would be too small to accommodate the very
large aircraft carriers of the United States Navy, they would contribute
little to national security.



CONCLUSIONS

Sea- Level Garsal Plans

20 Recovering the costs of constructing a sea-level canal, and paying
just and equitable compensation to the Republic of Panama out of tolls
cannot be assured at this time, even with projected increased traffic
There are many unpredictable cost elements involved in such a course,

eluding acquiring privately-owned lands, right of-way payments to
Panama, and others.

2g. A saturated Panama Canal, or a massive shift to very large ships,
wiii not in itself be proof that a sea-level canal will be economically
justified. Governor David S. Parker anticipated this when he said a
sea-level canal "sometime," when the time is right.

22. It is not clear that a sea-level canal will pay for itself if it is ready
by the year 2000, although it is possible that by that time traffic
demand will be sufficient to justify the investment.

23, It may be that a sea-level canal will turn out to be so expensive
that it would be better not to attempt to build it,, even when the
Panama Canal has aH the traf'fic it can transit. Meantime, we favor
retaining the present Canal.

24. A sea-level canal will approximately equal in cost two nuclear
aircraft carriers at today's prices, and might reduce somewhat the need
for a two-ocean Navy. If the President or the Department of Defense
were to say that a sea-level canal is needed on grounds of national
security, this would carry impressive weight with the country.

25. The country may decide to build a sea-level canal even though it
is not economicaHy justified, but is required for defense purposes. The
State and Defense Departments will have to determine if unrecoverable
expenditures are balanced by political.e., prestige and influenc~nd
defense considerations.

26, Should construction of a sea-level canal be undertaken, a track
across the Isthmus just to the northwest of the present Zone appears to
be most desirable. Building in this area wiH not interfere with the
operation of the present Canal. A sea-level waterway built away from
the present canal can be built without the necessity of achieving high
capacity initially. It can be enlarged in stages to accommodate both
more ships and larger ships. The present Canal would remain available
during and after construction of the new facility as a backup in the
event of slides or other engineering problems. The fresh water Gatun
Lake need not be destroyed with aH its recreational, electrical power,
and municipal uses. A canal in this area will probably be less costly to
construct, than if built elsewhere.

2'l. A sea-level waterway separated from the original canal but near
existing defense facilities will be relatively easy to defend and make it
more difficult to disrupt transiting operations at both canals. Construc-
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tion north of the Canal would entail acquiring more land, but in this
area relatively little development has taken place. Furthermore, once a
new facility is completed, operations can be consolidated in the island
between the two canals, freeing territories on the east bank of the
present Canal which are of considerable economic value, for return to
Panama, if this is deemed to be desirable.

Stay with the Present Canal Indefinitely

28. Construction cost estimates and forecasts of economic benefits
obtainable from a sea-level canal are only approximate at this time
These imply that a sea-level canal may never be desirable. It is con
ceivable that no major new facility should ever be undertaken and that
the present Canal should be maintained indefinitely, even if traffic
demand exceeds its capacity.

A New Treaty

29. Treaty relationships with the Republic of Panama need to be
modernized within the context of a new hemisphere relationship. A
treaty along the general lines of the drafts referred to the governments
in 1967 will cover legitimate aspirations of the Panamanian people
while preserving the indispensable needs of the United States for a free
and open canal available to the use of all nations on a non-discrimina-
tory basis. The treaty should endorse the principle of the Canal being
dedicated to the advancement of commerce.

30. Improved relations with Panama are likely to be achieved
through an increased role for Panama in the Canal enterprise, as well as
added economic benefits that are fair and equitable.

31. Some civil functions can be transferred to Panamanian adrninis-
tration shortly. Portions of the Zone not needed for the operation and
defense of the Canal can be returned to the Republic on a piecemeal
basis. Construction of a sea-level canal along an axis northwest of the
present Zone would allow transfer of activities to what would amount
to an island between the two waterways. This wouM permit most of the
land, towns, ports and installations lying to the east of the existing
Canal to be turned over to the Republic of Panama if this is desirable.

32. A joint council or commission to advise the governments on
steps to extend the capacity of the Canal would afford a routine basis
for consultation and exchange of views.

33. United States armed forces are needed for the defense of the
waterway. A separate rights and status of forces agreement shouM be
concluded that will assure freedom of action to take necessary steps to
protect the Canal and to defend it against external attack.

34. Other prime user nations should be drawn into a treaty relation-
ship to afford a regularized basis for the expression of their needs and
interests in the use of the waterway.



how greatly the Panama Canal has facilitaQB world commerce, asiu wry
this international relations and understandings. It is essential that an out-
ward looking view be preserved in handling Canal affairs in the future.
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